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1
Introduction

1.1

mediterranean basins

The mediterranean type of basin is a recurring phenomenon in geological history. The basin from which
this type of basin derives its name is, of course, the present-day Mediterranean. The word mediterranean,
in turn, originates from a combination of the latin words for ‘middle’ and ‘from land’, medius and
terraneus, which immediately gives away the most important characteristic of a mediterranean basin:
its location in the middle of a landmass, i.e. it is landlocked. A more comprehensive definition of a
mediterranean basin, ‘a basin surrounded by continental landmasses tenuously connected to the world
ocean’, also includes a second characteristic feature: a connection to the world ocean which is small
compared to the basinal size and/or volume. When a mediterranean basin is located at intermediate
latitudes, the atmospheric forcing often gives rise to an anti-estuarine circulation with respect to the world
ocean. Due to the combination of its geometry and water budget, a mediterranean basin is generally more
sensitive to changes in global and local climate and hence an excellent location to study these.
Besides the obvious mediterranean basin, the Eurafrican Mediterranean Sea, which will be the basin
of interest for the larger part of this thesis, the mid-Cretaceous proto-North Atlantic basin (Fig 1.1),
the subject of Chapter 2, also fits the definition despite its significantly larger volume compared to the
Mediterranean Sea. Both basins have been, and are, studied extensively by geoscientists from a large
number of disciplines. The proto-North Atlantic, an expanding ocean basin in the early stages of the
Wilson cycle, is of scientific and economic interest because of the widespread formation of source rocks
during the Mesozoic in intervals during which global climate changed significantly; these events are
known as Oceanic Anoxic Events. The Mediterranean is a basin on the brink of closing at the ‘end’ of the
Wilson cycle. With its ongoing tectonic evolution at the interface of the convergent European (Eurasian)
and African plates, it has been recording the interaction of tectonics and climatic variability in numerous
archives since its formation, by closure of the connection to the Indian Ocean, in the Miocene. One of
the most spectacular examples of the interaction of climate and tectonics is the Messinian Salinity Crisis
(5.97 - 5.33 Ma) during which the Mediterranean Sea became at least as saline as the present-day Dead
Sea.
The general objective of this thesis is to use computational models to gain insight in the processes
and conditions that give rise to atypical marine sedimentation, i.e. black shales and evaporites, in
mediterranean basins. Notwithstanding the different basins of interest and diverse objectives, the general approach and methodology in all following chapters are similar. In each chapter, a relatively simple
model is employed with a simplified or idealistic forcing. With this model, one or a few aspects of the dynamics of the basin under consideration are investigated. In this way insight is gained in the importance
of processes, and interactions between basin geometry, climate and marine sedimentation. A recurring
and important component of every chapter is the link of model results to observations and data.
In Chapter 2, an ocean-only circulation model is used to investigate the sensitivity of the circula1
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tion in the mid-Cretaceous proto-North Atlantic to changes in the connections with the global ocean. In
Chapters 3-6, a series of box models is used to gain detailed insight in the main processes and mechanisms involved in the first two stages of the Mediterranean Messinian Salinity Crisis, test existing hypotheses quantitatively, and examine the conditions with which observations can be reproduced. In the
concluding chapter, Chapter 7, another ocean-only circulation model is used to assess the sensitivity of
the present-day Mediterranean circulation and water characteristics to the depth of the connection with
the Atlantic.
As an introduction to the remainder of this thesis, the following sections will give a short description
of the geological context of Oceanic Anoxic Events in the Cretaceous North Atlantic and the Messinian
Salinity Crisis in the Late Miocene Mediterranean, and a brief overview of the ongoing debates, as
pertinent for the topics dealt with in this thesis. This chapter ends with an outline of this thesis.

1.2

The mid-Cretaceous North Atlantic:
Oceanic Anoxic Event 2

The Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) had its first Leg in 1968 and has been followed up by the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program in which drilling is still ongoing at present-day. These projects have
resulted in the discovery of a large number of intervals in geological history with large and often abrupt
changes in climate, lithology and/or sedimentation patterns on a global scale. In the Mesozoic, a number
of intervals has been recognized during which sediments with a notably high organic carbon content,
generally known as black shales after their predominant colour (Schlanger et al., 1987), were formed in
several, if not all, large oceanic basins of the world. These intervals have become known as Oceanic
Anoxic Events (OAEs), named by (Schlanger and Jenkyns, 1976), and are defined as time slices in the
Mesozoic with a global abundance of organic-rich sediments. This definition has afterwards been extended to include all stratigraphic intervals with a marked excursion in the carbon isotope record (Bralower
et al., 1993; Sageman et al., 2006; Scholle and Arthur, 1980). Mesozoic OAE deposits generated > 50%
of the world’s oil and gas reserves (Klemme and Ulmishek, 1991), and an even higher percentage if only
oil is considered (Tissot, 1979). For this reason, there is a significant economic interest, next to a purely
scientific interest, in studying OAEs.
Following the above definition, 6 OAEs have been recognized in the Mesozoic (e.g. Erbacher et al.,
1996; Jenkyns, 2010; Leckie et al., 2002): the Toarcian OAE (T-OAE, ≈183 Ma), the early Aptian Selli
event (OAE1a, ≈120.5 Ma), the early Albian Paquier event (OAE1b, ≈111 Ma), the late Albian OAE1c
and OAE1d (≈102 and 99.5 Ma), the Cenomanian-Turonian Bonarelli event (OAE2, ≈93.6 Ma). Other
intervals in which regionally abundant black shales are found but of which the global extent cannot be
established with certainty, are the Valanginian Weissert event (≈136 Ma), the Hauterivian Faraoni event
(≈129 Ma) and the Coniacian-Santonian OAE3 (≈85.8 Ma). Of these, the early Aptian OAE1a and
Cenomanian-Turonian OAE2 have produced the most widespread black shales. In the North Atlantic
basin (Fig 1.1), which was landlocked during most of the Mesozoic, i.e. the connections with the global
ocean were small compared to the basinal volume (Meschede and Frisch, 1998; Ross and Scotese, 1988;
Sewall et al., 2007), the sedimentary expression of these OAEs is especially well developed.
As indicated by the naming of the events, OAEs were thought to be caused by a world wide expansion
of the oxygen minimun zone, leading to a significant volume with anoxia in the world’s oceans in which
organic-carbon preservation is enhanced (Schlanger and Jenkyns, 1976). However, preservation is merely
one of three factors affecting the percentage of organic carbon in a sedimentary succession, the other two
being production and sedimentation rate (Sageman et al., 2003; Tyson, 2005). A world wide decrease in
sedimentation rate at constant levels of preservation and production, i.e. the same amount of organiccarbon in a smaller volume of sediment, can be ruled out as an explanation for black shale formation
during OAEs because of the multitude of sedimentary settings black shales are found in. The significance
of the two remaining factors, preservation and production, is debated not only for the black shales of the
2
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Figure 1.1: North Atlantic palaeobathymetry during the mid-Cretaceous (after the mid-Cretaceous, 105 Ma, palaeogeographical reconstruction of R. Blakey). The continents surrounding the basin are, as at present day, North
and South America (N-Am and S-AM), Africa (N-Africa) and Europe (Eur). The major connections to other
oceans are the Western Interior Seaway (WIS), Central American Seaway (CAS), Equatorial Atlantic Seaway
(EAS), and the Palaeo Strait of Gibraltar (PSoG).

OAEs but also for the sapropels of the Mediterranean (Meyers, 2006).
Following the traditional Black Sea model for anoxic environments (Pompeckj, 1901), OAEs were
envisaged to occur during periods of reduced overturning and overall sluggish circulation. However, a
basin with a sluggish overturning cannot sustain a high productivity because nutrients from deep water
layers are not transported (back) to the photic zone. On the other hand, a high rate of overturning
will transport nutrients to the photic zone but will also keep the deep water oxygen concentration at
such high levels that most organic matter will be rapidly degraded. The preservation versus production
debate has long been highly polarized, but recently an increasing amount of research points towards
a combination of enhanced preservation and production as the driver of black shale production during
OAEs (e.g. Ruvalcaba-Baroni et al., 2013; Trabucho-Alexandre et al., 2012; Tyson, 2005).

1.3

The Late Miocene Mediterranean Sea:
Messinian Salinity Crisis

1.3.1

Discovery of deep Mediterranean evaporites

In 1970 the sedimentary sequences of the deep Mediterranean basins were drilled in Leg 13 of the DSDP
‘to explore the origin and development of a small ocean basin – The Mediterranean’ (Ryan et al., 1973).
3
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The presence of salt, of either Triassic or Cenozoic age, in the subsurface of the deep Mediterranean
basins had been suggested before the drilling commenced by ‘the repeated discovery of diapiric structures [on seismics] in the Balearic and Levantine basins’. Even though drillsites were selected away from
these diapiric structures, evaporite deposits were encountered at several sites below the recent to Pliocene sediments. Repeated attempts to penetrate these evaporites more than several tens of meters were
unsuccessful, mainly due to technical difficulties in drilling the evaporites. However, drilling confirmed
that the so-called ‘M’ reflector, observed throughout the Mediterranean on seismics already for several
years, coincided with the top of the evaporites (e.g. Hersey, 1965; Montadert et al., 1970; Ryan et al.,
1971). As a consequence it was concluded that a layer of 1 to 3.5 km (!) of salt underlay large parts of
both the eastern and western Mediterranean basins (Fig 1.2). The newly discovered salt giant contained
in volume almost 5% of the salt content of the world oceans (Ryan, 2008). The sharp transition from the
Late Miocene evaporites, which at that time were thought to have formed in shallow water, to the Early
Pliocene deep marine sediments was taken to indicate a dramatic increase of depositional depth, i.e. a
rapid refilling of the Mediterranean from near desiccation to global sea level, which came to be known
as the Zanclean deluge. With the rough timing of the formation of the evaporites established, the event
became known, in the years after the DSDP discovery, as the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC).
In the following years, conceptual models for the formation of the deep Mediterranean evaporites
arose (compiled in Drooger, 1973a). The main points of dissension being the depth of the basin and
whether desiccation was necessary to form the evaporites, three models were proposed: the deep basin,
shallow water model (Hsü et al., 1973a), the shallow basin, shallow water model (Nesteroff, 1973; Pautot
and Le Pichon, 1970; Ryan et al., 1973), and the deep basin, deep water model (Schmalz, 1969; Selli,
1973) which disputed the shallow water origin of the evaporites. The shallow basin model was dropped
after a few years when an increasing load of evidence pointed towards the Mediterranean already being
a deep basin in the Late Miocene. The shallow water models were based on the idea that the Messinian
salts were similar to modern salinas, i.e. shallow basins in an area with an arid climate, following the
theory of uniformitarianism. The deep basin model called for a setting of salt deposition as does not
exist at present day and has, until recently, not gained as much attention. Due to the lack of a presentday analogue, the deep water model has been discredited as being tailored to rationalize the presence of
salt giants in deep basins without compelling evidence (Hsü et al., 1973b). Furthermore, it was unable
to explain the apparent shallow water facies and the distribution of the evaporites, a bulls-eye instead of
teardrop pattern, which was interpreted as evidence for desiccation of a closed basin instead of continuous
inflow in a deep basin. Upper Miocene evaporite sequences in landsections across the Mediterranean,
which had been known for years but never correlated to a Mediterranean-wide event, were correlated to
the deep basinal evaporites after DSDP Leg 13. The fresh water dilutions found in the upper part of these
sections could also not be explained with a deep water model.
The deep basin, shallow water model originally proposed by Hsü et al. (1973b) could explain all these
observations. However, it could not easily explain the 1-3.5 km of salt that was recognized on seismics.
Hsü et al. (1973a) showed with a very simple budget calculation that only 20 - 60 meter of evaporites
would form if the whole Mediterranean desiccated once. For the evaporites to have a shallow water
origin and the required thickness, a repeated reflooding and desiccation of the whole Mediterranean, i.e.
local sea level variations of several kilometers, was proposed as the mechanism. Intermittent influxes of
Atlantic water were envisaged to supply the required volume of salt and at the same time dilute the basin
in between intervals of salt deposition.
In the next decade, the discussion about the correct depositional model continued while new data
was collected to support both shallow and deep water models. The discovery of deep incisions of river
systems, e.g. the Rhone and Nile, far inland of the present-day shoreline further strengthened the case
for the desiccated basin model (Barr and Walker, 1973; Chumakov, 1973; Clauzon, 1973, 1978; Denizot,
1952). But criticism on the desiccation model was also voiced (e.g. Debenedetti, 1976; Drooger, 1973b;
Richter-Bernburg, 1973; Selli, 1973; Sonnenfeld, 1975, 1985). Sonnenfeld (1985) especially should be
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Figure 1.2: Map of the Messinian evaporites in the Mediterranean modified after Rouchy and Caruso (2006).
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Also indicated are the major orogenic fronts, orogens, and depositional basins (Figure courtesy of V. Manzi).

highlighted. This study, already at that time, described a deep water model for the MSC similar to the
model that recent work, including this thesis, has brought up again.

1.3.2

The correlation of evaporites in the marginal and deep basins

Because a full stratigraphic overview of the deep basinal evaporites couldn’t be established, even in
a second DSDP Leg in 1978 (Hsü et al., 1975), the focus shifted to the evaporites, formed in former
marginal basins, exposed, by later uplift, along the present-day margins of the Mediterranean Sea. The
Sicilian Upper Miocene successions received most attention as they were/are tentatively correlated to
the deep basin sequence due to the supposed abyssal depth during the Messinian. The main depocenters on Sicily, a series of wedge top basins of the Magrebian chain, consist of several shallow and deep
marginal basins, the largest and deepest being the Caltanisetta basin, including gypsum and halite layers. A first description (in English) of the Sicilian successions in the context of the MSC comes from
Decima and Wezel (1973) following earlier work published in Italian (Decima and Wezel, 1971). Three
distinct evaporite deposits were recognized in between the deep water deposits of the Early Messinian
Tripoli Formation and the Pliocene Trubi Formation: the Cattolica gypsum beds (“Lower Gypsum”),
halites and potash salt beds (“Halite”), and a second set of gypsum deposits, the Pasquasia gypsum beds
(“Upper Gypsum”). The primary nature of these evaporites remained at that time open to discussion,
no distinction could be made between primary (in situ grown), resedimented and remineralized gypsum.
On seismics, the Upper Miocene deep basinal sequence in the western Mediterranean consists of three
distinct layers, which have been correlated with the Lower Gypsum, Halite and Upper Gypsum on Sicily.
In the eastern Mediterranean only two layers were recognized on seismics, which were correlated with
the Lower Gypsum and Halite (Montadert et al., 1970, 1978). Although, the number of ‘evaporite’ layers
on seismics was the same as on Sicily, the lithology of the layers on top and below the deep basinal salt
was still unknown.
It should be noted that the Sicilian MSC deposits are quite unique in having all three evaporite
5
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sequences. Lower Gypsum deposits are common and have been found in marginal basins throughout
the Mediterranean, both western and eastern basin, e.g. southern Spain, Apennines, Greece, Turkey
and North Africa. Halite deposits in marginal basins, on the contrary, are rare: halite has only been
drilled and/or mined on Sicily and Cyprus. The Upper Gypsum, again, is found throughout the Mediterranean, although the characteristic gypsum layers are only found on Sicily, Cyprus and Crete (Roveri
et al., 2008a). In other basins, the Upper Gypsum succession contains brackish water deposits; these had
supposedly formed in a Mediterranean Sea with lake-like water characteristics, a setting which became
known as the Lago Mare (lake sea) (Orszag-Sperber, 2006). Even though the Sicilian MSC deposits seem
to resemble the deep basinal trilogy of the western deep Mediterranean best, its apparent unique setting
calls for caution in correlating its sequence to the deep basinal sequence since it cannot be confirmed
elsewhere. Furthermore, all marginal basins in which evaporites are found have a silled character. This
can prove one of two things, either evaporites were only formed in silled basins, or evaporites were only
preserved in silled basin. A definitive answer is still lacking, and the debate still continues in recent
literature (de Lange and Krijgsman, 2010; Lugli et al., 2010).
In between the Halite and Upper Gypsum in Sicily, an erosional unconformity, which is also an angular unconformity in Italian sections, has been recognized. This Messinian Erosional Surface (MES)
has been identified in all marginal basin sequences in between the Lower and Upper Gypsum. It has been
correlated with the incised rivers thought to have formed during a sea level lowstand during the MSC
(Ryan, 1978; Ryan and Cita, 1978). Riverine drainage patterns on the shelves and subaerial erosional
features in the deep basin seem to confirm the interpretation of a Mediterranean-wide phase of subaerial
erosion due to a sea level low stand (Barber, 1981). Offshore, the MES can be identified as a surface truncating pre-MSC deposits along the margins of the deep basins, the ‘M’ reflector (Mauffret et al., 1973).
In the deep basins themselves, the MES was initially connected to the seismic reflectors underlying and
overlying the MSC deposits, known as the ‘M’ and ‘N’ reflectors, which are generally conformable with
underlying deposits (Ryan et al., 1973). The correlation of marginal MSC successions with the deep
basin sequence and a successful effort to provide a time frame for the MSC deposits has resulted, in the
1990s, in a number of scenarios for the MSC.

1.3.3

MSC scenarios

A first reliable time frame for the pre-MSC deposits in the Mediterranean was constructed in the early
1990’s, based on magnetostratigraphy and biostratigraphy applied to marginal basin deposits. Unfortunately, the MSC itself falls within a single chron and the foraminifera needed for biostratigraphy are
absent, rendering these approaches unusable. The construction of an astronomical timescale (Hilgen et
al., 1995; Krijgsman et al., 1999a), based on the calibration of sedimentary cycles to periodic variations
of the Earth’s orbit, overcame this problem and advanced the possibilities to correlate successions across
the Mediterranean and correlate Mediterranean to Atlantic records (Hodell et al., 1994, 2001).
Even when it became obvious that the deep desiccation model of Hsü et al. (1973a) could not explain
formation of evaporites in marginal basins, desiccation remained an integral part of all new MSC scenarios because a large sea level drop was necessary to explain the MES observed in onshore and offshore
settings and was an effective mechanism to raise salinities to halite saturation. The main differences in
the models of the 1990’s, besides significant differences in absolute timing of depositional phases and
interpretation of depositional environments, revolved around the relative timing of deposition of marginal and deep basinal sequences, either synchronous or diachronous. Inherent to new scenarios is the
reinterpretation and renaming of previous findings; in the new scenarios, Lower Gypsum and Halite and
their deep basin equivalents are named Lower Evaporites (LE), while the Upper Gypsum and Lago Mare
are named Upper Evaporites (UE).
The first group of scenarios consists of the scenarios that involve a diachronous deposition of the
marginal and deep basin sequences (Butler et al., 1999; Clauzon et al., 1996; Riding et al., 1998). The best
known of these scenarios is that from Clauzon et al. (1996) who argued for a different interpretation of the
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Sicilian succession. The strict division between a marginal depositional phase and a deep depositional
phase was only possible if the Sicilian succession completely preceded the MES. In short, the MSC
would consists of an interval in which Lower and Upper Evaporites were formed along the margins,
followed by a duplication of these successions in a phase of deep basinal deposition during which the
margins eroded and the incised canyons formed. A major weakness of this scenario is the necessity of an
exact repetition of the sedimentary and hydrological changes that produce LE and UE for marginal and
deep basins.
The second group of scenarios (Krijgsman et al., 1999a; Lu, 2006; Rouchy and Caruso, 2006) has a
synchronous formation of LE and UE in marginal and deep basins in common. The dating of the onset of
LE formation in multiple marginal basins across the Mediterranean showed their synchronous character,
a feature that is hard to explain if basins are not connected at high sea level. Consequently, LE formation
in this second group of scenarios was envisaged in a deep basin, deep water setting for both marginal and
deep water evaporites. After the LE, a sea level drop caused the MES to form and rivers to incise, after
which UE was formed synchronously in marginal and deep water settings again. By astronomical tuning
of the MSC succession, Krijgsman et al. (1999a) showed LE formation to have taken place between 5.96
- 5.6 Ma (16 - 17 precession cycles), followed by a gap in the marginal sequences between 5.6 and 5.5
Ma during which sea level dropped and the MES formed, in turn followed by UE formation between
5.5 Ma and the Zanclean deluge at 5.33 Ma (7-8 precession cycles) (Lourens et al., 1996; Manzi et al.,
2013).
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1.3.4

Recent progress

Recent progress in MSC related research, that culminated in a recent consensus scenario for the MSC
(Fig 1.3; CIESM, 2008), has been focussed in three areas: (1) a reinterpretation of the marginal basin
sequences, (2) a reinterpretation of seismic markers in the deep basinal sequences, and (3) model based
quantitative studies.
An effort to relate the different Messinian sections in the Apennines and understand their sedimentary
expression and relation to local and regional tectonics, has resulted in a new interpretation of the marginal gypsum sequences, their correlation with deep(er) depositional settings and their relative timing
(Lugli et al., 2007a; Manzi et al., 2005, 2007, 2009, 2011; Roveri and Manzi, 2006; Roveri et al., 2001,
2003, 2008a,b, 2009). The Lower Evaporites, which contained everything underlying the Upper Evaporites, have been divided in four distinct deposits: Primary Lower Gypsum (PLG), which accumulated
in shallow marginal basins, Resedimented Lower Gypsum, which, as the name suggests, is a product of
resedimentation of Primary Lower Gypsum (Robertson et al., 1995), halite, and Calcare di Base (CdB)
carbonate deposits. In situ Primary Lower Gypsum is far more rare than previously thought. The majority of PLG gypsum found along the Mediterranean margins is resedimented (RLG) but not recognized
as such because whole PLG successions have been transported from shallow marginal settings to deeper
marginal settings by large scale mass-wasting and gliding processes after PLG formation. Time equivalent to the PLG deposits in the wedge-top basins of the Apennine chain are organic-rich shales that
formed in a foredeep setting (Manzi et al., 2007). The apparent lack of primary gypsum outside the shallowest marginal basins (< 300 m) is probably an indirect effect of anoxic conditions in deeper basins
which inhibit gypsum formation (Babel, 2004; de Lange and Krijgsman, 2010; Lugli et al., 2010).
In this new stratigraphic framework, PLG formed together with CdB type 2 in shallow marginal
basins (< 300 m) between 5.96 and 5.61 Ma with the Mediterranean at global sea level. In deeper
basins, gypsum formation was inhibited by water chemistry, leading to the formation of organic-rich
shales. The PLG deposits are topped by the MES which is related to a Mediterranean sea level drop
and/or a conspicuously coeval intra-Messinian tectonic phase (Roveri et al., 2001, 2003). The MES is
overlain by halite and/or RLG and CdB types 1 and 3. The relative timing of these deposits has not
been determined, but all are formed during the development of the MES between 5.61 and 5.55 Ma, i.e.
the ‘Messinian gap’ identified by Krijgsman et al. (1999a), which is coincident with glacials TG12 and
TG14.
As yet, a single exposure surface in the halites on Sicily is the only tangible evidence of temporary
desiccation of a deep marginal basin during halite deposition, either due to a sea level drop or filling
of the basin up to sea level (Lugli et al., 1999). Features in DSDP cores interpreted as evidence for
subaerial erosion in the deep basins have recently been suggested to be subaqueous (Lugli et al., 2011).
By interpreting the MES in deep basins and the deeply incised river canyons as a subaqueous feature,
the occurrence of any significant sea level drop during the MSC is brought into question (Roveri et al.,
2011, 2013; Ryan, 2009).
Already in 1977, a repetition of different primary gypsum facies was identified in the PLG deposits
of the Vena del Gesso basin, at that time thought to be induced by repeated tectonic or eustatic events
(Vai and Ricci Lucchi, 1977). A recent reexamination of these cycles (Lugli et al., 2010) led to a new
interpretation which links the successive gypsum facies to variations in the degree of gypsum saturation
and water column stratification during a precession cycle. The occurrence of the same sequence of facies
in subsequent cycles has been used to put all PLG sections of the Mediterranean in a high-resolution
stratigraphic framework. The recent recognition of a laterally discontinuous evaporite layer before the
first laterally continuous gypsum bed in the Sorbas basin has resulted in a revision of the age of onset of
the MSC to 5.971 Ma (Manzi et al., 2013).
The Upper Evaporites have also been revisited recently (Roveri et al., 1998, 2001, 2008a) which
has led to a new subdivision in two distinct units, p-ev1 (post-evaporitic) and p-ev2. p-ev1 marks the
interval encompassing the transition from the hypohaline conditions of halite formation to the brackish
8
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water conditions of p-ev2 (former Lago Mare). p-ev1 is found in deeper marginal basins and shows a
regressive depositional trend, i.e. a relative drop of depositional depth due to either a sea level lowering
or loss of accomodation space by either tectonics or sedimentary infill. The gypsum layers found locally
in the eastern Mediterranean fall within the p-ev1 interval and have been interpreted as shallow marginal
basins still reaching gypsum saturation in a Mediterranean which is on average below gypsum saturation.
p-ev2 deposits, starting from ≈5.42 Ma, are more widespread than the p-ev1 and are found in more
shallow marginal basins. An overall transgressive trend indicates a relative sea level rise during this
interval which is dominated by brackish and freshwater deposits throughout the Mediterranean. Whether
reflooding of the Mediterranean was a rapid dramatic event at the Miocene-Pliocene boundary (Clauzon
et al., 1996; Garcia-Castellanos et al., 2009; Hsü et al., 1973a; Loget et al., 2005) or already started in
the p-ev2 interval (Krijgsman et al., 1999a; Popescu et al., 2007) is still unanswered. Also the source
of the fresh water diluting the Mediterranean during p-ev2 is still under discussion; it can be either an
increased river runoff from North Africa and/or Europe (Griffin, 2002), or a connection to the Paratethys
(Clauzon et al., 2005).
Due to technological advances the quality of seismic data has increased significantly with respect to
the seismics with which the Messinian sequence was first recognized (e.g. Montadert et al., 1970). This
allows for the recognition of and a more detailed analysis of the Messinian markers. In old seismics
the M and N reflectors were considered to correspond to respectively the upper and lower surface of the
Messinian sequence, both have been correlated to the MES at some time, and three layers were recognized (Lower Evaporites, Halite and Upper Evaporites). The new seismic markers are more numerous,
but can be applied to the whole Mediterranean (Fig 1.4). When the top and bottom surface are conformable, i.e. no evidence for erosion, they are named TS and BS, with evidence for erosion they become
TES and BES; where a Messinian sequence is missing, along the margins, MES is still used. To avoid
confusion with the marginal deposits, the units distinguished on seismics are no longer named after their
expected lithology. The unit below the salt is the Lower Unit (LU), the salt itself is the Mobile Unit
(MU), the unit on top of the salt is the Upper Unit (UU), and detrital units near the outlet of Messinian
thalwegs are called Chaotic Unit (CU) (Lofi et al., 2003, 2005, 2011).
The LU is a unit unique to the western Mediterranean, it has only been recognized in the Gulf of
Lions and along the Algerian margin, and has traditionally been interpreted as the deep water counterpart
of the gypsum deposits along the margins. However, because this unit has never been drilled, age,
lithology and depositional environment are still unknown. An alternative interpretation correlates these
deposits with the RLG in the marginal basins, i.e. the LU consists of sediments eroded from the margins
during a drawdown of Mediterranean sea level. With this interpretation the LU is part of the CU. The
CU has been observed in both western and eastern Mediterranean basins and has been interpreted as a
product of marginal erosion in deeper settings and as fluviodeltaic deposits where bedded, the latter has
been confirmed by sampling of this unit (Maillard et al., 2006). Besides their common location near the
margins, CU deposits are dissimilar in thickness, seismic facies, lateral extent and relation to the other
Messinian units, e.g. CU deposits have been found to grade laterally into LU, MU and UU and may
underlie or overlie the MU.
Based on its diapiric behaviour and other evidence of flow, the composition of MU must be dominated
by halite. This unit is present in both western and eastern Mediterranean basins, but with a significantly
different thickness. Halite thicknesses estimated from seismics in the 1970’s ranged between 1 and 3.5
km, recent estimates are significantly lower; in the western basin the MU is up to 1 km thick, in the
eastern basin up to 2 km, closer to the margins this unit thins until it pinches out at the foot of the margin.
The MU, homogeneous in the western basin, shows up to 3 transparent - layered facies couplets which
have been interpreted as a change in evaporitic facies or intercalated clastics.
The UU is the youngest unit of the Messinian sequence and has traditionally been correlated with
the marginal deposits topping the MES. The UU is clearly present in the western basin where it can be
up to 700 m thick, while it is not seen on seismics in the eastern basin. UU samples taken during DSDP
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Leg 13 contain marls, stromatolites, gypsum, and even brackish water deposits and are as such no clear
indication for a dominant lithology of the UU. However, several of these samples are from the eastern
basin, suggesting that an UU may be present in a layer below seismic resolution. In the western basin,
the UU can, in more proximal settings, be divided in two units with a different seismic facies (roughly
bedded and well bedded) and may contain erosional surfaces at intermediate depths.
Differences between the western and the eastern basin are not as large as long thought. If the LU is
indeed also a product of marginal erosion and the UU is present in the eastern basin, the only difference
between the basins is the thickness of the different units, which is the subject of Chapter 4. Moreover,
the new interpretation of the deep basinal sequence is similar to the MSC sequence observed in the
Apennine marginal basins. The sequence in the Apennine foredeep, although devoid of halite, may be
a better equivalent of the deep basinal sequence than that on Sicily. Unfortunately, such speculations
cannot be proven until the deep basin sequence is finally drilled in total.

1.3.5

Modelling

Recently, modelling has become a valuable addition to a mainly observation-based approach. Due to
a steady increase in computational power, more and more complex models can be employed to quantitatively investigate processes and mechanisms, test hypotheses, and test the sensitivity of systems. In
addition to increasing computational possibilities, it is also the increasing amount and detail of observational data, used to set up models or compare results with, that has encouraged the use of models.
Notwithstanding the increasing number of model studies, the majority of MSC related research is still
observation based. Whether it is an unfamiliarity with models or simple ignoring/overlooking model
based research, quantitative insight from model studies regarding the MSC is not yet widely used in the
interpretation and analysis of observational data.
Before 2000, in spite of the fact that models were not extensively applied to the MSC, understanding
was gained in the few studies that used models. For example, Hsü et al. (1973a) used simple budget
calculations to quantitatively support his hypotheses. In a physics based approach, Sonnenfeld (1980)
examined the requirements for evaporite formation. Jauzein and Hubert (1984) presented an insightful evaluation, made quantitative where possible, of various alternative hypotheses for the formation of
evaporites in general and those of the MSC in particular. Discussed in this paper and modelled quantitatively in Jauzein (1984), is the case of an evaporative basin receiving only inflow from the ocean. It
is noteworthy that these model studies, at a time when modelling was not yet as common as nowadays,
already gained insights which more advanced models build upon at present.
Recent model based studies of the Mediterrean and its climate can be divided into several groups by
the complexity of the model used: budget and box models, ocean circulation models, and atmospheric
and complete global climate models. Next to the models focussing on ocean and climate dynamics,
other models have also been used to examine specific aspects of the MSC. Examples of these models,
applied to the MSC, are a flexural model (Govers, 2009; Govers et al., 2009) which is used to examine
the lithospheric response to loading by evaporites and unloading by desiccation, and a seepage model
(Nunn and Harris, 2007) with which seepage through a barrier is explored as a possible source of water
into a desiccating Mediterranean.
Box and budget models are fairly simple models in which the Mediterranean is generally represented
as a box with several inputs and outputs. The short run time of box models makes them particularly
suitable for sensitivity analyses in which a large number of models has to be run. Because basin dynamics
are represented in a simple way, it is easy to distinguish causal mechanisms and feedbacks in the system.
In combination with observational constraints, a box model can be used to determine the parameters
that affect the observed variable the most, examine the conditions needed to reproduce observations, and
quantitatively test hypotheses. The simple setup makes box models easily adaptable and expandable.
Those variables and processes pertinent to a specific problem can often be readily included. The idealized
setup of box models may, however, also be a drawback. Processes related to small scale water circulation
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or laterally and vertically heterogenous water characteristics are difficult to implement. Due to their
versatility, these models have been used to gain insight in rates of salinity change, changes in the isotopic
composition of strontium, rates of sea level change (desiccation and refilling), the importance water
column stratification, changes in water chemistry, and salt thicknesses formed in several MSC scenarios
(Blanc, 2000, 2002, 2006; de Lange and Krijgsman, 2010; Flecker and Ellam, 2006; Flecker et al., 2002;
Garcia-Castellanos et al., 2009; Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008; Meijer, 2006, 2012; Meijer and Krijgsman,
2005; Ryan, 2008). The models used in Chapter 3 - 6 are expanded versions of the box model of Meijer
(2006).
Ocean circulation models solve a simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equations to calculate water
circulation, salinity, temperature and density. Because results of these models rely heavily on the boundary conditions supplied, e.g. bathymetry, surface forcing, open boundary forcing, applications of this
type of model to the MSC are few and idealized in set up (Alhammoud et al., 2010; Meijer et al., 2004).
Compared to box models, ocean circulation models have a significantly longer run time. This makes them
less suitable for testing the sensitivity of a system to a large range of parameters. However, when the process or event studied involves intra-basinal water circulation and/or strong three-dimensional variation
of the variable of interest, ocean circulation models can capture the complete dynamics of the system
where simpler models can not. The models used in Chapters 2 and 7 fall within this category.
The most complicated and computationally heavy models applied to the MSC are global atmospheric
generic circulation models and fully coupled climate models of various complexity. These models have
been used to assess the influence of the MSC on regional and global climate, and the ability to reproduce
temperature and precipitation proxy data from the Late Miocene (Bradshaw et al., 2012; Gladstone et al.,
2007; Lunt et al., 2008; Micheels et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2009; Schneck et al., 2010; Steppuhn et al.,
2007) . As shown in this thesis, results of these models can be used to set the boundary conditions for
the lower complexity models and give insight in the influence of processes and phenomena not included
or produced in simpler models.

1.3.6

Open problems

Notwithstanding the large number of publications on the MSC, there are still several gaps in our knowledge of the MSC that require more attention, several of which will be dealt with in this thesis:
• The correlation of the deep and marginal deposits
• The subaerial or subaqueous character of the MES and the magnitude of the associated sea level
drop
• The difference in thickness of the halite in the western and eastern Mediterranean deep basins and
their relative time of deposition (Chapter 4)
• The size, geometry, location, and time and mechanism of opening and closure of the gateways in
the Gibraltar Arc (Chapter 3, Chapter 7)
• The timing and duration of Paratethys - Mediterranean connectivity
• The hydrological budget, e.g. evaporation, precipitation and river input, during the MSC (Chapter
3)
• The link between astronomical forcing, changes in the Mediterranean water budget and the sedimentary response (Chapter 5 and 6)
12
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1.4

Thesis outline

Starting in the mid-Cretaceous proto-North Atlantic basin, Chapter 2 describes a study with a regional
ocean-only general circulation model. With boundary conditions provided by a global climate model experiment for the Cenomanian (Trabucho Alexandre et al., 2010), appropriate for OAE2 at the CenomanianTuronian boundary interval, it is first verified that a regional ocean circulation model is able to reproduce
the results of the climate model. Despite the fact that resolution and bathymetry are significantly different, the regional ocean model is able to reproduce velocity and tracer patterns of the global model.
Taking advantage of the relatively short computation time of the regional model with respect to the global
model, the sensitivity of model results to changes in the gateway configuration is examined. Finally, a
series of experiments set up to represent pre-OAE, OAE and post-OAE conditions is conducted to test the
hypothesis that inflow from the Pacific could have brought nutrients to the Atlantic upwelling zones to
fuel enhanced primary productivity during the OAE and not before and after. We conclude that a Pacific
inflow in combination with the circulation and upwelling patterns in the model experiments does concur
with this hypothesis.
A biochemical box model for the proto-North Atlantic basin during OAE2 uses the circulation pattern found in the regional model experiments (Ruvalcaba-Baroni et al., 2013). The box model is used
to investigate whether anoxia can indeed be induced with a realistic nutrient input with the vigorous
overturning from the ocean model.
A large shift in time and location brings us to the other mediterranean basin, the Mediterranean during
the Messinian Salinity Crisis. In Chapters 3 - 6, we gradually increase the complexity of a box model to
study several of the remaining open problems of the MSC.
Strontium ratios have been used as a proxy for the source of water in the Mediterranean since the
end of the 1980’s. Ever since, the amount of Sr ratio measurements has steadily increased, uncovering
a large decrease in the Sr ratio in the Mediterranean during the MSC. Earlier work (Flecker and Ellam,
2006; Flecker et al., 2002) has shown that the combination of changes in Sr ratios and salinity can be
used as a proxy for the relative importance of oceanic and riverine input. In Chapter 3, the water budget
necessary to reproduce coeval salinity and Sr ratio changes during the MSC is examined by comparing
model results with actual Sr ratio and salinity data. A fresh water budget with more river input than
the present-day budget, as inferred for the Late Miocene, is able to reproduce the Sr data. Furthermore,
model results indicate that the onset of the MSC and the salinity and Sr ratio changes from the first
phase of gypsum deposition to the halite can all be explained by a simple restriction of the AtlanticMediterranean connection without a change in climate.
In Chapter 4, the relative timing of PLG and halite deposition in the western and eastern Mediterranean basins is examined. Once again, model results are compared with observational data because
the thicknesses of the halite deposits are well known from seismics. Possible reasons for differences
between the basins are a different fresh water budget and/or a restricted connection between the western
and eastern Mediterranean basins. Model results show that (a) PLG as well as halite formation in both
Mediterranean basins is most likely coeval, (b) halite deposition took place in a deep water setting where
observed thicknesses can be formed in 60 kyr, and (c) different halite thicknesses are explained by a
different ratio of basin volume to net water loss for the western and eastern basin.
The hypothesis that fluctuations in Sr ratios and salinity in marginal basins during PLG formation are
driven by precession-driven climate changes is tested in Chapter 5. A large range of combinations of (1)
sizes of the marginal basin, (2) different Mediterranean fresh water budgets, and (3) different amplitudes
of a precession-driven change in the fresh water budget, is shown to be able to produce fluctuations in
the Sr ratio and salinity in a marginal basin during a precession cycle. This result confirms that PLG
formation was not restricted to a unique setting, but could have occurred in marginal basins throughout
the Mediterranean regardless of their individual setting.
Following on the results from Chapter 5, Chapter 6 investigates the postulate that evaporite deposition
13
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is in phase with the precession signal. In a present-day setting salinity variations are indeed in phase with
the precession signal. However, when the connection with the Atlantic is reduced or the water budget
changes, a lag of several kyr is observed between salinity maxima and the precession maximum. The
Late Miocene Mediterranean during PLG formation had both a reduced connection with the Atlantic and
a much larger river runoff compared to the present-day Mediterranean. It is therefore concluded that a
phase lag between salinity maxima, coincident with the highest gypsum saturation, and the precession
signal should be taken into account in the astronomical tuning of the MSC sequence.
In Chapter 7, the influence of strait depth on the circulation pattern, overturning, deep water formation and salinity and temperature distribution is examined using an ocean-only circulation model for the
present-day Mediterranean. In experiments with an increasingly shallower sill in the Gibraltar Strait, the
average salinity in the Mediterranean is higher at lower sill depths. This, however, seems to have little
influence on the circulation pattern, strength and depth of overturning cells, location and strength of deep
water formation and temperature patterns. These results contradict the results of a similar study with a
coarser resolution model and idealized setup. Changes in deep water ventilation during the Late Miocene have been inferred from the study of isotopes and foraminifera. These changes have traditionally
been interpreted as being linked to a stepwise restriction of the Atlantic - Mediterranean connection(s).
However, with the results from our model of the present-day Mediterranean this interpretation cannot be
affirmed.
In all chapters of this thesis, a relatively simple model is employed with a simplified or idealistic
forcing. Nonetheless, the results have important implications for several of the open problems of the
MSC. It, once again, shows the strength of the application of simple models to parts of a larger problems.
Detailed insight in the main processes and mechanisms involved in the first two stages of the MSC is
gained and existing hypotheses are quantitatively tested.
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2
A regional ocean circulation model for the mid-Cretaceous
North Atlantic Basin: implications for black shale formation

High concentrations of organic matter accumulated in marine sediments during Oceanic Anoxic Events
(OAEs) in the Cretaceous. Model studies examining these events invariably make use of global ocean
circulation models. In this study, a regional model for the North Atlantic Basin during OAE2 at the
Cenomanian-Turonian boundary is developed. A first order check of the results is performed by comparison with the results of a recent global Cenomanian CCSM3 run from which boundary and initial
conditions were obtained. The regional model is able to maintain tracer patterns and to produce velocity
patterns similar to the global model. The sensitivity of basin tracer and circulation patterns to changes in
the geometry of the connections with the global ocean is examined with three experiments with different
bathymetries near the sponges. Different geometries turn out to have little effect on tracer distribution,
but do affect circulation and upwelling patterns. The regional model is also used to test the hypothesis
that ocean circulation may be behind the deposition of black shales during OAEs. Three scenarios are
tested which are thought to represent pre-OAE, OAE and post-OAE situations. Model results confirm
that Pacific intermediate inflow together with coastal upwelling can have enhanced primary production
during OAE2. A low sea level in the pre-OAE scenario can inhibit large scale black shale formation, as
can the opening of the Equatorial Atlantic Seaway in the post-OAE scenario.

2.1

Introduction

In Mesozoic sequences all around the world evidence of prolonged periods of enhanced organic carbon burial has been found related to so-called Oceanic Anoxic Events (OAEs). All previous modelling
studies regarding the triggering mechanism for enhanced organic carbon burial and the associated ideas
about (changes in) ocean circulation during Oceanic Anoxic Event 2 (OAE2), the subject of this study,
have used global coupled ocean and atmosphere circulation models (e.g. Poulsen et al., 2001; Trabucho
Alexandre et al., 2010). Horizontal resolution in these models is at best 2–3◦ in both latitudinal and longitudinal directions. Close to the equator this results in grid cells of ∼200 × 200 km, for the North Atlantic
Basin this comes down to a maximum of 400 grid cells in the horizontal plane. A more detailed approximation of palaeogeography can be made with a regional ocean-only model; the grid size can be reduced
This chapter has been published as:
Topper, R. P. M., Trabucho Alexandre, J., Tuenter, E., and Meijer, P. Th. (2011). A regional ocean circulation model for the
mid-Cretaceous North Atlantic Basin: implications for blackshale formation. Climate of the Past, 7(1):277–297.
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while at the same time the model runs much faster than the global equivalent because the total amount
of grid points in the model has been reduced. The advantage of such a regional ocean-only model is that
it allows for more sensitivity experiments and a higher resolution than a global ocean model, let alone a
global climate model.
In order to benefit from these advantages, we investigate the possibility of building a regional model
dedicated to experiments on the circulation in the North Atlantic during the Cenomanian-Turonian
boundary interval (CTBI). As a basis for this model, the MOMA (Modular Ocean Model Array, Haines
and Wu, 1998) code for Mediterranean Sea models is used (Webb et al., 1997). However, the regional
ocean model does require specification of its interfaces with those parts of the system left out: conditions
at the open ends of the basin and at the water surface. In this study these boundary conditions are derived
from an existing Cenomanian CCSM3 run (Community Climate System Model version 3, Collins et al.,
2006; Sewall et al., 2007; Trabucho Alexandre et al., 2010). Also initial fields for the regional model
are derived from this CCSM3 run. The first question to be addressed is then whether the regional ocean
model is able to maintain/reproduce the outcomes of the Cenomanian CCSM3 run. Although forced
by global model results, regional model results can be different because of differences in resolution,
palaeogeography and handling of boundary conditions.
If the regional model proves to be able to reproduce the main features of the CCSM3 results, the
model can be used to examine some of the factors influencing circulation and upwelling patterns. Because upwelling zones are the zones where generally most organic matter is produced, the position of
the modelled upwelling zones can be compared with the high organic matter contents found in southern
North Atlantic sequences formed during the CTBI. Also the cause of upwelling observed in the basin
can be examined, is it wind driven or does it have another cause?
In reconstructions of the Cenomanian Atlantic bathymetry (e.g. Meschede and Frisch, 1998; Ross
and Scotese, 1988; Sewall et al., 2007) there is some uncertainty about the presence and geometry of
the connections between the global ocean and the Atlantic. We will perform sensitivity experiments to
assess the effect of Pacific gateway geometry which is the largest unknown factor in the bathymetry.
In addition, the model will be used subsequently to examine hypotheses about OAE2. In order to
test the hypothesis that ocean circulation may be behind the initiation and wane of black shale deposition
during OAE2 (Trabucho Alexandre et al., 2010), the regional model will be used to examine changes in
the North Atlantic circulation for three different sets of boundary conditions, which are interpreted as
representing scenarios for pre-OAE, OAE and post-OAE time envelopes. We will discuss (changes in)
the circulation and upwelling patterns and (anticipated) nutrient supply for all three scenarios to predict
whether and where the conditions in the North Atlantic were favourable for black shale formation during
each of these time envelopes.

2.1.1

Oceanic Anoxic Events

Oceanic Anoxic Events (Schlanger and Jenkyns, 1976) have occurred at discrete intervals in the Mesozoic and are extensively studied because of large scale source rock formation during these events. The
best known of these events occurred in the mid-Cretaceous; OAE1a in the early Aptian (∼120 Ma) and,
the focus of this research, OAE2 in the CTBI (∼93.6 Ma). During an OAE unusually high amounts of
organic matter accumulate in marine sediments (Jenkyns, 1980), generally called black shales because
of their dark colour and thus regardless of lithology. OAE2 is defined by a global positive carbon isotope
excursion, a δ13 C increase of >2h, for which conservative and maximum estimates of the duration are
563–603 and 847–885 kyr respectively, as found at Pueblo, Colorado (Sageman et al., 2006).
The North Atlantic is the logical location to study OAE2 because the event is best developed in
this basin. Around the CTBI the North Atlantic Basin was a land-locked basin with limited deep water
connections to the global ocean (Fig. 2.1a). A deep water connection with the Pacific through the Central American Seaway (CAS) and shallow/intermediate water connections with the Tethys, through the
Palaeo-Strait of Gibraltar (PSoG), and polar areas precluded complete isolation of the North Atlantic.
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Figure 2.1: Boundary conditions. (a) The bathymetry with 2 sponges attached; a Pacific sponge is connected at
the Central American Seaway and a Tethys sponge is connected at the Palaeo-Strait of Gibraltar. Not shown here
is a third South Atlantic sponge which can be attached at the Equatorial Atlantic Seaway. (b) Air temperature at
2 m above the sea surface, (c) evaporation minus precipitation, and (d) windstress in the North Atlantic area, all
are 4-year averages from the atmospheric model of the Cenomanian CCSM3 run.

This situation changed in the Late Cretaceous by the opening of the Equatorial Atlantic Seaway (EAS)
which forms the connection with the South Atlantic Ocean (Friedrich and Erbacher, 2006; Handoh et al.,
1999; Jones et al., 1995; Pletsch et al., 2001; Poulsen et al., 2003).
The different driving mechanisms that have been proposed to account for the enhanced burial of high
amounts of organic matter during an OAE ultimately fall into two end-members: the mechanisms that
lead to enhanced primary productivity and those that lead to anoxia. Enhanced primary productivity can
be achieved by invigorated upwelling due to changes in wind patterns, increased river output or changes
in shallow ocean circulation. Recycling of nutrients from already deposited organic matter has also been
proposed as a mechanism to sustain high productivity during OAEs (Kuypers et al., 2004a; Mort et al.,
2007). Strong anoxic conditions in the water column are most easily created when surface conditions
inhibit deep water formation or all connections with the global ocean are closed which favours a sluggish
water circulation. For the North Atlantic Basin, spillover of anoxic waters from the South Atlantic
and anoxic water formation in restricted basins due to sea level fall have been proposed as causes of
anoxia in the deep basin (Jeans et al., 1991). However, sea level during OAE2 was rising (Haq et al.,
1987) which makes the latter mechanism less likely in a basin with connections to the open ocean.
For this transgressive situation, Jenkyns (1980) proposed that in the expanding subtropical seas primary
productivity increased, using up all available oxygen in the surface waters. Due to enhanced evaporation,
surface water would become highly saline, causing these dense water masses to sink to the deep ocean
(Barron and Peterson, 1991). This would in turn allow the mid-water oxygen minimum layer to expand
throughout the water column.
All mentioned mechanisms for bottom water anoxia have been proposed without taking into account
possible changes in redox conditions in the deep ocean before and during an OAE. Molecular fossils
have been used to demonstrate that euxinic conditions, sometimes up to the photic zone, already existed
17
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Table 2.1: Model parameters.

Domain
Resolution
Timesteps
Horizontal mixing parameters
Vertical mixing parameters

Latitude
Longitude
Horizontal
Vertical
Baroclinic timestep
Barotropic timestep
Biharmonic eddy viscosity coefficient
Biharmonic eddy diffusivity coefficient
Laplacian eddy viscosity coefficient
Laplacian eddy diffusivity coefficient

−5–50◦ N
−75–10◦ E
0.5 × 0.5◦
10–500 m
4800 s
80 s
19
4
2 × 10 cm s−1
1 × 1019 cm4 s−1
1.5 cm2 s−1
1 cm2 s−1

before OAE2 in part of the North Atlantic (Kolonic et al., 2005; Kuypers et al., 2002; van Bentum et al.,
2009). Therefore, changes in redox conditions at the seafloor cannot explain the sharp increase in the
organic carbon burial rate. Enhanced primary production up to three times the pre-OAE production was
found in the southern part of the basin (Kuypers et al., 2002), which has been proposed to be caused
by enhanced upwelling (Parrish and Curtis, 1982). A high organic matter flux to the sea floor, where
it consumes the available oxygen for organic matter oxidation, is therefore proposed as the mechanism
for the increased organic carbon burial rate (e.g. Barron and Washington, 1985; Kuypers et al., 2002,
2004b; Piper and Calvert, 2009; Trabucho Alexandre et al., 2010). Comparison of accumulation rates
found at the north and south margins of the basin clearly indicates a higher primary production in the
south (Sinninghe Damsté and Koster, 1998).
In any case, recent views on the black shale problematics are less polarised and it is now generally
agreed upon that at least some primary productivity is needed to cause anoxia and that the latter enhances
preservation of labile organic matter compounds.

2.2
2.2.1

Model setup
Model description

The Mediterranean version of MOMA (e.g. Webb et al., 1997), used as the basis for our model, is a
geopotential height coordinate, primitive equation model adapted from the MOM from the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (Bryan, 1969; Pacanowski, 1995). Model parameters used in this study are
summarized in Table 2.1.
The most important parameters for describing the dynamic state of the ocean are potential temperature, salinity, velocity and pressure. The evolution of these parameters in time at all points in the
discretised ocean can be described by the ocean primitive equations. These consist of a three dimensional momentum equation, an advection-diffusion equation for the tracers heat (temperature) and salt, a
continuity equation and an equation of state (IES80, Fofonoff and Millard, 1983). In order to reduce the
computational load of the model the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations are made.
The horizontal resolution in all experiments presented in this study is 0.5◦ in both latitudinal and
longitudinal directions. The vertical resolution changes with depth: layers near the ocean surface have
thicknesses of 10 m increasing to 500 m from 1000 m onwards. This depth-subdivision is adopted from
the Mediterranean MOMA code (Haines and Wu, 1998) and extended to depths beyond 3000 m with 4
additional levels 500 m apart.
Following the constraints inherent to the numerical scheme (Pacanowski and Griffies, 1999), barotropic and baroclinic time steps of 80 and 4800 s (80 min) have been chosen, respectively. Eddy vis18
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cosity and diffusivity coefficients values of 2 × 1019 and 1 × 1019 cm4 s−1 in the horizontal and 1.5 and
1.0 cm2 s−1 in the vertical are used (Table 2.1).

2.2.2

Topography/bathymetry

The model domain, the North Atlantic area at the CTBI (∼93.6 Ma), is bounded by the latitudes 5◦ S
and 50◦ N and the longitudes 75◦ W and 10◦ E. In the horizontal, this gives 171 × 111 horizontal grid
points. This area (Fig. 2.1a) includes, besides the North Atlantic Basin, gateways with the Arctic seas
through the Western Interior Seaway (WIS) and the Norwegian Seaway, and gateways with the global
ocean through the CAS (Pacific gateway), the EAS (South Atlantic gateway) and the PSoG (Western
Tethys).
Müller et al. (2008) have recently created a database with continuously scaled, high resolution
(0.1◦ × 0.1◦ ) global bathymetry grid reconstructions, considering only oceanic lithosphere, for the 140–
0 Ma period with 1 Myr intervals. The spatial resolution is high, but the data used for the reconstructions
makes this possible; marine magnetic anomaly data, palaeomagnetic data and rotation poles together
with information on mid-oceanic ridge subduction events and the rules of plate tectonics are either available at this resolution or known good enough to allow for this resolution. Detailed information about the
reconstructions is beyond the scope of our paper, but can be found in the supplementary information from
Müller et al. (2008). We chose the bathymetry reconstruction at 90 Ma as the basis for our bathymetry. It
matches the CCSM landmass configuration better than the 93 Ma reconstruction which would have been
preferable in view of the timing of OAE2.
The oceanic lithosphere reconstruction from Müller et al. (2008) has been discretised in depth to our
23 defined levels. The CCSM3 bathymetry, based on reconstructions of C. R. Scotese, R. Blakey and
published literature and constructed/adapted by Sewall et al. (2007), provides the information required to
add a shelf to this oceanic lithosphere. After combining the two bathymetries, the resulting bathymetry
is smoothed to avoid topographic instabilities at runtime and shelf depth is increased to 220–260 m to
provide sufficient vertical grid cells to resolve shallow flow. The bathymetry is cropped to retain only the
North Atlantic Basin and the gateways to the global ocean, hereby creating spaces in the grid to place
‘sponges’ in which temperature and salinity values are restored every time step to boundary conditions
(Sect. 2.2.4).
Incorporation of features differing between the Müller et al. (2008) and CCSM bathymetries has been
conducted with the intent to stay as close to the CCSM bathymetry as possible. The possible presence
of the Great Caribbean Arc at the contact between the Farallon and Proto-Carribean plate (Pindell and
Dewey, 1982) and the Caribbean Plateau basalts west of the CAS, as present in the Müller et al. (2008)
bathymetry, are not in our bathymetry to avoid limitations to flow in the CAS (Sewall et al., 2007).
A connection with the South Atlantic Ocean by means of the EAS may have existed before the CTBI,
but recent research shows no consensus on this subject (e.g. Moulin et al., 2009; Pletsch et al., 2001;
Poulsen et al., 2003). We chose a palaeogeography with a closed EAS as our starting point. A South
Atlantic sponge will be attached to the standard bathymetry to simulate a deep water connection with the
South Atlantic Ocean only for the experiment in which the influence of a South Atlantic connection with
the North Atlantic is examined.
The Palaeo-Strait of Gibraltar is present in all reconstructions with depths close to 700 m and is
as such adopted from the CCSM model under the assumption that carbonate platforms in the Western
Tethys do not inhibit intermediate water flow. The other global ocean connections are not put in the model
palaeogeography because the CCSM3 results show that the inflow through these gateways is small.
Another important feature is the mid-oceanic ridge running from NE to SW in the main part of the
North Atlantic (Müller et al., 2008). The CCSM3 bathymetry on the other hand contains no ridge, the
main basin has a distorted bowl shape. Because a mid oceanic ridge is expected when active spreading
takes place, it has been included in the bathymetry. Furthermore, it may pose a serious limitation to deep
water flow in the basin.
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2.2.3

Surface boundary conditions

The horizontal momentum equations and the tracer equations all contain a term describing the forcing
of each parameter by processes at the surface. Surface processes influencing temperature and salinity
are captured in a heat and water flux, respectively. For the horizontal velocities, wind stress is set at
the surface boundary. All boundary conditions are extracted from the Cenomanian CCSM3 results and
interpolated to our grid.
Validation of these boundary conditions is unfortunately very hard, if not impossible. The main
reasons are the lack of other model simulations for a similar Cretaceous period and the lack of proxies
for the required boundary conditions (e.g. Sewall et al., 2007). However, since our study focuses on
sensitivity experiments, the boundary conditions are the same for all but one of the experiments and,
consequently, will not influence the qualitative results from the regional model.

Heat flux
A simple standard restoring boundary condition is implemented in the model (Bryan and Cox, 1967;
Cox, 1970). The air temperature is prescribed and the downward heat flux is calculated with
Q = ρCp Γ(Tair − Tsurface )

(2.2.1)

where Q is the downward heat flux [J m−2 s−1 ], ρ is the density of seawater [kg m−3 ], Cp is the specific
heat of sea water, ∼3.9 × 103 J kg−1 K−1 , Γ is a relaxation coefficient which is dependent on the relaxation time scale and the upper ocean layer thickness, Γ = ∆z/∆trelax . With a relaxation time of 10 days,
similar to the relaxation time scales used by Rahmstorf (1995) and Rahmstorf and Willebrand (1995),
ρCp Γ becomes 42 kJ m−2 s−1 K−1 .
The heat flux is calculated every time step with an updated upper ocean layer temperature and an
invariable surface air temperature throughout the year, obtained from the 2 m air temperature of the
CCSM3 results (Fig. 2.1b). Air temperatures decrease, as expected, when moving to higher latitudes.
Deviations from this trend can be found near the continental landmasses of Africa and South America
where the air temperature is a few degrees higher. Part of this is related to the warm surface waters
coming from the South Atlantic in the CCSM3 results (Sect. 2.2.5), while a predominantly westward
wind over the African continent may account for the rest.

Water flux
The easiest way of including the surface water flux is introducing a virtual salt flux (VSF) calculated
from the average evaporation minus precipitation data from the CCSM3 run (Fig. 2.1c). Differences
between models with a boundary-model freshwater flux and VSF have proved to be generally small or
statistically insignificant (Yin et al., 2010).
Because the volume of water in a grid cell is not changed there is one disadvantage to using a VSF:
when a water flux is included in the model by means of a VSF, the amount of water entering a grid cell
through the surface must be small compared to the grid cell volume. Large volumes of water therefore
cannot be added to a single grid cell with the VSF without inducing a significant error in the salinity.
Evaporation is in most of the Cretaceous North Atlantic (Fig. 2.1c) dominant over precipitation, with
large parts showing net evaporation of 2–5 mm day−1 . The only exceptions to this are areas along the
North American coast where precipitation locally exceeds evaporation on a yearly basis by 2 mm day−1 ,
and along the South American and African coasts where precipitation is significantly higher and reaches
values up to 9 mm day−1 .
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Windstress
In the horizontal momentum equations, the momentum flux through the sea surface comes from wind
stress (Fig. 2.1d) and momentum transfer in connection with a fresh water flux. The latter is disregarded
as its size is small compared to the wind stress. 4 year averaged zonal and meridional wind stress
components are taken from the CCSM3 run results.

2.2.4

Sponges

The Mediterranean version of MOMA has the possibility of attaching sponges to deal with the ’open’
boundaries of a regional model. Strictly speaking these are not boundary conditions since they are
positioned within the main computational domain. The sponges are areas in the model where temperature
and salinity values at all depth levels are restored every time step to the salinity and temperature fields
of the CCSM3 run. These CCSM3 fields are also used as initial conditions for the North Atlantic Basin
in all of the experiments (Sect. 2.2.5). The restoration timescale, implemented by means of a Newtonian
damping term in the tracer equations, is 1 day in those parts of the sponges more than 5 grid cells
away from the gateway and decreases linearly to zero towards the gateways. For example, salinity and
temperature of water flowing from the North Atlantic into the Pacific sponge are (partly) restored to the
salinity and temperature of the Pacific, as found in the CCSM3 run, before the water flows back into the
North Atlantic Basin with these ’Pacific’ characteristics. The decreasing restoration timescale towards
the gateways gradually reduces the density contrast between sponge and basin which otherwise could
have limited exchange and induced non-physical flow at the gateways.
The first use of this type of sponge with the MOMA is from Roussenov et al. (1995), who justified it
as a way “[...] to control areas of the model which are not well resolved.”. It had been used before in other
regional ocean models (e.g. Philander et al., 1987) and has since been widely used for Mediterranean
ocean circulation research (e.g. Haines and Wu, 1998; Meijer et al., 2004).
Our regional model used in this study can be equipped with 3 sponges (Fig. 2.1a) to simulate water
exchange with the global ocean. Depending on the configuration needed for each of the experiments,
one or more of these sponges can be attached to the model through a gateway with a changeable geometry(depth, width, full bathymetry).
Constant-depth sponges would introduce unrealistic bathymetric gradients, enhance undesirable upwelling and decrease water exchange with the North Atlantic Basin. Therefore smooth bathymetric
profiles have been constructed for the sponges. With these, the vertical transport of water in the sponges
from depths below gateway depth proceeds with more gradual upward water transport and higher horizontal velocities in the gateway.

2.2.5

Initial conditions

The initial conditions for all experiments consist of prescribed tracer fields of temperature and salinity
(Fig. 2.2) with which the density structure of the ocean is defined directly. These fields are interpolated
from the 4-year average salinity and temperature data of the CCSM3 run. All experiments start with zero
velocity fields.
In the first 100 m of the CCSM3 results, the majority of the basin is affected by inflow from the
Tethys which flows diagonally through the basin to the Pacific and westwards from the gateway and back
east in a western boundary current along the North American coast. At slightly greater depths, between
100 and 700 m, relatively cold water flows in from the Pacific and Tethys. In the upper part of this
depth interval, this cold water follows the coasts of Africa and South America. At greater depth the cold
water spreads out over the whole southern half of the North Atlantic Basin. The current from the Tethys
to the Pacific marks the separation between cold southern water and warm northern water. The latter
flows in a clockwise gyre between 25 and 40◦ N. High temperature gradients form above 700 m between
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the northern and southern part of the basin. At a depth of 700 m the PSoG sill is reached and inflow
from the Tethys ceases. This causes disintegration of the Tethys-Pacific current, as well as of the high
temperature gradient, until both are completely gone at 1000 m. Below 1000 m depth the temperature
is almost uniform and equals that of the Pacific. Not present in our reference experiment is an inflow
of warm surface water from the South Atlantic, which dominates the temperature distribution in the
southern North Atlantic down to 100 m.
The salinities in the North Atlantic show a pattern similar to that of temperature. Surface salinities
are dominated by the net evaporation over most of the basin, a South Atlantic and Tethys inflow and
extremely low salinities (20 g l−1 ) in the continental seaways. At depth, the southern half of the basin
is less saline than the northern half, again separated by the current between the Tethys and Pacific. At
depths below 1000 m salinities are approximately uniform at 35.5 g l−1 .

2.3

Analysis and results

2.3.1

Reference experiment

The first model configuration tested (REF, Table 2.2) features the simplest geometry and boundary conditions. Attached to the North Atlantic Basin are two sponges with gateway depths of 3000 and 700 m,
similar to depths in the CCSM3 bathymetry, simulating respectively the Pacific and Tethys oceans. This
experiment will be used to gain an insight in ocean circulation and tracer (temperature and salinity)
distribution in a regional model for the case that the North Atlantic was connected only to the Pacific
and Tethys (i.e. no connection with the South Atlantic ocean or with the Arctic region). Results will be
compared with the CCSM3 results to assess to what extent this regional model is able to reproduce the
main features of the global model results. Because each experiment starts with initial (CCSM3) salinity
and temperature field, the spin up of the model is short (<200 years). Figures and values presented for
the regional model are averages of the last 50 years of a 500 year run when basin-averaged as well as
layer-averaged tracer values are constant and confirm that the model has reached an equilibrium state.
The salinity in the North Atlantic is characterized by a strong meridional gradient across the basin
between 15 and 25◦ N at depths down to 1000 m (Fig. 2.3). The low salinities in the southern part of the
basin are similar to the deep water salinity in the Pacific sponge. At depths between 700 and 3000 m there
is a net inflow from the Pacific supplying the southern part of the North Atlantic Basin with relatively low
salinity water. In the upper 50 m of the ocean, low salinity Tethyan water enters the North Atlantic. Most
of this Tethyan water flows in a band westwards to the Pacific (Fig. 2.3). The largest salinity gradients
in this experiment are associated with this geostrophic flow across the basin; the largest salinity gradient
is encountered north of South America at 15◦ N where within ∼250 km a salinity difference of 2.5 g l−1
(from 36–38.5 g l−1 ) can be observed. Another part of the Tethyan surface inflow is transported to the
northeastern part of the basin (Iberian coast) where it is taken up in a large gyre in the northern part of
the basin reducing the salinity of its waters.
Another source of low salinity water is the net precipitation along the coasts of South America and
Africa (Fig. 2.1c) where it contributes to the formation of relatively low salinity surface waters. The total
precipitation in the coastal areas is 0.8 Sv (Sverdrup = 106 m3 s−1 ), significantly less than the Pacific and
Tethyan inflow. Only the surface layer is affected by precipitation, at 40 m depth all precipitation effects
Figure 2.2 : Initial conditions. The temperature (left column) and salinity (right column) from the CCSM3 results
at the surface and depths of 100, 300 and 1000 m going from top to bottom. Lines show the paths water particles
would travel in 30, 54, 84 and 114 days (particle trace time increasing with depth) keeping the average mean
velocity field from the same CCSM3 results constant. For clarity, only every fifth grid point is followed . The
temperature and salinity shown here are used to set the initial density field in the model, and the value to which
relaxation takes places in the sponges, and are used for comparison with regional model results.
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Figure 2.3: REF tracer patterns. Temperature (left) and salinity (right) slices taken at depths of 40, 300 and
1000 m. Overprinted on the tracer colours are the paths of water particles of every fifth grid point followed for
42, 84 and 114 days. The time water particles are followed increases with depth in order to visualize low velocity
currents at the deeper levels.
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Table 2.2: Experiments. Listed are all experiments in this study and the CCSM3 run, and corresponding figures.
Abbreviations for: IC, initial conditions; BC, boundary conditions; Pac/Tet/SAtl, Pacific/Tethys/South Atlantic
gateway depths; SL, sea level.

CCSM
REF
ISOIC
NOWIND
SILLED
PACN
PACS
SATL
LOWSL
LOWSL-TET

IC
–
CCSM
15 ◦ C/35 g l−1
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM

BC
–
CCSM
CCSM
No winds
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM
CCSM

Pac
3000 m
3000 m
3000 m
3000 m
1000 m
Open N
Open S
3000 m
3000 m
3000 m

Tet
1000 m
700 m
700 m
700 m
700 m
700 m
700 m
700 m
500 m
200 m

SAtl
1000 m
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
3000 m
Closed
Closed

SL
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
Low

Fig(s)
2.2,2.5b
2.3–2.6
–
2.7
S1
–
–
2.8,2.9a,2.10a, S2
–
2.9b,2.10b,2.11

are indistinguishable in the “background” salinity.
In the northern part of the basin, the surface water flux is also the main reason for the high salinities.
The total evaporation flux from the North Atlantic has a magnitude of 1.3 Sv. Evaporation minus precipitation has the largest values in the center of the North Atlantic where it reaches net evaporation rates
of 6 mm day−1 . The highly saline surface waters have a density larger than the layers below and mix or
sink causing the salinity in the lower layers to increase as well until density differences are too small to
continue vertical movements.
The boundary between the warm saline northern (>15◦ N) and colder, less saline southern part is
marked by the presence of a geostrophic Tethys-Pacific directed current between 12 and 17◦ N and depths
down to 700 m (Fig. 2.3). This current is part of a large scale clockwise flow in the northern part of the
basin and consists, next to the Tethys-Pacific current, of a western boundary current along the North
American shelf. The eastern part of this gyre is less clear, the western boundary current splits up in
a broad zone with predominantly southward flow in which horizontal velocities decrease and vertical
velocities increase. Along all American, African and, to a lesser extent, European coasts the opposite
can be observed: shallow water velocities increase where deep water comes to the surface in coastal
upwelling zones (Fig. 2.5a).
At deeper levels, the southern boundary of the northern gyre is positioned further north(-west) with
respect to the surface layer (Fig. 2.4). While the gyre becomes smaller with depth, the Tethys-Pacific
flow band becomes smaller and retains its velocity leading to high velocities in the whole northern gyre.
At a depth of 500 m, velocities and elevated salinities decrease rapidly towards basin average values at
1500 m where the Tethys-Pacific flow band has completely disintegrated and salinities in the whole basin
are homogeneous at ∼35.6 g l−1 .
At depths greater than 300 m, a temperature front exists, with a maximum temperature difference
of 5 ◦ C between a warm northern and cold southern part of the basin, which fades out at depth as cold
water enters the central part of the basin from the Pacific. In the top 140 m there is no steep temperature
gradient between the northern and southern parts of the basin. This surface layer temperature is strongly
connected to the surface air temperature.
While surface salinity of the Tethys is similar to the salinity along the African coast, temperature is
very different. The warm surface water from the Tethys can be traced some way straight to the west,
but horizontal and vertical velocities (Fig. 2.5a) also indicate strong downwelling and upwelling near the
PSoG. Cold, low-salinity intermediate water is upwelled in the coastal zone where it replaces the warm
water from the Tethys, and flows southwestwards along the African coast. In the salinity figures (Fig. 2.3)
this process is harder to recognize because Tethyan and deep water have similar salinities. In general,
upwelling in the African coastal zone is widespread and effectively reduces salinities and temperature in
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Figure 2.4: REF cross sections. Two sets of cross sections of temperature (left) and salinity (right) give an
overview of the tracer distribution in the vertical direction. The west-east sections are taken at 27.5◦ N and the
south-north sections at 25◦ W.
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Figure 2.6: REF zonal overturning. Zonal overturning in the North Atlantic Basin. Contour lines are drawn
every 3 Sv, blue colours indicate negative (counterclockwise in this view) overturning and red colours positive
(clockwise). In the east, this graph stops at the Tethys sponge while the boundary with the Pacific sponge does
not run N-S. Consequently, west of 52◦ W the overturning streamfunction shown is affected by overturning in the
sponge. The positive cells between 2000 and 4000 m are an artifact hereof.

the upper 500 m.
At depths as shallow as 40 m a pronounced low temperature area (20 ◦ C at this depth) is present
between the African and South American continents. Between 40 and 300 m this area expands gradually
towards the Pacific gateway while it forms the large temperature gradient at ∼15◦ N. This temperature
anomaly can be explained by upwelling of cold Pacific deep water replacing the warmer shallow water. In
Fig. 2.4, the effect of this process is visible in shoaling of the isotherms towards the east (EW-sections)
and south (NS-sections). Another feature of the circulation and upwelling along the South American
coast is the presence of mesoscale eddies extending to depths of 300 m; cyclonic eddies are associated
with upwelling, anticyclonic eddies with downwelling.
Total inflow from the Pacific is 48 Sv with the main inflow concentrated at depths between 1000
and 2500 m and outflow spread over shallower depths. The Tethyan inflow is smaller at 32 Sv. In the
PSoG, the westward volume flux peaks in the upper 300 m, the eastward flux in the deeper layers. The
circulation with respect to the Pacific is estuarine (i.e. shallow out, deep in), with respect to the Tethys it
is anti-estuarine (i.e. shallow in, deep out). In order to visualize the overall basin circulation we compute
the zonal overturning streamfunction (Fig. 2.6). The zonal overturning rate is 21 Sv, and is concentrated
in a single cell with counterclockwise flow in a west-to-east section (Fig. 2.6). The maximum depth
of significant overturning decreases from the Pacific to the Tethys in correspondance to their respective
gateway depths of 3000 and 700 m. Zonal transport into and out of the sponges as it follows from
the streamfunction in Fig. 2.6 is less than the inflow values quoted just now. The reason is that the
streamfunction sums up, for a given depth, flow from all latitudes with the effect that adjacent inflow and
outflow will partly cancel each other out.
In summary, the main features of the REF experiment are: a front in temperature and salinity between
the north and south North Atlantic emphasized by an east-west directed current between the Tethys and
Pacific, a large clockwise gyre in the northern half of the basin and a large coastal upwelling zone
in the south, and zonal overturning consisting of one large counterclockwise cell. A summary of the
quantifiable results of all experiments is given in Table 2.3.
A new experiment (ISOIC) with isothermal (15 ◦ C) and isohaline (35 g l−1 ) initial values in the
whole basin and the standard boundary conditions were run to verify or refute the idea that the initial
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Table 2.3: Results. Summary of results.

REF
NOWIND
SILLED
PACN
PACS
SATL
LOWSL
LOWSL-TET

Basin average
S [g/l] T [◦ C]
35.793 12.855
35.832 12.908
35.888 13.381
35.804 12.884
35.774 12.830
35.837 13.060
35.747 12.706
35.792 12.776

Inflows [Sv]
Pacific Tethys S-Atl.
47.8
32.4
–
35.5
24.8
–
30.1
50.4
–
32.3
29.0
–
42.0
29.7
–
61.0
27.1
32.1
38.7
25.4
–
40.0
5.4
–

Overturning [Sv]
Zonal Meridional
21
15
18
12
20
15
18
18
18
25
27
15
18
15
12
6

temperature and salinity in the model affect the eventually produced circulation pattern. The results from
this experiment prove nearly identical to the results of REF and are not shown. It follows that the initial
temperature and salinity distributions have no influence on the final results. However, the use of the
CCSM3 results for the initial values halves the time needed for an experiment to get to an equilibrium
situation in the basin, and at start-up a larger timestep can be used because tracer gradients at the sponge
boundaries are small.
Besides a slightly larger northern gyre, both horizontal velocities and patterns of upwelling are
largely similar in the CCSM3 and REF. The Tethys-Pacific flow band and the diminishing size of the
northern gyre with depth are found in both models, as well as upwelling in all coastal areas and extensive
upwelling in the southern part of the basin and along the African coast. Small differences between the
experiments can be found in the surface circulation pattern where, as mentioned before, the CCSM3
includes an inflow of South Atlantic water to a depth of 100 m which we choose not to implement in the
reference experiment.
When looking into the differences in more detail, the volume averaged temperature difference between
CCSM3 and our reference experiment is less than 0.01 ◦ C. Larger differences occur in the upper 100 m
(the upper 5 layers of the model) where the average difference is 2 ◦ C. A main contributor to this difference is the upwelling zone between the African and American continents (Fig. 2.5) which is warmer
in the CCSM3 because the South Atlantic inflow counteracts the cold upwelling. However, an almost
uniform difference of 1.4 ◦ C can be attributed to a weaker surface heat flux in our model caused by a
different parametrization of the surface heat flux and less vigorous vertical mixing in the top layers. At
intermediate depth, local differences up to 5 ◦ C occur in the northwestern part of the North Atlantic and
the proto-Gulf of Mexico south of the WIS. The northern gyre in REF extends to these areas enclosing
warm saline water, while it is limited to more eastern longitudes in the CCSM3 run.
Salinity differences are larger than the temperature differences with an average of about 0.04 g l−1 .
Salinity is consistently higher with 1.0 g l−1 in the upper 100 m with respect to the CCSM3 due to the
fact that we do not include a small coastal runoff (fresh water) flux in the surface forcing and, again,
more vigorous vertical mixing in the top layers. Areas with anomalously large differences are the WIS
and the area between North America and the European shelf where the North Atlantic is connected to the
polar seas in the CCSM3. Inflow from these areas, however, is very small (0.6 Sv) and does not create
differences outside the surface layers. The extended gyre in the northern North Atlantic also has its effect
on the salinities which can be up to 2g l−1 higher.
Because of the similarity in the results from our regional model and the CCSM3 model, this experiment will be used as the reference experiment when in the next sections sensitivity tests are presented.
This experiment has been chosen instead of an experiment with a connection to the South Atlantic be28
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Figure 2.7: Upwelling without wind. Vertical velocity at 40 m depth for the NOWIND experiment.

cause the influence of the small surface inflow is local and such small exchange flows are hard to reproduce with a sponge. The focus will be on the effects of wind forcing, presence of open-ocean connections
and the associated geometry of the gateways and their connection to the North Atlantic.

2.3.2

Wind forcing and upwelling

Understanding the cause for the modelled upwelling is important to deduce what ultimately drives the
system towards higher productivity and associated black shale formation, especially during OAEs. Upwelling is generally associated with winds acting on the sea surface inducing transport in the Ekman
layer. To assess the importance of wind on upwelling a model has been run (NOWIND) which is a
restart of REF without surface wind forcing.
Without winds mixing between surface and deeper water layers decreases significantly. This results
in temperatures in the upper 20 m of the basin to be similar to the air temperature, due to the imposed
relaxation, and salinities are strongly influenced by the fresh water flux. The average temperature difference with respect to the CCSM3 in the upper 100 m has decreased in this experiment, while the salinity
difference increased. Reduced shallow-water mixing enhances the amount of heat and salt stored in the
surface layers. At 200 m depth, a division between a warm, saline northern and cold, less saline southern
part of the basin forms which exists down to 1500 m. The division is formed in a similar way as in REF.
Although similar in formation, the northern gyre is much smaller without wind as the Tethyan inflow
goes straight to the west instead of diagonally through the basin. In the southern part of the basin, flow
directions vary strongly, but the general transport direction is to the southwest. Changes with respect to
REF include also a decreased inflow from the Pacific, 36 Sv, and Tethys, 25 Sv. Although the circulation
has changed and gateway transport has decreased, zonal overturning is little affected by the lack of wind
forcing; it is still dominated by one negative cell, i.e. anti-clockwise flow in a WE-section, with a strength
of 18 Sv.
The main difference with respect to REF concerns the upwelling pattern which has changed dramatically in the upper 300 m. With wind stresses upwelling was concentrated in the coastal areas. Now it is
virtually homogeneous in the whole basin without clear upwelling zones near the coasts (Fig. 2.7). Also,
the warm and cold cored mesoscale eddies along the South American coast have completely disappeared.
Flow along the South American coast is now concentrated in a small east-west directed current parallel
to the coast. The only persistent upwelling zone that influences tracer distribution is the area between
0 and 5◦ N in between Africa and South America, where the deep water inflow from the Pacific is still
upwelled to the surface (Fig. 2.7).
From the results of NOWIND it can be deduced that the concentrated upwelling zones as well as the
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mesoscale eddies are driven by wind. In REF, upwelling in the southern part of the basin is stronger,
with respect to the north, because all wind stresses are approximately WSW directed over large areas
of sea surface. Ekman transport in the upper part of the ocean is directed NW up to latitudes of 20◦ N
where the average wind stress changes direction to NE. The area where both surface currents meet is
positioned exactly above the warm-cold boundary at deeper levels (Fig. 2.3). Warm saline surface waters
in the Ekman layer in the northern part of the basin sink on the northern side, cold less saline waters on
the southern side. Without this supply of surface waters to the deeper levels in NOWIND, the deep part
of the northern gyre is not supplied with warm saline water any more.
The mesoscale eddies observed in REF can be compared with the cold- and warm-cored rings that
form on both sides of the present-day Gulf Stream. Wind stresses on the surface cause baroclinic instabilities by upwelling and downwelling water that trigger the formation of these eddies on both sides of the
west-directed current; warm-cored eddies form on the north side of the current, cold-cored eddies on the
south side. If instead of a time-averaged, a set of consecutive time slices is taken from the circulation
pattern it can be seen that the eddies move along the coast and disintegrate when they lose strength and
reform around 45◦ W.

2.3.3

Gateway geometry effects

Sill depth of the gateways
As mentioned before, the depth of the gateways, especially the depth of the CAS, is a point of discussion
in reconstructions of the CTBI palaeogeography. In the bathymetry of previous experiments the maximum depth at which exchange with the Pacific was possible through the CAS was 3000 m. In principle
it is expected that a shallower connection with the Pacific would inhibit deep water exchange and hence
influence conditions in the North Atlantic. This has been tested by placing a sill with a depth of 1000 m
in the CAS (SILLED experiment) leaving the PSoG at its original 700 m depth.
Pacific inflow is similar to REF with 48 Sv with half the total inflow below 700 m. Also, Tethyan
inflow decreases slightly to 30 Sv due to a weaker zonal overturning circulation. Although volumes of
inflow have changed, the changes in the circulation pattern are relatively small in the upper 1000 m. The
southern boundary of the northern gyre shifts a few degrees to the north as the balance between cold less
saline water in the basin is skewed with respect to REF in favour of the cold less saline water. Also, the
Tethys-Pacific flow band contains more variation in flow directions and delivers more cold, less saline
water to the northern gyre. At all depths, the influence of the additional intermediate Pacific inflow is
noticeable (Fig. S2.1, Supplementary Material). From 1000 to 3000 m a downward current is active just
east of the sill, transporting slightly warmer and more saline water, with respect to deep Pacific water,
to these depths. This warm saline water is transported through the whole basin by two main currents
along the northern and southern coasts where they feed the upwelling zones. As a result the temperature
and salinity in the north decrease slightly while they increase in the south reducing the differences in the
basin. Deep water (>1000 m) in the North Atlantic reaches average temperatures 0.5 ◦ C and salinities
0.1 g l−1 higher than in REF. At gateway depths the increased average temperature in the North Atlantic
increases the density contrast with the Pacific, driving a stronger exchange flow which is not evident from
the weaker overturning of 20 Sv because of meridional averaging. The depth of significant overturning
also increases to 2500 m in relation to lower density differences in the water column.
Width of the Atlantic-Pacific gateway
The second sensitivity test with respect to the Pacific gateway geometry relates to the effects of a reduced
CAS width. The bathymetry in the sponge and basin are close to the standard bathymetry. The only
difference is the width of the CAS; in experiment PACN the southern 6◦ of the CAS have been turned to
land to leave an open connection in the north, in PACS the width has been reduced from the north with
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the same amount.
Reducing the cross sectional area of the gateway results in a lower total Pacific inflow, 32 Sv for
PACN (42 for PACS) versus 48 Sv in REF. The flow pattern through the gateway has changed more
dramatically than in the SILLED experiment. Inflow in the upper 300 m has become negligible and
decreases further in the 1000 to 3000 m depth range. Inflow from the Tethys is also slightly lower in both
experiments (29 Sv).
The changes in tracer distribution in the basin are mainly the result of a shift in the position of Pacific
inflow. The Tethys-Pacific flow band still dominates the flow between the surface and 1000 m in both
PACN and PACS, but there are small shifts in its position. The reduced surface inflow in PACN has been
forced to the north which causes 0.5–1.5 ◦ C cooling with respect to REF in the upper 200 m along the
whole South American coast. At intermediate depth, relatively warm Pacific waters flow along the coast
and feed the upwelling zones, while simultaneously the northern gyre stays warmer (∼1 ◦ C) because
of this shifted current. In PACS, the whole Tethys-Pacific flow is shifted to the south causing a small
expansion of the northern gyre and a colder southern basin due to increased upwelling of Pacific water
as expressed also by the increased meridional overturning (25 Sv). Overall, the tracer and large scale
circulation patterns are little affected by changes in the gateway width.

2.3.4

An open Equatorial Atlantic Seaway

This and the next section present the results of two experiments examining pre-OAE and post-OAE
scenarios. The post-OAE contains a deep water connection with the South Atlantic through the EAS
(SATL experiment). This has been shown to refresh the basin (Poulsen et al., 2003) and is expected to
change the large scale circulation pattern and associated upwelling.
The open two-way connection between the North Atlantic Basin and the South Atlantic Ocean is
implemented by means of a South Atlantic sponge. The gateway has a width of 10◦ (∼1000 km) and
depths of 300 to 3500 m, with the greatest depths close to the African continent, similar to the CCSM3
bathymetry.
The net inflow of warm surface water from the South Atlantic as found in this experiment (1.7 Sv)
is very close to the 1.8 Sv observed in the CCSM3 results. In the CCSM3, the whole western North
Atlantic is affected, while here the warm saline water in the surface layer is trapped near the gateway
where it flows along both continents to downwelling zones (Fig. 2.8; Jones et al., 1995). At depths up
to 2500 m, the South Atlantic temperatures and salinities are higher than those in the North Atlantic
and both the inflow and the downwelling of saline water are clearly visible in the cross-sections (Fig.
S2.2, Supplementary Material). The upwelling zone of deep Pacific water situated between Africa and
America is suppressed by the inflow and is cut by a large coast parallel downwelling zone of warm saline
South Atlantic and surface water (Fig. 2.9a). In all previous experiments, an east flowing deep current
supplied water to the upwelling zones along the South American coast, here it has been replaced with a
west flowing current of warmer, more saline South Atlantic water (Fig. 2.8).
The northern gyre and the warm saline water it traps are affected by the South Atlantic inflow (32 Sv).
The deep water inflow of Pacific cold low salinity water is strongly reduced and forced to the north by
the South Atlantic warm, saline water which occupies the whole southern and eastern North Atlantic at
depth. Simultaneously, a deep current (>1500 m) transports a small part of the Pacific inflow along the
North American coast to the north where it is caught in the coastal upwelling zone. The upwelling water
in the north and the north-westward driven southern boundary result in a weakening and narrowing of
the gyre which extends to only 750 m depth in this experiment.
The zonal overturning circulation is stronger (27 Sv) and extends to depths of 4000 m. The layers
below 2500 m which were hardly moving in the reference experiment are now brought into motion by
the density contrast between Pacific and South Atlantic water.
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Figure 2.8: SATL tracer patterns. Temperature (left) and salinity (right) slices taken at depths of 40, 300 and
1000 m from the SATL experiment. Overprinted on the tracer colours are the paths of waterparticles of every fifth
grid point followed for 42, 84 and 114 days.
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2.3.5

Lowered sea level

All productivity related OAEs in the Mesozoic coincide with a marine transgression. For a pre-OAE
scenario we therefore lower sea level with 150 m with respect to REF which results in the exposure of
large areas of the epicontinental shelf area and a shallowing of the gateways (LOWSL experiment). For
the PSoG, sea level change results in a maximum gateway depth of 550 m, the CAS depth does not
change because such a small change is below the resolution of the model in deep water.
The shallowing of the PSoG is reflected in the gateway exchange. Flow from the Tethys lowers to
25 Sv (32 Sv in REF) while CAS exchange is also lower at 39 Sv (48 Sv in REF). Relatively to North
Atlantic averages, the Tethys inflow is colder and less saline. Reduced inflow therefore results in higher
Atlantic salinities and temperatures, on average 0.1 g l−1 and 0.15 ◦ C in the upper 1000 m, respectively.
These values would have been higher if Pacific derived water at depths below the Tethys gateway had
not intruded the northeastern part of the basin and fed the upwelling along the European coasts. Zonal
overturning is shallower and drops to 19 Sv due to the decreased Tethyan exchange.
The reduced shelf area causes a basinward shift in the upwelling zones and consequently to deeper
water. In general the density contrast along the coasts is low and eddies are weaker. The areal extent
of the upwelling zone between South America and Africa is reduced by at least one third and instead of
upwelling along the southern coasts, deep water is transported northeast to the European coasts.
If we assume that carbonate platforms in the western Tethys inhibited intermediate water exchange
between the North Atlantic and Tethys before the latest Cenomanian transgression, a model with a shallower Tethys sponge may be more appropriate. Results of two more experiments with a 200 m deep
PSoG (LOWSL-TET experiment) and a closed PSoG are very similar because exchange with the Tethys
is only 5 Sv in the former. The small Tethyan inflow flows along the African coast down to 15◦ N and
shifts the entire Tethys-Pacific flow to this latitude (Fig. 2.11). This results in higher salinities (with
respect to REF) at shallow to intermediate depth due to a southwards extended northern gyre. The trend
to higher temperatures, however, does not continue; upwelling of deep water from the Pacific has further
increased along the European coasts (Fig. 2.9b).
The largest change with respect to experiments with a deeper Tethys gateway is, however, not in the
tracer patterns but in the overturning. Although inflow from the Pacific is still 40 Sv, the zonal overturning
in the North Atlantic has decreased in strength to only 12 Sv (Fig. 2.10b). Furthermore, the overturning
cell extends to only 1500 m and is largely absent east of 15◦ W due to the missing Tethyan inflow.
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2.4
2.4.1

Discussion
MOMA

Our regional model has proven to be a good complement to a global model for (sensitivity) experiments
in a dedicated region. However, inherent to this regional model are some limitations and boundary
conditions which should be mentioned.
The constructed bathymetry for the North Atlantic Basin approximates the bathymetry of the CTBI
as close as possible on the basis of the various reconstructions of that time, and it is certainly an improvement with respect to global models. However, there is a risk attached to the level of detail at high
resolutions. In Sect. 2.2.2 it became clear that the available palaeogeographical reconstructions differ
on important points of the bathymetry, like the CAS depth and width, the presence of an EAS and the
possibility of Caribbean Plateau basalts near/in the CAS. The choices that have been made add a certain
amount of uncertainty to the model results. The gateway geometry sensitivity tests show that the differences in the tracer (salinity and temperature) and velocity fields when one of the disputed features is
changed are small and to some extent predictable.
One of the largest limitations of the MOMA model is the inability to change the total volume of
water within the model. Fresh water fluxes do not add water to the model, but are simulated with a
VSF, and more importantly, sponges will always balance their outflow with an inflow from the attached
basin. The largest disadvantage of the sponges is the inability to verify whether outflow from the sponge
forces inflow from the basin or the other way around. In a global model, inflow does not have to balance
outflow because the oceans simulated with the sponges in the regional model are connected with each
other outside our regional model domain. There is no easy way to solve this problem. Mainly for the
Tethys, the exchange with the sponges includes fluxes which are immediately returned to the sponge
without affecting the basin. Fortunately, these are generally limited to the first grid cells of the basin at
depths with little volume transport to the basin.

2.4.2

OAE scenario

OAE
OAEs are time envelopes characterised by important perturbations in the global carbon cycle, the record
of which are found globally in sedimentary rocks as excursions in the carbon isotope record (e.g. Scholle
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and Arthur, 1980). However, organic-rich sediments associated with OAEs are mostly found in the North
Atlantic Basin and surrounding shelf seas (e.g. Friedrich, 2010; Kuroda and Ohkouchi, 2006). For this
reason, it is expected that this ocean basin fulfilled certain conditions favourable for the production and
subsequent preservation of organic matter.
Trabucho Alexandre et al. (2010) have recently proposed that a combination of hydrothermal nutrient
input to Pacific seawater with a stronger thermohaline circulation and inflow of nutrient-rich Pacific
sea water to the North Atlantic was behind the deposition of organic-rich sediments during the midCretaceous. Indeed, the mid-Cretaceous was characterised by enhanced seafloor hydrothermal activity
(seafloor spreading, large igneous provinces) which is thought to have resulted in an enhanced input of
biolimiting nutrient elements to seawater (Kerr, 1998; Larson and Erba, 1999; Sinton and Duncan, 1997),
especially in the Pacific Ocean (Utsunomiya et al., 2007).
The highest sea level stand of the Phanerozoic, which was due to a larger area of relatively more
buoyant oceanic lithosphere (Cogne et al., 2006), took place around the Cenomanian-Turonian boundary
(Miller et al., 2005a; Müller et al., 2008). Such a high sea level resulted in wider shelves where conditions
for the production and preservation of organic matter were favourable. Concomitantly, flooding of coastal
areas may have delivered an additional small amount of nutrient elements to the ocean while at the
same time trapping terrigenous clastics further inshore (Erbacher et al., 1996; Piper and Calvert, 2009;
Sageman et al., 2003). Furthermore, a higher sea level stand must have led to an increased water depth in
gateways connecting the North Atlantic Basin with the global ocean thus improving intermediate water
flow to the more restricted North Atlantic.
Our regional model results are in agreement with the results presented by Trabucho Alexandre et
al. (2010) and show (Figs 2.3–2.6) an inflow of Pacific water at intermediate depths moving along the
southern margin of the North Atlantic while water from the Tethys flows at the surface in the opposite
direction, i.e. towards the Pacific.
The present-day Atlantic Ocean is a meridional basin connecting both polar regions. in the midCretaceous, however, the North Atlantic was part of a tropical east-west seaway, the Tethys. Nevertheless, meridional overturning in the basin was still 18 Sv with the strongest overturning taking place
between 10 and 30◦ N (Trabucho Alexandre et al., 2010). As a consequence of basin physiography and
palaeogeography, zonal overturning in the North Atlantic was slightly stronger than the average presentday North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (21 vs 18.7 Sv; Cunningham et al., 2007). Therefore, even though a sluggish overturning is often proposed to be behind the development of anoxia during
OAEs (Bralower and Thierstein, 1984; Ryan and Cita, 1977), modelling studies have shown this not to
be the case and geochemical studies have shown stagnation to be antithetic to the development of anoxic/euxinic conditions (Meyer and Kump, 2008; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2002; Trabucho Alexandre et al.,
2010). Our model confirms these previous studies by showing a stronger circulation in the North Atlantic
than at present.
Pacific nutrient-rich intermediate water was transported towards the euphotic zone by upwelling in
mesoscale eddies and within the broad upwelling zone along the southern margins of the North Atlantic
Basin. The enhanced nutrient supply to the euphotic zone thus generated must have led to a sharp
increase in primary productivity, which in turn promoted anoxic conditions in the sediments. Under such
conditions, phosphorus regeneration, for instance, would provide a positive feedback to the system and
fuel further productivity in the euphotic zone (Ingall et al., 1993; Van Cappellen and Ingall, 1994).
Northern North Atlantic surface water only gets a small amount of Pacific nutrient-rich water by
upwelling because most of the Pacific water flows east in the southern part of the North Atlantic Basin.
This provides an explanation for the lower organic carbon content of sediments in the northern part of
the basin with respect to the southern margins (Kuhnt and Wiedmann, 1995; Tissot et al., 1980).
A strong argument for the proposal that Pacific seawater fuelled black shale formation in the midCretaceous North Atlantic is the agreement between known black shale occurrences and modelled upwelling zones (Fig. 2.12). All localities with highest TOC values are located in the modelled upwelling
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zones along the Gondwanan coasts where our model predicts the strongest upwelling of Pacific water.

Pre-OAE
Prior to OAE 2, sea levels were relatively low (Miller et al., 2005a), epicontinental seas were basically
absent and pericontinental shelves were relatively narrow (Thiede, 1979). Organic-rich sediments were
deposited only locally (e.g. Demerara Rise, Tarfaya) with TOC values far below OAE values (≤10%)
(e.g. Summerhayes, 1981). Our experiments (LOWSL and LOWSL-TET) show that the Tethyan inflow
and zonal overturning rates decrease significantly as a consequence of a lower sea level stand, the exact
decrease being determined by the depth of the PSoG.
The reduced overturning is partly due to decreased rates and extent of upwelling zones and partly
due to a reduced exchange with the global ocean. While in the OAE experiment (REF) dense water was
formed on epicontinental shelves creating overturning along the coast, in the pre-OAE scenario the small
shelves limit dense water formation and consequently upwelling is further decreased.
The decreased inflow of Pacific water (ca. 10 Sv), of which the majority is intermediate inflow, probably had a negative impact on nutrient supply to upwelling zones in the North Atlantic. The combination
of decreased overturning and upwelling in the pre-OAE scenario thus led to less favourable conditions
for the production and preservation of organic matter in marine sediments.
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Post-OAE
Experiment SATL shows that the opening of the EAS, the timing of which is still a matter of discussion
(Moulin et al., 2009, and references therein), was shown by modelling to lead to significant changes in
the model patterns previously described here. The upwelling in the southern part of the North Atlantic
Basin of water with a Pacific origin is disturbed and limited to a small area away from the South Atlantic
inflow.
The increased upwelling along the North American coast caused by the northward push and deflection of deep water and Pacific inflow, respectively, which takes place when the EAS is open, should have
caused an increase in organic matter deposition on the eastern North American shelf seafloor. Since this
is not supported by geologic data for the OAE 2 interval (Summerhayes, 1981; Tissot et al., 1980), a
model with an open EAS does not seem to represent conditions during this interval.
The areas where upwelling persists in the model after the opening of the EAS correspond well to localities where black shale deposition continued across the Cenomanian-Turonian boundary. The La Luna
Formation in Venezuela (Romero et al., 2003) and the lateral equivalent of the Plantagenet Formation at
Demerara Rise (ODP Leg 207, Berrocoso et al., 2008; Hardas and Mutterlose, 2006) are therefore likely
to be the products of organic productivity driven by upwelling of nutrient-rich Pacific water well after
OAE 2 and the opening of the EAS.
In our model, the opening of the EAS does not result in freshening of the North Atlantic as found
in the global model study of Poulsen et al. (2001). Instead, basin-averaged salinity and temperature
increase with respect to REF. The differences in results between global and regional model results are
probably caused by significant differences in the gateway bathymetries used as well as South Atlantic
tracer composition.
In the open EAS scenario, the overturning in the North Atlantic is vigorous in both zonal and meridional components and extends downwards well below 4000 m depth. Water column anoxic conditions,
let alone euxinic, are extremely difficult to generate under such conditions as deep water is constantly
supplied with new oxygen from the surface layers. Decreased primary productivity in combination with
vigorous ocean circulation and upwelling of South Atlantic seawater instead of Pacific seawater along the
margins of the basin must have led to a decreased oxygen demand and to less organic matter deposition
and preservation in these areas.

2.5

Conclusions

A regional ocean circulation model for the North Atlantic basin during the Cenomanian-Turonian OAE2
has been developed and can be compared with a global ocean circulation model for the same time interval,
a Cenomanian CCSM3 run. Boundary and initial conditions used were also obtained from this global
model. Tracer distribution, horizontal velocities and upwelling patterns in the two models are similar for
a regional model configuration with connections to the global ocean through the CAS and PSoG. This
similarity of results proves that a regional model can be used as a high resolution tool next to global
models for studying OAE2. The high resolution can be exploited when the upwelling patterns found are
compared with known black shale occurrences. The match between upwelling and found black shale
deposits is a large step forward in the prediction of undiscovered deposits.
Different gateway geometries in the CAS and PSoG have little effect on tracer distribution in the
North Atlantic, but do affect overturning and upwelling.
Lowering sea level in a pre-OAE scenario decreases the areal extent of upwelling zones, the rate of
upwelling, the strength of overturning and supply of Pacific water. Together this suggest a lower organic
matter production and absence of organic-rich black shale deposition along most of the southern coasts.
The enhanced primary production during OAE2 could be caused by an increased amount of available
nutrients from Pacific origin in the upwelling zones in the south part of the basin as confirmed by the
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regional model results.
Opening of the EAS interrupts the supply of nutrient-rich Pacific water to the South American and
African coastal zones, decreasing the primary productivity. Furthermore, vigorous overturning supplies
the deep basin with oxygen to prevent sustained anoxic conditions.
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3
A box model of the Late Miocene Mediterranean Sea:
Implications
from combined 87Sr/86Sr and salinity data

Under certain conditions the strontium isotope ratio in the water of a semi-enclosed basin is known to be
sensitive to the relative size of ocean water inflow and river input. Combining Sr-isotope ratios measured
in Mediterranean Late Miocene successions with data on past salinity, one can derive quantitative information on the Mediterranean hydrological budget at times before and during the Messinian Salinity Crisis
(MSC). Previous studies obtained this hydrological budget by inverting the salinity and strontium data
with steady-state solutions to the conservation equations of salt, strontium and water. Here, we develop
a box model with a time-dependent set of equations to investigate the coeval evolution of salinity and Sr
ratios under different water budgets, gateway restrictions and riverine Sr characteristics. Model results
are compared with the salinity and strontium ratio data from the Mediterranean. With a present-day
water budget, strontium ratios in the Mediterranean never reach the observed Messinian values regardless of gateway restriction and water budget. However, a model with tripled river input, as inferred for
the Late Miocene, is able to reproduce the Sr ratios observed. The onset of the MSC can be explained
with a simple restriction of the gateway(s) between the Mediterranean and Atlantic. Lower Evaporite
gypsum formed in a basin with less outflow to the Atlantic than modeled in previous studies because of
the large Late Miocene river input. Evaporite thicknesses predicted by our model and consistent with the
Messinian Sr ratios are on the low end of the thickness range inferred from seismics.

3.1

Introduction

Almost forty years ago the presence of massive salt deposits of Messinian age was confirmed by Mediterranean DSDP drillings (Hsü et al., 1973a). Ever since, these Messinian Salinity Crisis (5.96–5.32 Ma;
Krijgsman et al., 1999a) evaporites have been the focus of many studies. Despite this, many aspects of
the MSC story remain controversial (CIESM, 2008).
In the Late Miocene, the Betic (southern Spain) and Rifian (northern Morocco) corridors controlled
connectivity between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean (Benson et al., 1991). Sediments from these
gateways record periods of open exchange, restriction (due to e.g. tectonic uplift, sedimentation in the
This chapter has been published as:
Topper, R. P. M., Flecker, R., Meijer, P. Th., and Wortel, M. J. R. (2011). A box model of the Late Miocene Mediterranean Sea:
Implications from combined 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity data. Paleoceanography, 26(3):PA3223.
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straits, tectonics, faulting and landslides) and closure (Betzler et al., 2006; Hüsing et al., 2010; Krijgsman
et al., 1999b; Martı́n et al., 2009). This sequence of increasing Late Miocene restriction is also reflected in
changes in marine fauna and the stable oxygen and carbon isotopes of fossil carbonate in both the gateway
areas and elsewhere in the Mediterranean (e.g. Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan, 2006; Kouwenhoven
et al., 2003; Seidenkrantz et al., 2000). Other geochemical proxies also allow the reconstruction of past
connectivity between the Mediterranean and the global ocean. One of these is the ratio of the strontium
isotopes (87 Sr/86 Sr) which may be incorporated and preserved by marine organisms in their skeletal
biogenic carbonate or phosphate (e.g. fish teeth, foraminiferal and ostracod shells). Authigenic marine
minerals such as evaporites also preserve the 87 Sr/86 Sr of the water from which they precipitated.
In the global ocean, strontium has a residence time of several million years with a mixing time of
about 1500 years (Broecker and Peng, 1982; Hodell et al., 1990). This warrants the assumption of spatially uniform oceanic 87 Sr/86 Sr on time scales greater than 1.5 kyr. When exchange with the global
ocean is limited, the 87 Sr/86 Sr of a marginal basin will deviate from oceanic 87 Sr/86 Sr values toward a
ratio that reflects the Sr isotope ratio of non-oceanic inputs, principally river water and hydrothermal
fluids. The Sr isotope ratio of river water reflects the geology of its catchment. Because of the predominantly granitic nature of the continental crust, this typically results in river water having higher 87 Sr/86 Sr
than present-day ocean values (Table 3.1). The Mediterranean is unusual in having a northern catchment
dominated by Mesozoic carbonate, which has a 87 Sr/86 Sr derived from the relatively low oceanic values
in the Mesozoic, and a southern source (the Nile) that drains basalts which have a very low 87 Sr/86 Sr
reflecting their mantle origin (Table 3.1).
Many authors have used an approach based on these principles to study marginal basin restriction
and local influences on 87 Sr/86 Sr (Keogh and Butler, 1999; Lugli et al., 2007b; Matano et al., 2005;
McCullogh and De Dekker, 1989; Müller and Mueller, 1991; Müller et al., 1990; Vasiliev et al., 2010).
87 Sr/86 Sr has also been used as a paleo-salinity proxy in lagoonal settings where 87 Sr/86 Sr is assumed to
be a result of simple river-ocean mixing (e.g. Reinhardt et al., 1998). Because salinity in marginal basins
is also a function of evaporation, 87 Sr/86 Sr cannot be used as a paleosalinity tool particularly at latitudes
where evaporation exceeds precipitation. However, the combination of 87 Sr/86 Sr data with salinity can
be used to examine the hydrological budget of the basin. Flecker et al. (2002) were the first to recognise
the role of the atmospheric fluxes (evaporation and precipitation) in determining the 87 Sr/86 Sr -salinity
relationship and applied this to the Mediterranean to derive relative changes in the Atlantic inflow and
outflow from combined 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity data.
The objectives of this chapter are twofold: (1) a sensitivity study and (2) application of the model to
the Late Miocene Mediterranean. The sensitivity study, the subject of section 4, uses a newly developed
box model incorporating 87 Sr/86 Sr as a passive tracer to provide more insight in the interpretation of
Late Miocene combined salinity-87 Sr/86 Sr data. We explore the influence of fresh water budget, gateway
restriction, strontium characteristics of the input fluxes, and basin size/volume, on the co-evolution of
87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity values in the Mediterranean. While Flecker et al. (2002) used steady-state solutions to the equations that express conservation of Sr isotopes, salt and water, we model the evolution
of these parameters with a time-dependent set of equations. This is a significant advance since it allows
examination of transient behavior and appraisal of the validity of the assumption of a steady state, inherent to the analysis of Flecker et al. (2002) and Flecker and Ellam (2006). Moreover, we examine the
role of the various fluxes individually, rather than in the form of dimensionless combinations of these
fluxes as adopted in this previous work. In section 5, we apply the knowledge gained to the Late Miocene Mediterranean. Addressed are the significance of 87 Sr/86 Sr data from sub-basins prior to the MSC,
whether simple gateway restriction can be the mechanism of the MSC onset, and how much evaporite
can be deposited during the MSC.
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Figure 3.1: Late Miocene-Pliocene 87 Sr/86 Sr data from the Mediterranean: Sardella/Monte dei Corvi (Sar)
(Montanari et al., 1997); Balearic, Ionian and Levantine basins (McCullogh and De Dekker, 1989; Müller and
Mueller, 1991); Pissouri/Cyprus (Flecker and Ellam, 2006); Gavdos, Greece (Flecker et al., 2002); Northern Apennines (NA) (Bassetti et al., 2004); San Severino (SS) (Müller and Mueller, 1991); Sicily (McKenzie et al., 1988;
Müller and Mueller, 1991; Sprovieri et al., 2003); Sorbas Basin (McCullogh and De Dekker, 1989); Southern Turkey (Flecker and Ellam, 1999); Tyrrhenian Sea (Müller and Mueller, 1991; Müller et al., 1990); Vena del Gesso
(VdG) (Lugli et al., 2007b); Vera Basin (Fortuin et al., 1995; Müller, 1993); and the global ocean 87 Sr/86 Sr curve
(McArthur et al., 2001). Ages are corrected to fit the CIESM (2008) age model. When error bars are not given in
the reference, error bars for the data are ± 0.000025, similar to the global ocean curve.

3.2

The Late Miocene 87 Sr/86 Sr-curve

The Late Miocene-Pliocene 87 Sr/86 Sr data set (Fig. 3.1), compiled by Flecker et al. (2002), has been
extended to include recently published data, and ages are corrected to fit the CIESM (2008) age model.
It includes data from evaporites, bulk carbonate, forams (benthic and planktic), ostracods, bivalves and
fish teeth. Assessing whether the Sr isotope data have been modified by diagenetic alteration is clearly
important. Early Sr measurements on foraminifera that deviated from coeval ocean water Sr isotope
ratios were considered to be indicative of diagenetically altered carbonate (e.g. Müller et al., 1990).
More recently however, this assumption has been challenged (Flecker and Ellam, 1999) and although
some diagenetic alteration is likely, the evidence to suggest that this has changed the Sr isotope ratio
significantly is not at all robust. We have therefore included all relevant published 87 Sr/86 Sr data in
the dataset considered here. A more extensive discussion of diagenetic alteration can be found in the
Supplementary material at the end of this chapter.
Data from pre-MSC sections can be subdivided in two groups; data from central Mediterranean
basins are generally within the error range of coeval ocean water, while some of the data from marginal
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basin settings deviates significantly from the ocean water curve (Fig 3.1; McArthur et al., 2001). This
spatial variation in 87 Sr/86 Sr within the Mediterranean has been interpreted as indicating restriction of
Mediterranean-Atlantic exchange allowing the development of isotopically distinct marginal sub-basins
several million years before the onset of the MSC (Flecker et al., 2002).
Very few sections span the transition into the MSC succession. The one that does (Pissouri, Cyprus)
suggests that the earliest evaporites have 87 Sr/86 Sr slightly lower than coeval ocean water. While there
is considerable variability in the 87 Sr/86 Sr measured on Lower Evaporite (LE) samples, there is a trend
toward values that are progressively lower than coeval oceanic values (Fig. 3.1). During Lower Evaporite
deposition (LE: 5.96–5.6 Ma, Krijgsman et al., 1999a) values throughout the Mediterranean are between
oceanic values and 0.7088. The 87 Sr/86 Sr measured on Upper Evaporite (UE) and Lago Mare samples
(sensu CIESM, 2008, 5.52–5.32 Ma) are much lower still with ratios down to 0.7085. These low values
are compatible with an interpretation of proportionally more riverine influx, relative to oceanic influx,
from north Mediterranean rivers like the Rhone, north African rivers like the Nile and possibly the Paratethys (present-day Black Sea). At the Pliocene reflooding of the Mediterranean (5.32 Ma), strontium
ratios return to oceanic values.
Salinity constraints needed to derive a water budget estimate from the 87 Sr/86 Sr data are provided by
foraminifera with a salinity tolerance of 30 – 40 g l−1 which were abundant in the period before the MSC.
During LE deposition at least gypsum saturation was reached at 145 g l−1 (the average of the gypsum
saturation range of 130-160 g/l; Flecker et al., 2002; Warren, 2006), and during halite deposition at least
halite saturation (350 g l−1 Warren, 2006).

3.3

Model description

The model used in this study is based on the box model of Meijer (2006), which was developed to
examine the blocked outflow scenario for the MSC. The Mediterranean Sea is represented by two boxes
(Fig. 3.2), indicative of the western and eastern basins, in which salinity, Sr concentration and 87 Sr/86 Sr
are the unknowns. Outflow from the eastern to the western basin and from the western basin to the
Atlantic is parameterised as linearly proportional to the difference in water density, which is assumed
to be a function of salinity only. The factor of proportionality is the linear exchange coefficient gWA
in m3 s−1 (g/l)−1 . The exchange coefficient for the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection can be varied
from values representing a large open gateway (gWA = 106 m3 s−1 (g/l)−1 ) to complete closure (gWA =
0 m3 s−1 (g/l)−1 ). The exchange coefficient for the Sicily strait is high in all our experiments, leveling out
differences between the western and eastern basins. As a result our two-box model can be considered
a one-box model (Meijer, 2006). This is suitable for studying first order features of the 87 Sr/86 Sr and
salinity evolution. Results with varying exchange coefficients for the Sicily strait are beyond the scope
of this chapter.
It is through the statement for conservation of volume that the fresh water fluxes are related to inflow and outflow at the strait: inflow equals outflow plus the water deficit (E-P-R). Adopting volume
conservation is justified by evidence suggesting that sea level was lower than normal only during halite
deposition. The subaqueous facies of the gypsum and its presence in shallow marginal basins indicate
that sea level was not much lowered at LE time (CIESM, 2008; Roveri et al., 2008b). Also, in order to
accumulate a considerable thickness of gypsum without associated halite, a return flow to the Atlantic
must have existed, indicating sea level was at least above sill depth (Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008). A
short overview of the model equations and method of their solution is given in the Appendix.
For the present-day experiment, the fresh water budget for both basins is prescribed and consists of
two independent parameters: evaporation minus precipitation (E-P), which does not fractionate the Sr
isotope ratio in the basin, and river discharge (R). For the present-day experiment we adopt the average
atmospheric water budget from the compilation by Mariotti et al. (2002) and river input following Meijer
and Krijgsman (2005): 0.6 m/yr E-P in both basins and river discharges of 4000 and 14650 m3 s−1 for the
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the box model. The grey arrow denotes QWA , the volume flux from the western basin to
the Atlantic, which is zero during completely blocked outflow; QAW , volume flux from the Atlantic to the western
basin; QW E , volume flux from the western to the eastern basin; QEW , volume flux from the eastern to the western
basin; E − P, evaporation minus precipitation, equal rates in both basins; RW and RE , river discharge in the two
basins. Water properties of the basins, the Atlantic and river discharge use the same notation as in Table 3.1.

western and eastern basin respectively. River input in the model is varied around the reference value of
R with a multiplication factor fR representing (1) uncertainty in the estimates of the water budget and (2)
climate variation around the long term mean approximated by R. When fR=1, river input is equal to the
reference value, at fR=1.5 it is 50% higher, and so on. For the present-day situation the variability in the
water budget will be small and the fR range considered in this study (0.25-2.25) too large. However, for
the Messinian, the range is realistic because of larger uncertainties. A summary of the parameters used
in our model is given in Table 3.1.
Until now, quantitative models for the MSC (e.g. Blanc, 2006; Meijer, 2006; Meijer and Krijgsman,
2005) used the present-day fresh water budget because Messinian water budgets were unavailable. Recently, however, a Late Miocene (8 Ma) water budget was reconstructed using an atmospheric general
circulation model (Gladstone et al., 2007) which provides more appropriate values for our Late Miocene
experiments. The budget used will exclude the discharge from Lake Chad since it was only periodically
connected to a river system draining into the Mediterranean in the Late Miocene (Griffin, 2002, 2006;
Otero et al., 2009; Paillou et al., 2009). Including its discharge would make the Mediterranean water
budget positive, which is clearly inappropriate for the MSC prior to the Lago Mare. However, the implications of adding Lake Chad discharge to the Mediterranean fresh water budget as well as general
changes in the water budget will be elaborated on in the discussion.
Although strontium isotope ratios of Late Miocene oceanic water can be reconstructed (McArthur
et al., 2001), Late Miocene river values are unknown. We therefore follow Flecker et al. (2002) and use
the present-day values as a first order approximation (Table 3.1). Sensitivity of the results to this choice
will be examined.
Salt precipitation is enabled in our box model with an adapted version of the equations used by
Krijgsman and Meijer (2008). The salinity tracked in the model is the sum of all dissolved salts in sea
water with a composition as in Leeder (1999). Gypsum saturation is reached when the salinity of the
Mediterranean reaches four to five times the concentration of sea water (≈145 g/l, Warren, 2006). Only
a fraction (3.6%) of all salts can precipitate as gypsum. This fraction is substracted from the total salt
mass in the Mediterranean and converted to a gypsum layer of uniform thickness over the whole watercovered area with a characteristic density of 2300 kg m−3 . All CaSO4 received by the basin subsequently
is immediately deposited as gypsum. However, salinity continues to increase since only a fraction of all
salt is precipitated. At halite saturation, 350 g/l, the same process repeats for halite (NaCl, 2200 kg m−3 ).
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Table 3.1: Overview of parameter values used for both the modern and Late Miocene Mediterranean.
Parameter
Detail
Mediterranean volume/surface area
VM
Present-day volume
A
Present-day surface area
VM
Late Miocene volume
A
Late Miocene surface area
VM
Messinian volume
A
Messinian surface area
Present-day fresh water fluxes
E-P
Evaporation - precipitation
Rwest
River input in WMed
Reast
River input in EMed
Messinian fresh water fluxes
E-P
Evaporation - precipitation
Rwest
River input in WMed
Reast
River input in EMed
RChad
Possible discharge from Chad basin
Salinity
SA
Ocean water
SR
River input
Strontium concentration
[Sr]A
Ocean water
[Sr]Nile
Nile water
[Sr]Rhone
Rhone water
[Sr]R
Average Rhone and Nile water
Strontium isotope ratios
87 Sr/86 Sr
Ocean water at present
A
87 Sr/86 Sr
Average during MSC
A
87 Sr/86 Sr
Mesozoic ocean water
Mesozoic
87 Sr/86 Sr
Hydrothermal activity
Hydrothermal
87 Sr/86 Sr
Global average river water
River
87 Sr/86 Sr
Nile water
Nile
87 Sr/86 Sr
Rhone water
Rhone
87 Sr/86 Sr
Average Rhone and Nile water
R
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Value

Reference

3682.8·1012 m3
2.4788·1012 m2
3750.7·1012 m3
2.4780·1012 m2
5736.7·1012 m3
2.6951·1012 m2

Meijer et al. (2004)
Meijer et al. (2004)
Govers et al. (2009)
Govers et al. (2009)

0.6 m yr−1
4250 m3 s−1
13400 m3 s−1

Mariotti et al. (2002)
Meijer and Krijgsman (2005)
Meijer and Krijgsman (2005)

1 m yr−1
5526.4 m3 s−1
36067.4 m3 s−1
66545.0 m3 s−1

Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)

35 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
8· 10−3 kg m−3
0.235· 10−3 kg m−3
0.520· 10−3 kg m−3
0.3· 10−3 kg m−3

Palmer and Edmond (1989)
Brass (1976)
Albarède and Michard (1987)

0.709175
0.709006
0.7068–0.7084
∼0.703
0.7119
0.7060
0.708719
0.707427

McArthur et al. (2001)
McArthur et al. (2001)
McArthur et al. (2001)
Palmer and Edmond (1989)
Palmer and Edmond (1989)
Brass (1976)
Albarède and Michard (1987)
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Figure 3.3: [a] shows the time evolution of salinity (solid lines) and 87 Sr/86 Sr (dashed lines) for the first 100
kyr of experiments with a present-day water budget and initial salinity, Sr concentration and 87 Sr/86 Sr equal to
the Atlantic. At the start of each experiment restriction (the linear exchange coefficient, gWA ) and river discharge
(fR) are set to: fR =1 and gWA = 105 (green), this is similar to the present-day situation; fR=1 and gWA = 101
(blue), more restricted exchange than today, but not entirely closed; fR = 1.5 and gWA = 102 (red), more restricted
exchange than today with half as much river discharge as today; and fR = 2 and gWA = 101 (black), twice as much
river discharge with more restricted exchange than today. The final values of S and 87 Sr/86 Sr obtained when these
model experiments reached a steady state are indicated on [b] and [c] with stars for each of the combinations
of fR and gWA . Diagrams show [b] salinity and [c] strontium ratio as a function of river discharge (R) and the
Atlantic exchange coefficient gWA . R is expressed as a multiplier (fR) of the reference value which is defined as
the present-day discharge (Table 3.1). Note the vertical logarithmic scale. Note that the color scales for salinity
and strontium ratio are open at: the high end and the low end, respectively. Every value higher/lower than the
maximum/minimum of the colourscale is given the colour of the maximum/minimum.

3.4

Model analysis

In sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 we systematically explore salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr as a function of river discharge, evaporation rate and restriction of the Atlantic gateway. The model is first set up to represent
the present-day Mediterranean and thereafter the Late Miocene Mediterranean. For the Late Miocene
configuration we will examine how the results are affected by changes in river water characteristics and
basin size, and consider the time to equilibrium.

3.4.1

The present–day Mediterranean

To illustrate the basics of the model, Figure 3.3a shows salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr as a function of time after
restriction for different restrictions and river discharges (fR scenarios). After a gateway restriction, the
salinity in the Mediterranean increases to comply with salt conservation at the gateway (QAW × SA =
QWA × SM ). This salinity increase is never instantaneous; it takes the Mediterranean time to reach a
new salinity equilibrium because additional salt only enters the Mediterranean through Atlantic inflow.
Water volume conservation dictates that the volume of Atlantic inflow is equal to the sum of outflow
and the net fresh water budget (E-P-R). Assuming E-P-R is positive, when river discharge is high and/or
evaporation low, the fresh water deficit is small and the Atlantic inflow is small. With severe gateway
restriction, outflow is low and the Atlantic inflow is small again. In both cases, the supply of salt to
the Mediterranean is low and salinity increases slowly. The opposite is also true; salinity increases
quickly when E-P-R is high and/or the gateways are large. After restriction, the volume of outflow (QWA )
decreases in percentage terms more strongly than the inflow (QAW ) because inflow is the sum of outflow
and a constant term to balance E-P-R. This results in an increase in the salinity of both the Mediterranean
and its outflow, which persists until the salt outflux is raised to the same quantity as is supplied by inflow
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(salt conservation). At this point, steady state salinity is achieved in the Mediterranean.
Figure 3 also shows that 87 Sr/86 Sr values deviate from Atlantic values when river input becomes
more important relative to Atlantic inflow. Large river discharge and strong restriction of the gateways
both increase the proportion of riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr that contributes to the Mediterranean value, leading to
lower 87 Sr/86 Sr of Mediterranean water. Similar to salinity, 87 Sr/86 Sr reaches a new steady state quickly
when the gateway is unrestricted (green curves in Fig. 3.3a) and E-P-R is large (low fR), and more slowly
when gateways are restricted (blue curves) and E-P-R is closer to zero (red and black curves).
In Figs 3.3b and c, rather than the time evolution of salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr, we show the steady state
results of a series of experiments in which gateway restriction and river discharge have been varied
systematically in the same way as in Fig 3.3a. The modern 87 Sr/86 Sr value of the Mediterranean, which
is equal to the Atlantic value, is reproduced by our model at fR=1.0 and QWA ∼0.7 Sv (Fig. 3.3c).
The present-day water budget, as used in this model, has a large water deficit without Atlantic inflow
because it is dominated by the evaporative flux (E-P), which is approximately three times the river input
(Table 3.1). This results in a large E-P-R over the whole fR range and a strong increase in salinity with
increasing restriction (Fig. 3.3b).
Only when river input is at least 50% of the total inflow can deviations from the Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr
value be measured (Flecker et al., 2002). With the present-day water budget and the wide range of modern
river inputs, 87 Sr/86 Sr values only deviate measurably from the Atlantic value at high fR and significant
gateway restriction. To explain the 0.001-0.004 deviations characterizing the Late Miocene (Fig. 3.1)
with this water budget, fR and gateway restriction must have been continuously high. The corresponding
salinity, however, does not agree with the inferred Late Miocene salinity record.
Varying f(E-P) instead of fR, whilst keeping all other parameters equal, gives almost a mirror image
of Figure 3.3b. However, because changes in f(E-P) represent larger changes in flux volumes than fR,
only extreme and unrealistic changes in E-P result in measurable deviations from Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr
values. Although this could explain the 87 Sr/86 Sr values observed for the MSC, the change in evaporation
required to explain the entire MSC record is too extreme to be realistic.

3.4.2

The Late Miocene Mediterranean

The Late Miocene river discharge values used in our model are 1.3 times modern discharge for the
western basin, 2.7 times modern eastern basin discharge and 2.4 times the modern discharge for the
entire Mediterranean (Table 3.1; cf. Table 2, Gladstone et al., 2007). The E-P we use is also derived
from Gladstone et al. (2007) and is 1 m/yr. In Fig. 3.4, at fR = 1.89 and f(E-P) = 0.53 the change from
negative to positive (R-(E-P) > 0) water budget in the Mediterranean is visible. This was not seen in
the present-day experiments (Fig.3.3) because of the relatively low river input. Moving along any line
of constant gWA in Fig 3.4a from low to high river input (left to right) in the negative waterbudget area,
Mediterranean salinity decreases. Moving from high to low evaporation (right to left) with constant
exchange coefficient, also results in reducing salinity (Fig. 3.4d). The decrease in Mediterranean salinity
reduces the salinity difference between Atlantic and Mediterranean water and this limits Mediterranean–
Atlantic outflow (Fig. 3.4c, 3.4f) because, in our model, we have parameterised outflow as being linearly
proportional to the difference in water density which we assume to be entirely driven by salinity. Also, as
the relative importance of Atlantic inflow decreases relative to the more substantial Late Miocene river
input (Fig. 3.4), the 87 Sr/86 Sr of Mediterranean water deviates significantly from Atlantic ratios (Fig.
3.4b). When E-P and R balance each other exactly (fR=1.89), the Mediterranean eventually reaches a
87 Sr/86 Sr close to the combined river input (Fig. 3.4b; Table 3.1). Under these specific circumstances,
however, salinity stabilises at Atlantic concentrations (Fig. 3.4a, 3.4d) since outflow to the Atlantic ceases
when the salinity-driven density difference is zero (SW − SA = 0 in eqn. 3.8.1) and is then maintained by
an exactly equal freshwater flux (R-(E-P) = 0).
Figure 3.4 assumes constant R or constant E-P, but in reality, climate change will vary R and E-P at
the same time. Because 1 m/yr is the upper limit of Late Miocene Mediterranean E-P estimates, E-P is
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Figure 3.4: Diagrams [a and d] show salinity, [b and e] strontium ratio and [c and f] Mediterranean outflow to the
Atlantic (QWA ) as a function of river discharge (fR) [graphs a-c] or evaporation-precipitation f(E-P) [graphs d-f]
and the Atlantic exchange coefficient gWA . fR and f(E-P) are multiples of the reference values of river discharge (R)
and E-P which are taken from the Late Miocene values of Gladstone et al. (2007). Color scales for salinity,87 Sr/86 Sr
and QWA are the same as for Fig. 3.3.

lowered to 0.75 and 0.50 m/yr in Fig S3.1 (Supplementary material) . The most noticeable difference
between Figs 3.4 and S3.1 is the shift of both salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr patterns along the fR axis, caused
by the changing river discharge to E-P ratio. Reducing E-P brings the vertical line representing a zero
water budget toward lower fR. Also, the relative sizes of R and Atlantic inflow (QAW = QWA + E − P − R)
change when E-P is reduced, because less Atlantic inflow is required to maintain constant Mediterranean
volume when the evaporative flux is reduced, while R is unchanged. Therefore, when f(E-P) is reduced
the Mediterranean becomes more sensitive to changes in fR and a smaller increase in R is needed at low
E-P for a specific deviation from Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr.
Strontium characteristics of river water
The water budget is not the only parameter in the model which can have a pronounced influence on the
coupled behavior of 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity. The riverine Sr characteristics in the previous experiments
were assumed to have been similar to present-day values. This seems a reasonable assumption for Late
Miocene rivers because the geological catchment of modern rivers draining into the Mediterranean has
not changed significantly over this time period (Goudie, 2005). However, the Late Miocene fluvial drainage also included rivers that no longer flow today, and some of these, particularly those draining North
Africa west of the Nile, were substantial (Drake et al., 2008; Griffin, 2002, 2006). The Sr characteristics
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of 87 Sr/86 Sr to changes in the riverine water characteristics. [a] 87 Sr/86 Sr as a function of
river discharge (fR) and riverine strontium concentration; at f[Sr]r = 1 this panel intersects panel 3.4b at gWA = 102 .
[b] 87 Sr/86 Sr as a function of river discharge and riverine strontium ratio; at d87 Sr/86 Srr = 0 this panel intersects
panel 3.4b at gWA = 102 . [c] 87 Sr/86 Sr as a function of riverine strontium concentration and ratio. fR and f[Sr] are
multiples of the Late Miocene reference values given in Table 3.1. The riverine strontium ratio is expressed as a
deviation of the weighted average of the riverine strontium ratio. Note that the color scale for the strontium ratio is
open at the low end.

of these rivers are not known, but it is likely that including their discharge in the Mediterranean’s total
freshwater input, would change the overall fluvial Sr characteristics. To assess the influence of river
water [Sr] and 87 Sr/86 Sr on steady state 87 Sr/86 Sr in the Mediterranean, the model was run with constant
E-P (1 m/yr) and gWA restricted to 102 m3 /s/(g/l) for a wide range of riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr and [Sr] values
(Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b). The combined effect of riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr and [Sr] values can only be checked
if fR is also constant. Figure 3.5c illustrates this using fR=1. Mediterranean 87 Sr/86 Sr deviates further
from Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr when either the [Sr] of river water increases, or when riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr decreases (increasing the difference between the riverine and Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr). The absolute changes in
Mediterranean 87 Sr/86 Sr are largest ( 0.001) when fluvial input is approximately equal to E-P because
Mediterranean 87 Sr/86 Sr is most strongly dependent on fluvial 87 Sr/86 Sr with a fresh water budget close
to zero. Although the changes in Mediterranean 87 Sr/86 Sr shown in Figure 3.5 are large, their significance is limited because of the low exchange coefficient chosen (gWA =102 m3 /s/(g/l) ). While the lowest
87 Sr/86 Sr is 0.70845 in Fig. 3.5c (compared to 0.70893 at f[Sr]=1 and d87 Sr/86 Sr =0), it is only 0.7088
(compared to 0.70898 at f[Sr]=1 and d87 Sr/86 Sr =0) when gWA is 104 m3 /s/(g/l). In summary, modelderived 87 Sr/86 Sr is most affected by uncertainty in riverine Sr characteristics when R approximates E-P
and gateway restriction is severe.
Sensitivity to basin size
Estimates of basin volume for the paleo-Mediterranean vary considerably from study to study (Table 3.1).
Basin volume does not influence the steady state results for salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr, because at steady state
there is a balance of fluxes and basin volume does not play a rol. Indeed, for dS/dt = 0 and d87 Sr/86 Sr/dt
= 0 the solutions are independent of volume (see Appendix A). However, volume does impact the rate
of change from one steady state to another since large basin volumes slow the rate of change in Sr
characteristics relative to smaller basin volumes. The sensitivity of model results to basin volume is
useful to examine in itself, but a small model basin is also a reasonable representation of Mediterranean
sub-basins like the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian Sea.
Possibly connected to a reduction in basin size, but not necessarily, is surface area which determines
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Figure 3.6: Diagrams show [a] salinity, [b] strontium ratio and [c] Mediterranean outflow to the Atlantic (QWA ) as
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Miocene value from Gladstone et al. (2007). Color scales for salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr are the same as in Fig. 3.3.

the total E-P flux. The combination of E-P and R determines the freshwater budget of the basin and
indirectly the inflow and outflow. To assess the sensitivity of the results to basin size, we have set up
a model with volume, surface area and river input at 20% of the Late Miocene values (Fig. 3.6). With
respect to the normal-sized Late Miocene model (Fig. 3.4), the salinity response to increased gateway
restriction is smaller, resulting in a larger range of restrictions without significant salinity change (Figs.
3.6a and 3.4a). For a small basin E-P-R is small and consequently inflow is only slightly larger than
the outflow. As shown before for changes in fR, a small difference between inflow and outflow leads to
small salinity increases in the Mediterranean. Salinity only increases significantly when E-P-R becomes
dominant over outflow, i.e. at significant restrictions, when the difference between inflow and outflow
is relatively large (Fig. 3.6a). The dominance of E-P-R only at significant restriction is not the only
reason for the low salinities. Although exchange with a reservoir with ocean water characteristics, either
the Atlantic or the pre-MSC Mediterranean, is smaller than in the normal-sized Late Miocene model,
a larger percentage of the basinal water is replaced with Atlantic like water at every time step. This
refreshes the buffer and suppresses large salinity increases. A reduction in basin volume alone increases
its sensitivity to changes, but crucial here is the ratio of volume to exchange flow. Besides salinity,
87 Sr/86 Sr values also deviate less from Atlantic values, because the Sr characteristics of the small basin
are dominated by exchange with the Atlantic even when the gateway is more restricted and fR is larger.
In general, small basins need more restricted exchange to reach high salinities and a fresh water budget
closer to zero to obtain low 87 Sr/86 Sr values than larger basins.

3.4.3

Time to equilibrium

Previous studies examining the Late Miocene Sr-record have always described the evolution of salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr in the Mediterranean as a sequence of steady states. Thus assuming for consecutive
87 Sr/86 Sr data points that the time to reach the new steady state is negligible. We test the validity of using
steady state solutions by examining the time taken to achieve equilibrium (when salinity, [Sr], 87 Sr/86 Sr
and the exchange fluxes don’t change anymore, i.e. steady state) for each previously used combination
of river input and gateway restriction (Fig. 3.4) starting from open marine conditions (salinity: 35 g/l,
[Sr]: 8 mg/l, 87 Sr/86 Sr:0.7090).
The time taken to achieve equilibrium (tEQ , Fig. 3.7) increases with increasing restriction of Mediterranean–
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Atlantic exchange and when approaching a zero water budget. This behavior is best understood by considering the residence time of water elements in the Mediterranean. Longer residence time, resulting
from a decrease in exchange with the Atlantic, which is caused by a smaller exchange coefficient and
salinity difference, corresponds to longer tEQ . In all previously presented figures substantial exchange
through the Sicily Strait resulted in the parallel evolution of the eastern and western basins. In the time
to equilibrium plot (Fig. 3.7) the difference between the western and eastern basins’ water budgets is
clear. At fR = 1.70 the eastern basin has a zero water budget while the budget of the western basin is still
negative. In the range 1.70 – 1.89 the exchange through the Sicily strait reverses (with surface outflow
and deep inflow) because of the positive water budget in the eastern basin and the still negative water
budget in the western basin and the Mediterranean basin as a whole. At fR=1.89 the total Mediterranean
water budget is zero.
The important result shown in Fig.3.7 is that for a large range of the controlling parameters the
time taken to reach equilibrium is significantly less than 50 kyr. Longer times are required only at
severe restriction and when the net fresh water budget is close to zero. We therefore conclude that
significant divergence from marine salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr (largely exceeding the range observed in the
Lower Evaporite deposits) can occur in the Mediterranean within tens of thousands of years.

3.5

Application to 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity data from the Late Miocene

In this section we apply the knowledge gained in the previous sections to Late Miocene data and events.
First, we continue the examination of the preceding section, and take a closer look at the time to equilibrium during the MSC. Subsequently, pre-MSC sub-basin data, MSC onset and evaporite deposition are
examined.
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3.5.1

Time to equilibrium during the MSC

Taking open marine conditions as the starting point is not always valid in the application to the Late Miocene evolution of the Mediterranean. Here we consider tEQ for the sequence of Late Miocene 87 Sr/86 Sr–
salinity steps as postulated by Flecker et al. (2002) (Fig. 3.8a). This sequence consists of the following
steps: the pre–MSC path starts at a salinity of 35-40 g/l and oceanic 87 Sr/86 Sr (situation termed F0), representing the main basins and sub-basins at normal marine conditions, and is followed by ”F2”, 35-40 g/l
and 0.70875-0.7088, for the sub-basins deviating from the oceanic Sr isotope curve. The MSC evaporite
path consists of ”E0” (130-160 g/l and oceanic 87 Sr/86 Sr) to represent the earliest gypsum precipitation,
and ”E1” (130-160 g/l and 0.70882-0.70887) to represent the Lower Evaporites that have 87 Sr/86 Sr outside the error envelope of coeval oceanic values (Fig. 3.1). Figure 3.8b shows the evolution of 87 Sr/86 Sr
and salinity between the aforementioned equilibrium states. It can be seen that most of the salinity and
87 Sr/86 Sr change required occurs relatively early in the process of full equilibration. We therefore chose
to evaluate and compare the times at which 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity have reached 95% of the total change
required. For the three steps shown, F0 → F2, F2 → E0, and E0 → E1, this time is respectively 11.5,
18.5 and 71.5 kyr (Fig. 3.8b). This implies that the response time of 87 Sr/86 Sr to changes in fR is rapid
with unrestricted Atlantic exchange (F0 → F2) and slower with restriction (E0 → E1).
It follows that, as long as the basin is not strongly restricted, the use of steady state solutions is valid
since the time taken to reach a steady state is not more than the error on the precessional age-model
and the average sampling resolution. However, when the basin is strongly restricted and the fresh water
budget is close to zero, the time taken to move between steady states increases rapidly to 50 kyr and
more. 87 Sr/86 Sr-data at high restrictions and near-zero water budget can therefore only be considered as
steady state solutions when time between them is long (> 50 kyr) or when the rate of change in 87 Sr/86 Sr
and/or salinity is small.

3.5.2

The pre–evaporite sequence

Strontium ratios measured in Mediterranean Miocene-Pliocene sequences have the largest data density
between 10 - 4.5 Ma (Fig. 3.1). Application of the model is also limited to this time interval because of
the Late Miocene water budget and paleogeography (volume and surface area) used. Regional deviations
from oceanic values in 87 Sr/86 Sr data in this interval have been interpreted as indicating sub-basin formation (Flecker et al., 2002). Differences in 87 Sr/86 Sr between the sub-basins of Turkey, central Italy and
the Tyrrhenian Sea show that there is no general trend in divergence from the ocean Sr curve discernible,
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which makes application of the model difficult. The salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr ranges from the pre-MSC F0
and F2 delineate two areas in gWA -fR space (Fig. 3.9a). For the central Mediterranean area during the
F0 period, the Sr isotope ratios within error of oceanic values do not allow to narrowly constrain fR , but
the marine salinities mean that the gateway restriction has to be limited (gWA ≥ 104 ) . Marginal basin sequences showing deviation from oceanic 87 Sr/86 Sr (F0 → F2), but no salinity change, move toward high
fR with little gateway restriction. However, if we would plot F0 and F2 using the results of the model
run with a smaller volume (Fig. 3.6a) a more significant range of restrictions (gWA ≥ 8 · 102 ) is found to
be able to explain the data because small basins need more significant restriction before deviations from
marine salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr occur.
The Southern Turkey and Italian sections all had a marginal position in the Late Miocene adjacent
to the Taurides and Apennine orogens, respectively. It is therefore likely that they received runoff from
these mountain ranges, including Sr from weathering and eroding the dominantly Mesozoic successions.
If small basins have restricted exchange with Atlantic-like water, small changes in the volume of river
input will have a large effect on the fR factor (since the reference value of R is also small) and hence on
salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr (Fig. 3.6). Deviations from coeval Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr within these small marginal
basins could therefore imply periods of localised increased river input. Given sampling density and the
uncertainty in the age models used to date these sections, it is difficult to make detailed comparisons
of their Sr isotope records. However, the tendency in the marginal basins to deviate from ocean values
occurs for as long as the record we have. 8.3-6.5 Ma is a period of divergence in all marginal basins
(Fig. 3.1). Around 7.5 Ma, even central Mediterranean basin data plot significantly lower than coeval
ocean values, possible linked to the end of the Tortonian Salinity Crisis (7.6 Ma; Krijgsman et al., 2000)
and the time at which the Rifian corridor reached its maximum depth (Krijgsman et al., 1999b). Around
6.8-6.5 Ma all data are within range of coeval seawater again. Hereafter, Tyrrhenian Sea and Southern
Turkey datasets show another period of divergence while data from Pissouri diverge from the ocean curve
shortly before onset of the MSC. The lack of major rivers around the Tyrrhenian Sea in combination with
its size and 87 Sr/86 Sr gives rise to the question if river input is the 87 Sr/86 Sr-lowering mechanism here.
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In the Tortonian, back-arc extension and rifting initiated the formation of the Tyrrhenian Sea as we know
it today (Kastens et al., 1988). All samples from the Tyrrhenian sea are from an ODP core, and, certainly
in deep water sections, basaltic volcanism and/or seafloor spreading could have been an important source
of fluids with very low 87 Sr/86 Sr.

3.5.3

Onset of the MSC

Demonstrating the Sr isotope evolution during the salinity transition to gypsum precipitation at the beginning of the MSC is difficult because almost all sections with 87 Sr/86 Sr data start or end close to the
onset of the LE. Combining available records of the central basins of the Mediterranean suggests that the
change in 87 Sr/86 Sr is from Atlantic values of about 0.7090 to values in the range 0.70895-0.70885, with
outliers on the ocean curve, while salinity increases from ∼ 35 to >145 g/l. Connecting these two points
in Fig. 3.9b implies a change from a broad range of possible fR’s with limited restriction (gWA ≥ 104 ) to
fR lower than 1.4 with strong restriction (gWA ≈ 102 ). The required restriction may have resulted from
the closure of the Rifian corridor (∼ 6.0 Ma, Krijgsman et al., 1999b) and/or closure of parts of the Betic
corridor, although some gateway must have persisted during LE deposition to supply salt (Meijer and
Krijgsman, 2005) and, at the same time, limit evaporite thickness (Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008; Meijer,
2006).
Whereas our model suggests simple gateway restriction as the MSC initiator, a transgression has
been suggested by Flecker et al. (2002) (F2 - E0, Fig. 3.9a) based on the shift from low 87 Sr/86 Sr in
some sub-basins (F2) to more oceanic values in the LE (E0). Flecker et al. (2002) interpreted an increase
in their input parameter (defined as the inflow from the Atlantic over the sum of all incoming water)
as an increase in Atlantic input, while their equations and our model show that this corresponds to an
increase in E or decrease in R. Although using pre-MSC data from sub-basins and MSC data from central
basins to infer a Mediterranean-wide transgression is questionable, this scenario can be tested with our
model. To do this, the model, which contains the hypsometry of the Late Miocene Mediterranean (a
look-up table is used to update volume and surface area when changing sea level), is forced to undergo
a transgression from -100 to 0 m (with respect to the present-day sea level) at fR = 1.75, fE = 1 and
gWA = 104 . Instead of the normal inflow parametrization, inflow linearly increases with time from a
steady state value at -100 m to another steady state value at 0 m. The starting point is chosen to represent
the sub-basin salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr just before the MSC. Independent of the rate of sea level change
the 87 Sr/86 Sr went up from 0.70885 to 0.70895, consistent with the proposed rise in sub-basin 87 Sr/86 Sr.
However, salinity increased only 4 g/l to 41.6 g/l, not even close to gypsum saturation. To the extent that
assumptions and simplifications inherent to our model are correct, we can rule out a transgression as the
only trigger for initial gypsum precipitation.

3.5.4

Evaporite deposition

The exchange parametrization used in our model is hard to combine with large sea level changes because
volume conservation is assumed in the Mediterranean. Hence we can only study the deep water depositional scenario (Krijgsman et al., 1999a) of the LE and halite. LE deposition took place in approximately
360 kyr, from 5.96 to 5.61 Ma (Roveri et al., 2008b). A model-based estimate of the expected gypsum
thickness during LE deposition can be made by starting from open marine conditions and letting the
model run for 400 kyr (40 kyr, the average time to gypsum saturation, + 360 kyr) for each combination
of restriction and water budget. Thicknesses are given as homogeneous thickness over the total water
covered area. The dominant control on gypsum thickness is fR, with increasing thickness occurring at
lower fR values (Fig. 3.10a). This is because when the Mediterranean water deficit is large, the volume
of Atlantic inflow is substantial, importing large volumes of salt into the Mediterranean. The more subtle
decrease in thickness controlled by increasing restriction (Fig. 3.10a) is caused by the associated decrease in outflow which, through volume conservation, decreases the inflow and thus the input of salt.
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After crossing into halite saturation the rate of salinity increase drops due to precipitation of a larger
percentage of the incoming salts.
The majority (>90%) of 87 Sr/86 Sr values from LE deposits are between 0.70895 and 0.70885 (Fig.
3.9b) which corresponds to gWA and fR that yield gypsum thicknesses between 50 and 130 meter covering the whole Mediterranean basin (Fig. 3.10a). If anoxic conditions in deep basins inhibited gypsum
formation (Manzi et al., 2007) this would probably have resulted in greater thicknesses precipitated in
shallow water. A thickness increase by a factor 2 - 4 is a reasonable range to consider if gypsum formation takes place across only 25-50% of the Mediterranean. This increases the modeled thicknesses to 100
- 520 m. Observed gypsum thicknesses in the field have an average of 150 m (CIESM, 2008) with local
variations (e.g. Vena del Gesso: 227 m (Lugli et al., 2007b); Sorbas: 130 m (Braga et al., 2006)).These
relatively low observed thicknesses may indicate that gypsum precipitated across a relatively large area
of basin floor and/or that most of the Mediterranean had a relatively low average 87 Sr/86 Sr during LE
formation (higher fR) and/or that the preserved gypsum thickness is not the original thickness precipitated due to its vulnerability to erosion and dissolution on the basin margins. Massive halite formation
(shaded area in Fig. 3.10a) did not occur before 5.61 Ma, implying that the exchange parameter during
LE gypsum formation was between 102 and 100.8 m3 /s/(g/l) (Fig. 3.9b). This is in accord with results
from a blocked outflow model which uses the present-day water budget (Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008);
the more severe restriction in our model results is the result of our use of a Late Miocene water budget.
Between 5.61 and 5.53 Ma resedimented lower gypsum and halite were deposited in deep basins.
Sea level certainly dropped at least once during halite deposition inhibiting outflow and limiting salt
supply to the Mediterranean. Because our model does not change sea level, it overestimates the supply
and deposition of salt when applied to this interval. Hence, by multiplying the sedimentation rate at
equilibrium with the duration of halite formation, 80 kyr (Fig. 3.10b), a maximum estimate of halite
deposition can be acquired. For salinities above the 350 g/l contour the water deficit and decreasing
inflow have the same effect on deposited halite thickness as described above for gypsum. Figure 3.10
seems to suggest that the start of halite formation does not coincide with the 350 g/l contour. Actually,
halite formation is taken to start when the salinity reaches 350 g/l but for a range of fR and gWA the
ensuing balance between inflow, precipitation and outflow keeps the salinity constant at this critical
value. This range is expressed by the color-contoured segment above the 350 g/l contour. Below the
350 g/l contour, salinity is higher than 350 g/l. Inflow and water deficit have the same control over
halite thickness as they do over gypsum, however, accumulated halite thickness is also affected by the
time taken to reach saturation which increases significantly at high restrictions and leaves less time
for precipitation. This aspect is ignored here, however, because neither the initial conditions, nor the
conditions at the end of the LE, can be sufficiently constrained.
87 Sr/86 Sr values during halite deposition range between 0.7089 and 0.7088 with values up to 0.70895
in east Mediterranean DSDP samples. Salt thicknesses in this 87 Sr/86 Sr range reach 200 - 370 m (Fig.
3.10b), which corresponds to thicknesses of 700 - 1300 m if all halite is deposited in the much smaller
area (28% of the Mediterranean) outlined by Rouchy and Caruso (2006). By including the maximum of
0.70895 in the 87 Sr/86 Sr range (dashed range in Fig. 3.9b), maximum thicknesses up to 2000 m can be
achieved. Halite thicknesses in the deep basins inferred from seismics range from 600 - 1000 m in the
western basin, including resedimented LE, and 1000 - 3500 m, with an average of 1500 - 2000 m, in
the eastern Mediterranean (Lofi et al., 2005). The good agreement between model results and seismic
observations confirms, again (Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008; Meijer, 2006), the viability of the blocked
outflow scenario for halite deposition. But also shows that small outflows do not inhibit halite formation,
but even slightly enhance the formation rate due to the larger salt supply. Krijgsman and Meijer (2008)
found the halite thickness range inferred from seismics was on the low end of their modeled halite
thickness range, while it is on the higher side of ours. This difference is the result of the larger fresh
water input in the Late Miocene water budget with respect to the present-day budget used in earlier
modeling research along with the unknown quantity of resedimented lower gypsum interbedded with the
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deep halite deposits.

3.6
3.6.1

Discussion
Uncertainties inherent to the model

Implicit in our model set up and input are a few assumptions that have to be highlighted because they can
be a source of uncertainty in the results. We assumed homogeneous water characteristics in each of the
boxes, neglecting the likelyhood of a stratified water column. In a stratified basin, salt is concentrated
toward the bottom and Mediterranean outflow has salinities close to Atlantic values (Meijer, 2006). If
strontium is entirely independent of salinity, a strong stratification with respect to salinity may coexist
with well-mixed, homogeneous 87 Sr/86 Sr. This would lead to large deep water salinities with only minor
restriction of gateway exchange and divergence of 87 Sr/86 Sr away from oceanic values because inflow
decreases drastically as a result of limited density constrast and river input becomes more dominant.
Our transgression experiment seemed to rule out a transgression as the only trigger for gypsum
precipitation, but uncertainty in the distribution of strontium during periods of increased stratification
leaves room for further investigation.
In the outflow parametrization the density difference (dρ) between the Mediterranean and Atlantic is
a function of salinity only. The density difference can be expressed as
dρ(S) = ρ0 β(SW − SA )
Including temperature, this becomes
dρ(S, T ) = ρ0 (β(SW − SA ) − α(TW − TA ))
where ρ0 is a reference density, α and β are the thermal expansion and haline contraction coefficients of
seawater and Tx and Sx are the temperatures and salinities of the Western Mediterranean and Atlantic. In
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seawater at 10◦ C and 35 g/l β/α ≈ 5 (Feistel, 2003), i.e. 1 g/l difference in salinity affects the dρ the
same as 5◦ C. At present, the salinity difference (dS) between Atlantic and Mediterranean is ≈ 2 g/l with
little temperature difference (dT). A dT of 1◦ C would introduce a percent error (δ) of 12.3% between
dρ(S, T ) and dρ(S) (Fig. S3.2). Because outflow is proportional to dρ, outflow in this example would be
overestimated by 12.3% too. However, as illustrated in Fig. S3.2, the error decreases significantly with
increasing dS. At dS=20 and dT=1, dT=2, and dT=5, the error is only 1.1, 2.2 and 5.8%. During gypsum
(dS > 95 g/l) and halite deposition (dS > 300 g/l), a dT of 5 results in, respectively, <1.2 and <0.4%
error in the outflow calculation. α and β being functions of temperature and salinity, β/α can increase up
to ≈ 2 at high temperature and salinity (Feistel and Marion, 2007). Even with this increased temperature
sensitivity, errors are never more than a few percent. Because our study focusses on relatively high
salinity environments where temperature induced errors in the outflow are small, omitting temperature
effects is justified.
Not included in our model are sinks for Sr and changes in sea level, Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr and river
discharge. [Sr] and salinity increase with the same factor as long as salt formation is ignored, while in
reality sediments will take up Sr from the Mediterranean. Especially at the high evaporite sedimentation
rates observed in the MSC this Sr-sink becomes important. The model is less sensitive to influxes of both
river and oceanic waters if sedimentation is ignored, because a high Sr concentration enhances the buffer
effect.
Late Miocene sea level is on average similar to present-day (Miller et al., 2005b), but sea level fluctuations would affect the surface area of the Mediterranean, the amount of evaporation and the exchange
with the Atlantic. Nevertheless, eustatic sea level changes are ignored in our model, because it complicates gateway exchange and imposes a timeframe on sensitivity experiments.
Atlantic 87 Sr/86 Sr in our model is always 0.7090, the average during the MSC, although it increases
steadily from 0.7089 to 0.7095 between 10 and 4.5 Ma (Fig. 3.1). In the pre-MSC period the difference
between 87 Sr/86 SrA and 87 Sr/86 SrR is smaller than modeled, leading to an overestimation of Atlantic
influence on 87 Sr/86 SrM ; for the MSC it is the other way around, underestimation of Atlantic influence
results in lower 87 Sr/86 SrM . Using the precise 87 Sr/86 SrA values would slightly stretch the 87 Sr/86 Sr
pattern in Fig. 3.4b to lower fR for the pre-MSC and limit it to higher fR for the MSC.

3.6.2

Late Miocene climate and river discharge

The generally high fR needed to explain the 87 Sr/86 Sr-salinity evolution during the Late Miocene (Fig.
3.9b) can indicate two things: (1) the water budget from Gladstone et al. (2007) overestimates E-P and/or
(2) a constant source of fresh water has been ignored. E-P from Gladstone et al. (2007) is higher (1 m/yr)
than E-P in more recent models for the Messinian (0.85 m/yr) (Murphy et al., 2009) and Tortonian (0.55
m/yr) (Schneck et al., 2010) suggesting the E-P we have used here may indeed be too high. With an E-P
of ∼ 0.55 m/yr, the Messinian evolution of 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity can be explained without changing the
river discharge. Greater rainfall over North Africa during the Late Miocene due to a shift in the ITCZ,
which tends to be underestimated by AGCMs (Gladstone et al., 2007, and references therein), could be
another cause of the high fR. Underestimation of the increased precipitation over North Africa may be
the source of fresh water missing in our model, affecting both the river discharge and E-P.
Another possible source of fresh water can be found in Chad. Connections between the Sahabi river
system (Libya) and the Chad basin in the Mio-Pliocene have been proposed on the basis of satellite
imagery (Drake et al., 2008; Griffin, 2002, 2006; Paillou et al., 2009) and fossils (Otero et al., 2009).
Like most GCMs the atmospheric model used by Gladstone et al. (2007) has a very simplistic surface
hydrology and transports most precipitation (some goes into soil moisture) instantaneously from the
drainage area to the river mouth. This means that evaporation over the rivers and Lake Chad is not taken
into account and all discharges are overestimated. A minimum estimate of evaporation over Lake Chad
can be found by taking the soil evaporation from their atmospheric model at the assumed position of the
lake. More realistic estimates can be derived by looking at evaporation in the semi-enclosed Red Sea at
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the same latitude. The soil evaporation results in an estimate of 26% evaporation from Lake Chad, Red
Sea evaporations result in 47 - 90%.
To fit the box model results without invoking overestimation (underestimation) of E-P (R) in the
atmospheric model, Lake Chad must have had a discharge of 31 - 56% (for fR range 1.5-1.89) of the
modeled discharge. This is well within the range of Chad discharge with evaporation taken into account,
implying that Lake Chad may have been an important source of fresh water in the Late Miocene at times
it was connected to the Mediterranean via the Sahabi drainage basin. Water levels in Lake Chad are likely
to have varied considerably in accordance with the precessional cycle and overflow into or a connection
with the Sahabi rivers was most likely during precessional minima.
Without Lake Chad, the Late Miocene eastern Mediterranean R is dominated by Nile discharge
(80.8% of total input) and the western Mediterranean R by the Rhone (86%). In this situation it is valid
to use their water characteristics for the whole input. However, when we assume that the Chad Basin was
connected (periodically) to the Mediterranean and its discharge was 31-56% of the value from Gladstone
et al. (2007), Nile discharge is only 40-52% of eastern Mediterranean R. The extremely low 87 Sr/86 Sr
from the Nile is caused by extensive basaltic rocks in its drainage area. These are not observed in other
North African drainage basins, which would result in higher 87 Sr/86 Sr in their discharge. If the Nile
was less dominant in the Late Miocene, a 87 Sr/86 Sr closer to oceanic values should be used for eastern
Mediterranean river discharge. In our model this would result in a shift of the 87 Sr/86 Sr pattern toward
higher fR; more river input is needed to deviate 87 Sr/86 SrM from oceanic values.
Summarizing, the seemingly overestimated E-P and underestimated river discharge in the water
budget from Gladstone et al. (2007) are either caused by underestimation of the effect of the shift in
ITCZ or leaving out the Chad discharge. The general trend in climate is an decreasing E from Tortonian
to Messinian with a possible inflow of water from the Chad basin during precession minima, improving
conditions for sapropel formation and marl-gypsum cycles in the Mediterranean (Köhler et al., 2010).
According to our model the most probable hydrological budget for the Late Miocene would be E-P in
the range 0.67 - 0.85 m/yr, R between 0.63 and 0.8 m/yr (fR: 1.2 - 1.5; 3-4 times present-day values) and
an even higher R during precession minima before the MSC.

3.7

Conclusions

We developed a box model incorporating 87 Sr/86 Sr to examine the influence of gateway restriction, strontium characteristics of the input fluxes, climate and basin size/volume, on modeled 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity
values. With our time-dependent set of equations we have shown that the steady state assumption of
previous studies regarding the 87 Sr/86 Sr-salinity relationship is valid as long as either the basin is not
strongly restricted and has a net water budget not close to zero, or when changes in 87 Sr/86 Sr, restriction
and water budget are slow with respect to the time taken to reach equilibrium. Sensitivity tests revealed
that (1) in a model with the present-day water budget, contrary to a model with a Late Miocene budget,
87 Sr/86 Sr values in the Mediterranean will never significantly deviate from Atlantic values regardless of
restriction and reasonable changes in the fresh water components of the budget, (2) the Mediterranean
87 Sr/86 Sr is most affected by uncertainty in [Sr] and 87 Sr/86 Sr when the net fresh water budget is close
R
R
to zero or/and gateway restriction is severe and (3) that the water budget of a small basin is dominated
by exchange with the Atlantic up to more significant gateway restriction than that of a larger basin.
The knowledge gained was applied to the Late Miocene salinity - 87 Sr/86 Sr record. The main conclusions and implications are the following:
1.

87 Sr/86 Sr

data from pre-MSC sub-basins has only local significance; a comprehensive mechanism
to explain all sub-basin data is lacking and central Mediterranean data generally do not show the
same trends.

2. Onset of the MSC can be explained with a simple restriction of the gateway(s) between the Medi59
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terranean and Atlantic. Also, the proposed transgression scenario can be rejected as the only
trigger for initial gypsum precipitation on the basis of our model results.
3. Lower Evaporite gypsum formed in a basin with significantly less outflow than proposed by Krijgsman and Meijer (2008) because of the higher river input to the Mediterranean resulting from using
a Late Miocene climate rather than present-day.
4. Halite thicknesses formed with the observed 87 Sr/86 Sr values between 5.61 and 5.53 Ma (700 1300 m) are on the low side of the observed thickness range (600 - 3500 m) because the large Late
Miocene fresh water budget limits halite deposition rates and observed thicknesses from seismics
are overestimated.
Stemming from the discussion, we can also conclude that the most probable hydrological budget for
the Late Miocene has E-P in the range 0.67 - 0.85 m/yr, R between 0.63 and 0.8 m/yr and an even higher
R during precession minima prior to the MSC.

3.8

Appendix: Model equations

The equations underlying the model are here given for the western Mediterranean in a 2-box model for
the case of two-way exchange between Mediterranean and Atlantic (Fig. 3.2). The linear parametrisation of deep outflow between Atlantic and Mediterranean, similar for the western-eastern Mediterranean
gateway, gives
QWA = gWA × (SW − SA )

(3.8.1)

The temporal change in total basin volume, which is always zero in the experiments presented in this
chapter, is given by
dV /dt = QAW − QWA + QEW − QW E + QR − QEP

(3.8.2)

The temporal changes in, respectively, salinity, strontium concentration and strontium ratio are given
by
dSW /dt = ((SA − SW )QAW + (SE − SW )QEW
−SW QR + SW QEP )/VW

(3.8.3)

d[Sr]W /dt = (([Sr]A − [Sr]W )QAW + ([Sr]E − [Sr]W )QEW
−([Sr]R − [Sr]W )QR + [Sr]W QEP )/VW

dRW /dt

(3.8.4)

= ((RA − RW ) [Sr]A QAW +
(RE − RW ) [Sr]E QEW + (RR − RW ) [Sr]R QR )
/(VW [Sr]W )

(3.8.5)

Where Rx is an abbreviation of 87 Sr/86 Srx . The inflows appearing in equations 3.8.3 - 3.8.5 are replaced, using equation 3.8.2, by a combination of outflows and fresh water fluxes. The resulting coupled
ordinary differential equations are solved using the second-order Runge-Kutta method.
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Supplementary material
The supplementary material consists of two figures already mentioned above, an extensive discussion of
the possible influence of diagenetic alteration on the Sr isotope data presented in this chapter, and a short
overview of the inflow and outflow parameters of Flecker et al. (2002) in the parameter range used in
this chapter. Figure S3.1 illustrates how the model results are affected by changes in the evaporative flux
from the Mediterranean Sea, parametrized with the factor fE, the second figure (Fig S3.2) shows how
much the density difference between Atlantic and Mediterranean sea water, and hence Mediterranean
outflow, is influenced by taking both temperatue and salinity into account.

Diagenetic Alteration
Assessing whether the Sr isotope data used in this study have been modified by diagenetic alteration is
important. In samples derived from deep sea cores it is possible to use the pore water concentrations and
ratios to assess whether the Sr isotope measurements on foraminifera are likely to have been significantly
changed by marine diagenesis (Hodell et al., 2007). Numerical models for marine burial diagenesis have
also been developed which fit pore water data well (e.g. Fantle et al., 2010; Rudnicki et al., 2001). The
Mediterranean samples for which Sr isotope data are available are almost all taken from land exposures.
This means that the pore water history includes both marine and meteoric elements. The few exceptions
to this are the samples taken from ODP and DSDP cores for which, unfortunately, no Sr isotope measurements of pore waters are available (Müller et al., 1990). Clearly therefore, it is not possible to evaluate
quantitatively the influence of pore water exchange on the foraminiferal and evaporite samples from the
Mediterranean discussed here. What we can do however is to explore more qualitatively what the likely
impact of diagenetic alteration would have been.
The first important thing to recognise is that some degree of alteration of the primary foraminiferal
composition is probable since test preservation is not the pristine, glassy carbonate thought to indicate
minimal diagenesis in foraminifera (Pearson et al., 2001). Despite this visual evidence for diagenesis,
however, ratios within error of the ocean water Sr isotope curve are measured both on Early Pliocene
samples (Fortuin et al., 1995; McKenzie et al., 1988; Müller, 1993) and some Late Miocene samples
(Flecker et al., 2002; Sprovieri et al., 2003). This suggests that diagenesis of these samples as a result of
pore-water exchange is either too limited to have a significant impact on the Sr isotope ratio, or, more
likely, that the composition of the pore fluids is very similar to that of contemporaneous ocean water
so that exchange does not result in a measurable change in the isotopic ratio of biogenic carbonate.
This relationship between pore water 87 Sr/86 Sr and the evolution of oceanic ratios is typical for marine
carbonate successions (e.g. Elderfield and Gieskes, 1982; Rudnicki et al., 2001).
There is also textural and Sr concentration evidence that at least some of the evaporite samples are
not entirely primary (Müller et al., 1990). The similarity between the isotopic ratios of primary evaporites
and those generated by post-precipitation phase transformation lead these authors to conclude however,
that the recrystalisation they observe must have involved a brine of similar composition to the original
precipitating fluid. Again, this leads to no significant change in the primary Sr isotope ratio measured.
The final group of samples that requires evaluation are the Late Miocene foraminiferal data which
have lower 87 Sr/86 Sr than coeval seawater. These are found in southern Turkey, the central part of the
Adriatic and the Tyrrhenian Sea (Flecker and Ellam, 1999; Montanari et al., 1997; Müller et al., 1990).
There is no visual difference in the preservation of these samples and those foraminifera from different
Mediterranean sub-basins that yield ocean water Sr isotope ratios (e.g. Cyprus (Flecker and Ellam, 2006),
Sicily (Sprovieri et al., 2003), Crete (Flecker et al., 2002)). However, it is possible that the anomalous Sr
isotope ratios measured result from the same degree of exchange, but with a pore fluid which had a Sr
isotopic ratio much lower than coeval ocean water. If, as is argued by Flecker et al. (2002), the water in
these anomalous Late Miocene sub-basins contains a large fresh water component dominated by the very
low 87 Sr/86 Sr of the Nile and other Mediterranean rivers (Albarède and Michard, 1987; Brass, 1976), then
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Figure S3.1: Diagrams [a and c] show salinity and [b and d] strontium ratio as a function of river discharge (fR)
and the Atlantic exchange coefficient gWA [m3/s/(g/l)]. [a,b] were produced with fE = 0.75, [c,d] with fE = 0.5.
Color scales for salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr are the same as for Fig. 3.4
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Figure S3.2: Percent error (δ = (dρ(S) - dρ(S,T))/dρ(S,T) x 100) between density differences calculated with
ρ(S,T) and ρ(S) for different temperature differences. When outflow calculated with dρ(S) is higher than with
dρ(S,T) the error is positive, and vice versa for negative errors.

this pore fluid is simply reflecting that of the water column at the time, and exchange with solid carbonate
will not measurably change the ratio of the original foraminiferal calcite. If however, low 87 Sr/86 Sr pore
fluid is derived from another source, then the ratio measured on biogenic carbonate may be diagenetic.
There are two main possible sources of low 87 Sr/86 Sr pore fluids in the Mediterranean at this time. The
most likely of these is the evaporites themselves. It is however, difficult to argue that the circulation
of these low 87 Sr/86 Sr brines through the underlying sediment column modified the isotope ratios of
foraminifera in some Mediterranean successions but not others when the distribution of the evaporites is
thought to be Mediterranean wide (Krijgsman et al., 1999a, 2002). Another possibility is that the pore
water ratios have a basaltic origin resulting from oceanic spreading and/or associated volcanism. There
is evidence of basaltic volcanism in the Tyrrhenian Sea (Hsü et al., 1978), but again it is difficult to find
equivalent horizons that might account for the anomalies in southern Turkey or the Adriatic.
In conclusion, it is extremely likely that most, if not all, the samples on which Sr isotope ratios have
been measured have been diagenetically altered to some extent. What remains contentious for some
samples is whether the impact of that diagenesis has significantly altered the primary ratio. We find
no compelling explanation which would allow us to exclude data on the basis of a known diagenetic
mechanism and source of diagenetic fluid. We have therefore included all relevant published Sr isotope
data in the dataset considered.

Inflow and outflow parametrisation
Flecker et al. (2002) and Flecker and Ellam (2006) introduced the use of an inflow and outflow parameter
in their model setup and analysis. The inflow parameter (Fig. S3.4, bottom left frame) is defined as the
inflow from the Atlantic over the sum of all incoming water: QAW /ΣQin . An increasing value of the
inflow parameter indicates a relative increase in the influence of ocean water with respect to river water
on the Mediterranean. The outflow parameter (Fig. S3.3, bottom left frame) is defined as the evaporative
‘outflow’ over the sum of all outgoing water: QEP /ΣQout . An increasing value of the outflow parameter
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Figure S3.3: Diagrams [top left] show salinity, [top right] strontium ratio, [bottom left] the outflow parameter
from Flecker et al. (2002), and [bottom right] Mediterranean outflow to the Atlantic (QWA ) as a function of river
discharge (fR) and the Atlantic exchange coefficient (gWA ). fR is a multiple of the reference values of river
discharge (R) which is taken from the Late Miocene values of Gladstone et al. (2007). Note the vertical logarithmic
scale. Note that the color scales for salinity, strontium ratio and Mediterranean outflow are open at: the high
end, the low end and the high end, respectively. Every value higher/lower than the maximum/minimum of the
colourscale is given the colour of the maximum/minimum.
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Figure S3.4: Diagrams [top left] show river input, [top right] Atlantic inflow, [bottom left] the inflow parameter
from Flecker et al. (2002), and [bottom right] the ratio between river input and Atlantic inflow as a function of
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indicates a relative increase in the influence of evaporation with respect to ocean water. Care must be
taken when interpreting results given in these parameters because each encompasses the effect of changes
in more than one of the fluxes involved.
For the late Miocene Mediterranean, the outflow parameter follows the trend of decreasing Mediterranean outflow at stronger restriction; with strong restriction of the gateway the outflow parameter is close
to 1, indicative of high relative importance of evaporation over Mediterranean outflow. Also, the asymptotic behaviour of the outflow parameter towards zero net fresh water budget is visible (Qout = QEP ). A
high outflow parameter does not always correspond to high salinity, because evaporation is not dominant
over the whole fR range. The inflow parameter exactly follows the contours of the 87 Sr/86 Sr values since
the steady state 87 Sr/86 Sr value is a function of the inflow parameter only (Flecker et al., 2002). The value
of the inflow parameter decreases to 0 at E-P=R.
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4
A modelling perspective on spatial and temporal variations in
Messinian evaporite deposits

During the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC), evaporite-dominated sequences formed in marginal and
deep basins of the Mediterranean Sea. In the marginal basins, the onset of the MSC is synchronous
and a single depositional framework fits all sequences. In contrast, MSC sequences of the western and
eastern deep basins appear to comprise a different number of units and differ greatly in thickness. Even
though there exist numerous scenarios for deposition in the marginal and deep basins, the link between
the two settings is difficult and scenarios are rarely quantitatively supported. We employ a simple box
model for the Messinian Mediterranean to examine the causes of (1) spatial variation in thickness and
(2) differences in the time of onset of deposition. Model results are compared with actual observations
on the MSC sequences. The results show that a large connection between the western and eastern basin
is necessary for, and some degree of water column stratification is conducive to, synchronous onset of
the MSC in the marginal basins. Moreover, halite deposits in the deep basins are likely to be coeval
and have formed in ≈60 ka after a (further) restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection during the MSC, but without a significant sea level drop. A difference in the net salt gain per unit volume
caused the different halite deposition rates in the two basins. A scenario with only a simple restriction of
the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection during the Late Miocene – without significant changes in Mediterranean sea level, the fresh water budget, or the size of the Strait of Sicily – is able to explain the
synchronous onset of the MSC, the synchronous marginal evaporite formation and the differences in the
deep basinal sequences.

4.1

Introduction

During the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC, 5.96-5.33 Ma, Krijgsman et al., 1999a; Lourens et al., 1996)
deposition took place in two distinct settings in the Mediterranean: marginal and deep basins. In (former)
marginal basins all around the Mediterranean, Messinian sequences start with up to 16 distinct cycles of
gypsum intercalated with marl/carbonates. A duration of ≈360 ka has been calculated for their formation
by linking the cycles to precession driven climate changes (Krijgsman et al., 1999a). This first phase of
the MSC, the so-called Primary Lower Gypsum phase (PLG, 5.96-5.61 Ma), is followed by the second
This chapter has been published as:
Topper, R. P. M. and Meijer, P. Th. (2013). A modelling perspective on spatial and temporal variations in Messinian evaporite
deposits. Marine Geology, 336:4460.
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phase of the MSC, the halite phase (5.61-5.55 Ma) which is characterized by widespread erosion of the
PLG deposits, redeposition of the eroded gypsum, and formation of a halite unit in deep marginal basins
in Sicily, Calabria and Cyprus (Roveri et al., 2008a). The third and last phase recognized in marginal
basins is the Upper Evaporite phase (5.55-5.33 Ma) which generally consists of non-evaporitic shallow
marine deposits and the brackish water Lago Mare deposits, but is named after local primary gypsum
deposits in Sicily.
In the archetypal deep basin setting of the Gulf of Lions, the seismically-imaged Messinian sequence
also consists of three evident units which have been tentatively matched with the marginal basin units:
the Lower Unit, the Mobile Unit which consists of halite, and the Upper Unit (Lofi et al., 2005). A
fourth unit, the Chaotic Unit, is a diachronous unit thought to consist of marginal erosion products (Lofi
and Berné, 2008). This deep basin trilogy, however, is not representative for both the western (WMed)
and the eastern Mediterranean (EMed) basin. Differences between the WMed and EMed deep basinal
sequences encompass (1) the presence of the Lower and Upper Unit in the WMed, which are thought to
be absent or merely locally developed in the EMed, (2) large differences in the total thickness of the MSC
sequences and (3) an internal layering in the Mobile Unit of only the EMed. Although recognized as one
of the outstanding issues of the Messinian Salinity Crisis (CIESM, 2008), these differences are as yet
unexplained. The presence of sill(s) between the Mediterranean basins and differences in local climate
and river discharge have been postulated as possible explanations. However, thus far, these postulates
have endured without any quantitative support.
Contrary to the differences in deep basinal settings, the MSC record of the PLG phase in marginal
basins is very similar. Cyclostratigraphy has shown the onset of gypsum deposition to be synchronous
among marginal basins throughout the Mediterranean (Krijgsman et al., 1999a). Recently, a new facies
interpretation of the PLG deposits and the redefined stratigraphic position(s) of the Calcare di Base
deposits have led to the proposition of a single depositional framework for all Mediterranean marginal
basins (Lugli et al., 2010; Manzi et al., 2011) explaining the similarities in the PLG deposits.
Can we arrive at a scenario, based on physics and in a quantified fashion, that links the deposits from
the marginal basins, similar in WMed and EMed, to the deep basin sequences, which strongly differ
between WMed and EMed? Using a relatively simple box model of the Late Miocene Mediterranean,
we will examine the factors controlling (1) the timing of onset of gypsum and halite deposition, (2)
the duration of halite deposition, and (3) evaporite thicknesses formed in the WMed and EMed basins
individually. Factors studied are the restriction in the Atlantic Mediterranean connection (AMC) and in
the Strait of Sicily, the strength of water column stratification, and changes in the amount of river input
received by the two basins. By comparing model results with observational constraints on the timing
of onset of gypsum deposition, gypsum thicknesses, and halite thicknesses, we will provide quantitative
constraints on the role of sills, climate and the influence of water column stratification during the first
two phases of the MSC.
The next section will describe the observations used to constrain the model results. Despite the
fact that the model used is relatively simple in setup, the results are not simple and will be introduced
gradually in the following sections: section 4.3 describes the basic setup of the model and its boundary
conditions, section 4.4.1 gives a general overview of the mechanisms affecting the model results before
section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 focus on the application to the MSC. The results are followed by a discussion of
the implications of the model results on the MSC in section 4.5.

4.2
4.2.1

Observational constraints
Sea level

The synchronous onset of PLG deposition across basins with different palaeogeographical and geodynamic settings (Krijgsman et al., 1999a), the facies of the gypsum (Lugli et al., 2010), and the absence of
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erosional features (Roveri et al., 2008b), indicate a fully subaqueous environment during the whole PLG
phase. This implicitly rules out any sea level drop larger than the depth of the marginal basins (≈200 m)
during this time interval (Krijgsman et al., 1999a).
After deposition of the PLG, marginal sequences all have an erosional surface, the well-known
Messinian Erosion Surface, topping the primary gypsum deposits, suggesting either tectonic uplift in
a Mediterranean-wide tectonic phase (CIESM, 2008), a sea level drop exceeding the depth of the marginal basins, or a combination of both. The thickness of the halite sequences in the Sicilian foredeep
basins, postdating the PLG phase, and the lack of subaerial erosion features in Apennine deep(er) water
settings suggest sea level lowering was also modest during their deposition. The volume of deep basinal
halite deposits, which cannot be explained without a supply of salt from the Atlantic, is another argument for a basin at global sea level during (at least part of) the halite phase (Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008;
Topper et al., 2011).
Hence, observational evidence for the PLG and halite phase, the first ≈410 ka of the MSC, allows
for the assumption of a constant sea level.

4.2.2

Marginal basins

The synchronous onset of gypsum deposition in both Mediterranean basins has been established by
Krijgsman et al. (1999a, 2002) with an uncertainty of one precessional cycle (≈20 ka). Strictly speaking,
the lack of gypsum in the first depositional cycles of some Apennine basins means that the onset is
diachronous (Dela Pierre et al., 2011). However, this seems to be the local effect of a relatively large
continental runoff in a restricted basin (Lugli et al., 2010). The fact that gypsum is present in younger
depositional cycles suggests that either an increasing Mediterranean salinity was able to overcome the
dilution by continental runoff, or the runoff decreased during the PLG phase. As a constraint on the
model results we will use the synchronous character of the first occurrence of gypsum in WMed and
EMed marginal basins.
The thickness of the PLG deposits varies significantly among sequences between, but also within,
the WMed and EMed. The largest observed thickness of PLG deposits in the WMed, 130 m, is near
Sorbas (Braga et al., 2006; Krijgsman et al., 2001); for the EMed, this is 227 m in the Vena del Gesso
(Lugli et al., 2007b). In other marginal sections only several tens of meters or no primary gypsum at
all is preserved (e.g. Fortuin and Krijgsman, 2003; Matano et al., 2005). Because of the large lateral
variation, due to differences in deposition and preservation/erosion, we will only use gypsum thickness
observations as an order-of-magnitude constraint on the model results.

4.2.3

Deep basins

When linking the marginal sequence to the deep basinal sequence, the Lower Unit is often taken as the
equivalent of the marginal PLG. However, the nature and age of the Lower Unit are still unknown (Lofi et
al., 2005). The Lower Unit is clearly distinct from the underlying sequence of supposedly earlier Miocene
age (Lofi, pers. comm.), but only visible in the Gulf of Lions and probably the Algerian margin (Lofi
et al., 2011). At a basinal scale, the extent and thickness are unknown. Lower Unit thickness estimates
depend strongly on the lithology chosen for time-to-thickness conversion of the seismics. Thicknesses
calculated with an assumed gypsum lithology are higher than for shale/clastics because of gypsum’s
higher seismic velocity (Lofi et al., 2005).
Deposits of the Chaotic Unit laterally grading into the Lower Unit, suggest that the Lower Unit
may also be an erosional product from the margin. In this view, coarse material of the Chaotic Unit is
deposited in a proximal position, while fine material in more distal positions gives rise to the parallel
seismic reflections of the Lower Unit (Lofi et al., 2011). If true, the WMed deep basin trilogy would
reduce to a bipartite sequence with no obvious equivalent of the marginal PLG, but only a Mobile Unit
and Upper Unit. Continuing this line of thought, the only difference between the deep basinal sequences
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of the WMed and EMed would be the thickness of the Mobile Unit, which is higher in the EMed, and the
thickness of the Upper Unit, which is below seismic resolution in the EMed. This postulate matches well
with the idea of primary gypsum formation only in the marginal basins (Manzi et al., 2007); a mechanism
explaining the absence of gypsum formation in the deep basins has already been proposed (de Lange and
Krijgsman, 2010).
The unknown nature and extent of the Lower Unit makes it impossible to put constraints on either
the gypsum volume or thickness as deposited during the first phase of the MSC. The synchronous onset
of PLG formation in both basins, as observed in the marginal basins, remains the only constraint for the
first 360 ka of the MSC.
Putting absolute age constraints on the deep basinal halites is difficult. Bottom and top erosional
surfaces in the deep WMed and EMed are, in all probability, coeval because they are linked to the
fast processes of partial desiccation and refilling of the Mediterranean (Garcia-Castellanos et al., 2009;
Meijer and Krijgsman, 2005). Therefore, units enclosed between bottom and top erosional surfaces must
have been deposited during the sea level lowstand of the MSC. However, the halites in both the WMed
and EMed are in between the deep water continuations of these erosional surfaces. These surfaces are
conformable and enclose the entire MSC sequence (Lofi et al., 2011). Based on these surfaces alone, the
age of the halites can only be constrained to somewhere within the MSC interval.
If the deep basinal halites are time equivalent with the Sicilian halites, their deposition can be placed
between the top of the PLG (≈5.61 Ma) and the start of the Upper Evaporites (≈5.55 Ma). This interval
encompasses the glacial stages TG12 and T14 which are associated with eustatic sea level drops (Hilgen
et al., 2007). A small eustatic sea level drop could have (further) restricted the AMC, possibly triggering
the start of halite deposition, and have caused erosion on the shallow margins before any major sealevel
drop took place. In view of the uncertain timing of halite formation we will examine deposition in a 60
ka interval (i.e. 5.61-5.55 Ma) and discuss the implications of other durations.
Thicknesses of the halite deposits are better constrained given the extensive seismic coverage of the
Mediterranean (see Lofi et al., 2011, for a compilation). In the WMed a single transparent layer of halite,
suggesting negligible amounts of intermixed clastics, is visible on seismics with a maximum thickness
of 1200 m in the Provencal basin. In the EMed, up to 6 layers with alternating seismic facies, transparent
– non-transparent, add up to a thickness of 2100 m in the central deep basins. Three packages with
alternating transparent – non-transparent halite have been drilled in the Nile delta (Ottes et al., 2008),
where the oldest halite were assigned a Tortonian age (with an uncertainty of a few Ma, (Lambregts,
pers. comm.)). Here, only a few percent of material other than halite proved responsible for the abovementioned change in the seismic facies (Lambregts, pers. comm.). Without further age constraints the
alternations could be caused by long term changes in riverine sediment supply. Three precessional cycles
would fit extremely well in the 60 ka between the PLG and Upper Evaporites. Yearly cycles, as those
observed in Sicily, if present, will be well below seismic resolution. As a constraint on model results for
the halite phase, thicknesses of 1000 and 2000 m will be used for, respectively, the WMed and EMed.

4.3

Model description

The model used in this study builds upon previous box models specifically set up for the (Late Miocene) Mediterranean by Meijer (2006) and Topper et al. (2011, i.e. Chapter 3 of this thesis). Whereas
these models examined the evolution of strontium isotope ratios and/or salinity in the Mediterranean as a
whole, we here make a distinction between the WMed and EMed. The model consists of two boxes with
fixed volumes representing the Mediterranean basins, and an infinite volume with constant water characteristics representing the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 4.1). Outflow from the EMed to the WMed, and from the
WMed to the Atlantic is parameterized as linearly proportional to the difference in density between the
basins which is assumed to be a function of salinity only. This assumption, i.e. neglecting temperature
differences, has been shown to be valid for settings with relatively high salinity contrasts between WMed
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Figure 4.1: Graphic representation of the box model. White arrows indicate volume fluxes (Q’s) between the
basins, the first subscript character represents the source, the second one the destination; E-P, evaporation minus
precipitation, equal rates (1 m/a) for both basins; RWest and REast , river discharges; S(alinity)/G(ypsum concentration)/H(alite concentration)x y , water characteristics of the respective basins (indicated by x) and depth segment
(y).

and Atlantic, like the MSC (Topper et al., 2011). Proportionality factors, specifically gWA and gEW , relate
the salinity difference across the gateways to the outflow. A factor of ≈ 105 m3 s−1 (gL−1 )−1 corresponds
to the present-day Strait of Gibraltar, ≈ 102 to the Dardanelles Strait, and 100 to a gateway near closure (cumbersome units of factors will be left out unless this would lead to confusion). Conservation of
volume in the Mediterranean dictates that the inflow from the Atlantic has to compensate for the fresh
water deficit, i.e. evaporation - precipitation - river discharge (E-P-R), and the outflow.
The fresh water budget in the model is extracted from the results of the Late Miocene AGCM of
Gladstone et al. (2007). A model with this water budget has been shown to be able to reproduce strontium
ratio evolution during the Late Miocene (Topper et al., 2011). Evaporation minus precipitation is 1 m/a,
summed river discharges for the WMed and EMed are 5526.4 and 36067.4 m3 s−1 respectively (Table
4.1), where Lake Chad discharge has not been included in the EMed river discharge (see Topper et al.
(2011) for a detailed discussion). The Late Miocene E-P is higher than the present-day value of 0.6
m/a (Mariotti et al., 2002), and river discharges are respectively 1.3 and 2.7 times the present-day values
(Meijer, 2006). Compared to the present day, the Mediterranean basin is more sensitive to changes in
river discharge, which in turn are a consequence of changes in climate. Especially the North African
climate is important as most of the river discharge comes from this region.
As in Topper et al. (2011), river discharges are varied in the model by multiplying the reference
values RW and RE with the factors fRW and fRE , which range from 0.25 to 2.25 (dimensionless). The
range of these factors represents uncertainty in the river discharge and climatic variation around a long
term mean.
In both Mediterranean boxes the unknown variables are total salt concentration S, gypsum concentration [CaSO4 ], and halite concentration [NaCl]. Atlantic and initial Mediterranean concentrations are:
S = 35.05 kg m−3 , [CaSO4 ] = 1.27 kg m−3 and [NaCl] = 27.21 kg m−3 (Leeder, 1999). For the calculation of salt depostion a more sophisticated version of the algorithm of Krijgsman and Meijer (2008)
is used. Gypsum saturation is reached when S reaches 145 kg m−3 , which corresponds to [CaSO4 ] =
1.27/35.05 · 145 ≈ 5.25 kg m−3 . If gypsum concentration increases beyond saturation, all gypsum in excess of saturation is deposited in the corresponding basin as a layer of uniform thickness with a density
of 2300 kg/m3 . At halite saturation, S = 350 kg m−3 , [NaCl] = 27.21/35.05 · 350 ≈ 272.1 kg m−3 . Any
halite in excess of saturation is deposited with a density of 2200 kg/m3 . The distinction between total
salinity and concentrations of gypsum and halite is an improvement with respect to previous models,
since this allows for calculation of concentrations in the individual Mediterranean basins and therefore
the distribution of salt deposits between the basins.
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Another major improvement with respect to previous box models is the implementation of a parameterization of water column stratification. The total salt content of each basin is redistributed between
a surface layer of 160 m which is used for surface water exchange between the basins, and a deep layer
below 160 m which takes part in the deep water exchange. f L is the factor used to set the degree of
stratification in the Mediterranean basins. When f L is zero, the surface and deep layers both have a
salinity equal to the basin averaged salinity. With any higher f L (0 < f L ≤ 1) the salinity in the deep
and surface layer diverge, the surface getting fresher, the deep water saltier. The average salinity in the
basin, however, is unaffected (see section 4.3.1).
Without stratification, all gypsum/halite in excess of saturation in the whole water column precipitates. This assumes a well mixed basin with saturation throughout the entire water column. With
stratification, the deep water salinity is higher than the basin average and can reach saturation while the
surface layer remains undersaturated. As a consequence only gypsum/halite in excess of saturation in
the deep water layer precipitates. This implementation of evaporite formation during stratification in the
model imitates the formation of brines at the surface and transferal of these brines to deeper parts of the
basin where evaporites form, leaving the surface water undersaturated.
As will be shown in the first part of the model results, the relative sizes of the fresh water budget
of the individual Mediterranean basins are important in determining whether a basin can reach gypsum
saturation or not. The fresh water budget is influenced by changes in river input and E-P; river input
is essentially a function of climate, whereas E-P is also influenced by changes in the salinity of the
evaporating body. Evaporation from a saline water body is always less than from a fresh water body
under the same meteorological conditions. This is due to a suppressed water vapour pressure in the
overlying airmass caused by binding of the water molecules to the charged ions in the saline water body
(Warren, 2006). To examine how the results are affected by a salinity dependent evaporation, the linear
approximation of Myers and Bonython (1958) has been implemented in the model.
E − P = (E − P)0 · 1.0316 · 1 − 8.75 · 10−4 Ssur f ace



(4.3.1)

where (E-P)0 (1 m/a) is the reference value of E-P. Because there is no distinction between E and P in
the model, the implementation of the salinity dependent evaporation affects precipitation as well. This is
acceptable for a first order examination of the effect of a salinity dependent evaporation. More complex
parameterizations of salinity dependent evaporation exist (e.g. Asmar and Ergenzinger, 1999; Penman,
1948). However, using these would require additional input parameters unknown for the Late Miocene
and complicate the interpretation of the results.
Except for section 4.4.4, E-P is kept at the above-mentioned value of 1 m/a.

4.3.1

Main equations

An overview of the main equations of the 2-box model is given here. The linear parametrization of deep
outflow from the WMed to the Atlantic (QWA ) is given by
QWA = gWA × (SW deep − SA )

(4.3.2)

where SA is the Atlantic salinity and SW deep the WMed deep water salinity. A similar expression
exists for the EMed-WMed gateway. The deep water salinity is defined as
SW deep = (SW ·VW − SW sur f ace ·VW sur f ace ) /VW deep

(4.3.3)

where SW is the basin averaged salinity and V ’s represent volumes. The surface layer salinity
(SW sur f ace ) is defined as
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Table 4.1: Overview of parameter values used for the Late Miocene Mediterranean.
Parameter Detail
Mediterranean volume/surface area
VM
Late Miocene volume
A
Late Miocene surface area
Messinian fresh water fluxes
E-P
Evaporation - precipitation
Rwest
River input in WMed
Reast
River input in EMed
RChad
Chad basin discharge
Salinity
SA
Ocean water
SR
River input
Gypsum (CaSO4 )
GA
Ocean water
GR
River input
GSAT
Gypsum saturation
Halite (NaCl)
HA
Ocean water
HR
River input
HSAT
Halite saturation

(
SW − f L · (SW − SA )
if
SW sur f ace =
SW
if
(
SE − f L · (SE − SW sur f ace )if
SEsur f ace =
SE
if

Value

Reference

3750.7·1012 m3
2.4780·1012 m2

Meijer et al. (2004)
Meijer et al. (2004)

1 m a−1
5526.4 m3 s−1
36067.4 m3 s−1
66545.0 m3 s−1

Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)

35 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
1.27 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
5.25 kg m−3

Leeder (1999)

27.21 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
272.1 kg m−3

Leeder (1999)

SW ≥ SA
SW < SA

(4.3.4)

SE ≥ SW sur f ace
SE < SW sur f ace

(4.3.5)

where f L controls the strength of water column stratification. The two different definitions exist to
account for the situation where S < SA . The temporal change in WMed basin volume, which is zero in
all experiments presented in this study, is given by

dVW /dt = QAW − QWA + QEW − QW E + QR w − QEP w

(4.3.6)

After combining the full expression for dSW VW /dt with the one above, the temporal change in WMed
salinity, if all exchange fluxes are positive, is given by

dSW /dt =

((SA − SW ) QAW − (SW deep − SW ) QWA
+ (SEdeep − SW ) QEW − (SW sur f ace − SW ) QW E
− SW QR w + SW QEP w ) /VW

(4.3.7)

Since gypsum and halite are part of the total salt content, their evolution depends on the same inputs
and outputs. Therefore, the S’s from the above equations can be replaced with either G(ypsum) or
H(alite) to derive the equation for, respectively, gypsum and halite concentrations.
After combining the above equations with their EMed equivalents, the resulting coupled ordinary
differential equations are solved using the second-order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive timestepping.
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4.4
4.4.1

Results
General model behaviour

Salinity evolution
Before elaborating on the application of the model to the intricacies of the MSC, a general overview of
model behaviour is necessary for a better understanding of the complexities inherent to the model setup.
Because Mediterranean salinities higher than Atlantic values are only possible with a positive Mediterranean fresh water deficit ((E-P-R)Med > 0), model behaviour will only be described and discussed for
this situation. All model runs start with initial Mediterranean salt concentrations equal to Atlantic values.
Salinity evolution in the Mediterranean is severely affected by a few important parameters, (1) the
efficiency of the AMC, (2) the efficiency of the Strait of Sicily, and (3) the fresh water budgets of the
WMed and EMed, which, with constant evaporation and precipitation, are solely a function of river input.
Within a realistic range of Late Miocene fresh water budgets, combinations of (E-P-R)W and (E-PR)E in the Mediterranean can be divided in three categories with distinct model behaviour as illustrated
in Fig 4.2; (1) (E-P-R)W < (E-P-R)E (γ in Fig 4.2), (2) (E-P-R)W > (E-P-R)E while (E-P-R)E > 0
(β), and (3) (E-P-R)W > (E-P-R)E while (E-P-R)E < 0 (α), all with (E-P-R)Med > 0. Evolution of
gypsum concentration in these three distinct categories is illustrated in Fig 4.3a by variation of fRE while
keeping fRW , gWA and gEW constant. When (E-P-R)W < (E-P-R)E (γ; fRE =1.0, red lines, Fig 4.3a),
salinity increases faster in the EMed than in the WMed and, without salinity-dependent evaporation
or stratification, gypsum saturation is only possible in the EMed. This behaviour is observed for all
combinations of gWA and gEW . When (E-P-R)W > (E-P-R)E (α and β; fRE =1.65 and 1.75, Fig 4.3a),
salinity increases faster in the WMed than in the EMed. In this case, gypsum saturation is possible in
both basins if (E-P-R)E > 0 (β; blue lines, fRE =1.65, Fig 4.3a), and only in the WMed if (E-P-R)E < 0
(α; fRE =1.75, green lines, Fig 4.3a).
In Fig. 4.3b, calculations are repeated for a larger Strait of Sicily. When the size of a gateway
increases, its efficiency increases, allowing for the use of gateway sizes instead of efficiencies in the
discussion of the results. The large exchange at the Strait of Sicily (high gEW ) keeps the Mediterranean as
a whole well mixed and intra-Mediterranean salinity differences small. Although salinities can be close
to saturation in both basins, the respective sizes of the fresh water deficits determine whether saturation is
actually reached. The low gWA (small AMC) leads to a fast increase in Mediterranean salinities, because,
before reaching a steady state, the bulk of the inflowing salt is retained in the Mediterranean due to the
small outflow to the Atlantic. Once a steady state is reached, an equilibrium exists between salt influx
and outflux in the AMC (QAW · SA = QWA · SW ). Thus, SW in the small Mediterranean outflow (QWA )
has to be high to balance the large volume of inflow (QAW ) with SA . Because Atlantic inflow is mainly
driven by the Mediterranean E-P-R when gWA is small, inflow reduces when E-P-R decreases (i.e. fRE
increases in Fig 4.3a, b); consequently salinity increase is slower and steady state salinities are lower
with a smaller E-P-R.
When decreasing the size of the Strait of Sicily, as shown in Fig 4.3c for fixed values of fRW , fRE
and gWA , the salinity differences between the WMed and EMed become more distinct, because exchange
between the basins is less and less capable of evening out the differences between the basins. In the
basin with the largest E-P-R (the WMed in Fig 4.3c), the salinity increases faster because less salt is
transported to the other basin.
When the size of the AMC increases, as shown Fig 4.3d for fixed values of fRW , fRE and gEW , salinity
in the Mediterranean increases slower because more salt is exported from the Mediterranean by the higher
outflow. Combining volume conservation with the statement of salt conservation in the Mediterranean
results in: ((E − P − R)Med + QWA )/QWA = SW /SA . An increase in QWA leads to a significant decrease
in SW /SA and consequently a lower WMed steady state salinity. In this case also, the increase in EMed
salinity is slower (provided that (E-P-R)E >0) and the steady state value lower.
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Figure 4.2: Water deficits (E-P-R) in the Mediterranean basins [km3 a−1 ] as a function of river input. (topleft frame) (E-P-R)W , (top-right) (E-P-R)E , (bottom-left) (E-P-R)Med , (bottom-right) (E-P-R)W -(E-P-R)E . Dashed
lines in the lower right frame indicate where (E-P-R)Med > 0 and (E-P-R)E > 0. These together with the line where
(E-P-R)W - (E-P-R)E changes sign, delineate three areas with different model behaviour (α, β and γ).
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of gypsum concentrations through time. When gypsum saturation is reached at 5.25 g/L,
gypsum deposition keeps the concentration at this value. In each frame gypsum concentration evolution in the
WMed (solid lines) and EMed (dashed lines) is shown for different combinations of gateway sizes and fRE ’s. fRW
is constant at 1.0 in all frames. Blue curves are the same in A, C and D. The inset in B zooms in on the subtle
differences in the steady state conditions reached (see below with Fig. 4.4). Also indicated in B are the time to
saturation for the EMed (tSAT E ) and the difference in time to saturation (dtSAT ). In this and subsequent figures the
units of gWA and gEW [m3 s−1 (gL−1 )−1 ] have been omitted for brevity.

The full parameter range: no stratification
The choice of gWA , gEW , fRW and fRE for Fig. 4.3 was solely for illustrative purposes. This section
deals with Fig. 4.4, where the full range of parameters is examined and the focus shifts from salinity
evolution to the time of reaching gypsum saturation in both Mediterranean basins. The time to saturation
is introduced in Fig. 4.3a for the EMed (tSAT E ).
Figure 4.4 is composed of 4 × 3 double frames with different combinations of gWA and gEW . Within
each of these double frames, as shown in Fig 4.4b, the left frame shows the results for the WMed, the
right frame for the EMed. Along the axes of a single frame, the fRs are varied; fRE in the vertical, and
fRW in the horizontal direction. The white areas indicate combinations of fRW , fRE , gWA and gEW where
the basin under regard does not reach saturation, coloured areas show where saturation is reached. The
salinity difference between the basins can be extremely small when the Strait of Sicily is large, while
actual gypsum saturation value is only reached in one basin (see inset to Fig 4.3b). Gypsum saturation
in the model is reached exactly when [CaSO4 ] ≥ 5.25 g/L, even a slightly lower value (i.e. 5.249 g/L)
is considered as not having reached saturation. In reality, gypsum saturation is reached somewhere near
this critical value, the exact value depending on various environmental factors. Therefore, in Fig 4.4 is
also indicated in gray where >95% of the saturation value is reached.
At low gWA , the three E-P-R ranges (Fig. 4.2) can be recognized in the results of Fig. 4.4a, as
elucidated in Fig. 4.4c; (E-P-R)W > (E-P-R)E (α and β) where gypsum saturation can be reached in
the WMed, and (E-P-R)E > 0 (β and γ) for gypsum saturation in the EMed. However, whether gypsum
saturation is reached when E-P-R is suitable, is determined by the size of the AMC and Strait of Sicily.
When the AMC is relatively large, WMed salinities remain well below gypsum saturation in a larger
range of fRs due to a larger exchange with the Atlantic. This is visible in Fig 4.4a by comparing frames
at gWA = 102 with those at gWA = 100 . When the Strait of Sicily is also large, the exchange between the
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Figure 4.4: Time needed to reach gypsum saturation, from initial Atlantic salt concentrations, as a function of
AMC size, Strait of Sicily size, and the volume of river discharges. Frame A is composed of 4 x 3 double frames.
Frame B illustrates how to read these frames. In each double frame the results from the WMed are shown on the
left, EMed on the right. Along the axes of a single frame the fRs are varied, fRE in the vertical, and fRW in the
horizontal direction. When moving to a lower row of frames, the size of the AMC increases, when moving a double
frame to the right, the size of the Strait of Sicily increases, as indicated along the left and bottom sides of frame
A. The coloured areas outline the fR ranges where gypsum saturation is reached in the respective basin, gray are
those areas where at least 95% of the gypsum saturation concentration is reached, and white areas indicate where
gypsum saturation is never reached. This figure shows the results for Mediterranean basins without water column
stratification ( f L=0), Figure S1 holds the equivalents for a weak ( f L=0.25) and a strong stratification ( f L=0.75).
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Figure 4.5: The effect of stratification on the evolution of gypsum concentrations through time. Gypsum concentration evolution in the WMed (solid lines) and EMed (dashed lines) is shown for fRW = fRE = 1.0. The red curves
in this figure are the same as those in Fig 4.3a and do not show any difference between surface and deep water
concentrations (no stratification). The light blue curves show the evolution of surface layer gypsum concentration,
the dark blue curves of deep water gypsum concentration in case of (A) weak stratification ( f L=0.25) and (B)
strong stratification ( f L=0.75). Because the differences are small, the times at which saturation is reached are also
indicated.

WMed and EMed reduces the range of fRs with which gypsum saturation is reached in the EMed as well
(compare frames at gWA = 102 for different values of gEW ).
Judging from the coloured areas in Fig 4.4a, the range of fRs with which gypsum saturation can
be reached in the WMed is quite small. Taking into account those ranges where >95% of saturation is
reached, the range of fR’s reaching (>95%) gypsum saturation in the WMed grows significantly when
the size of the AMC decreases and/or the size of the Strait of Sicily increases.
Considering not only the extent, but also the values represented by the coloured area, patterns in
the time to saturation become apparent. Decreasing gWA , the time to saturation decreases because salt
is better retained in the Med. Due to the colour scale this is hard to see in Fig 4.4, but it is observable
as a slight increase in the dark orange coloured area in the WMed results when moving to lower gWA .
Increasing gEW , the difference in the time to saturation between the basins (dtSAT in Fig 4.3c) decreases
due to the increasing exchange at the Strait of Sicily. This is best seen when comparing WMed and
EMed time to saturation values at gWA = 100 for different gEW . Increasing either (E-P-R)W or (E-P-R)E
by lowering one of the fRs, results in a more negative fresh water budget, enhances the net salt input
from the Atlantic and reduces the time to saturation (e.g. a shift to darker orange when decreasing fRE ).
Summarizing, the fresh water deficits determine whether a salinity increase in a basin is possible, the
size of the AMC affects the rate of salinity rise in the Med, and the size of the Strait of Sicily affects the
salinity and difference in time to saturation between the WMed and EMed.
The full parameter range: with stratification
By introducing water column stratification in the model (Fig 4.5), surface and deep water salinities
differentiate and consequently both surface and deep water transports at the AMC and Strait of Sicily
are affected. Less salt is transported from the WMed to the EMed, as a consequence the salinity rise in
the WMed is generally faster and steady state salinities are higher. However, where saturation is reached
without stratification, changes to the time to saturation by introducing stratification are small (e.g. 8681,
8672 and 8936 year in Fig 4.5). Compared to the model setup without stratification, average salinity
in the Mediterranean as a whole rises slower because the outflow, sourced by the deep layer, is saltier.
Nonetheless, with weak stratification gypsum saturation can be reached slightly faster because deep
water salinities are higher than the basin average (Fig 4.5a). In the EMed, the net salt gain is lowered
by stratification; not only is the outflow more saline, the surface inflow is also less saline. This becomes
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more relevant at higher stratification, when the difference between inflow and outflow salinities is larger.
With strong stratification the time to saturation in the EMed increases (Fig 4.5b) when the effects of the
lower net salt gain overcome the faster time to saturation due to the higher deep water salinity.
Looking at the whole parameter range (Supplementary Fig S4.1), the combined effect of relatively
higher deep water salinities and a lower net salt transport from the WMed to the EMed, results in a larger
fR range with gypsum saturation in the WMed. The increased range is most pronounced with high gEW ,
where the net salt budget of the EMed is most affected due to the large exchange with the WMed. At
low gEW , the low EMed outflow does not transport enough salt from EMed to WMed to make the latter
reach gypsum saturation in a much larger fR range.
Whereas without stratification the fresh water deficits controlled whether salinity could increase in
a basin, it is now possible to get gypsum saturation in the EMed while (E-P-R)E is negative and gEW is
high. A large inflow of salt water from the WMed and the outflow of less salt water to the WMed leads
to a net gain of salt in the EMed, even though its fresh water budget is positive.
When stratification increases from weak to strong (from Fig S4.1a to b), the mechanisms described
above become more effective due to larger differences between surface and deep water characteristics,
and the fR ranges with gypsum saturation expand further towards lower gEW and higher gWA .

4.4.2

Primary Lower Gypsum

Synchronous onset of the MSC
Although time to saturation figures are useful to illustrate the mechanisms affecting the evolution of
salinity, the subtle differences between the basins do not stand out. Therefore, in order to determine if
the onset of gypsum saturation can be considered synchronous, we have to look at the difference in the
time to saturation between the WMed and EMed. To include those results where >95% of saturation
is reached (gray areas in Fig 4.4) and, realistically speaking, deposition may be expected in parts of the
basins, we consider the difference in time to 95% of saturation. Since we consider the difference between
WMed and EMed, each of the double frames in Fig 4.4 reduces to a single frame in Fig 4.6. Besides
the results for a Mediterranean without stratification (Fig 4.6a), shown are also the results with weak and
strong stratification (respectively Fig 4.6b and c). The frames for gWA = 102 have been omitted from Fig
4.5 because the development of gypsum saturation in both basins is limited in this case.
What immediately catches the eye in Fig 4.6a, is the small coloured segment in each of the frames at
gEW ≤ 102 , i.e. the limited range of fR’s with which gypsum is deposited in both WMed and EMed when
the Strait of Sicily is small. Without stratification, only when (E-P-R)W > (E-P-R)E and (E-P-R)E > 0
do both basins have the potential to reach gypsum saturation when gEW ≤ 102 . At gEW ≥ 104 the fR
range with gypsum in both basins is considerably larger. Mainly due to an increase in the occurrence
of gypsum saturation in the WMed, caused by mechanism explained in the previous section, this range
increases further with increasing stratification (Fig 4.6b, c).
Regardless of stratification, the difference in time to saturation becomes smaller when going to higher
gEW ; an intuitive result since basin salinities and their evolution become more similar with a larger
interbasinal exchange. When increasing stratification, the higher deep water salinity increases the amount
of salt exported from a basin by the deep outflow, and thereby decreases the net salt gain of the basin with
the highest E-P-R. This evens out differences in the rates of salinity rise between the basins, resulting in
a decreasing difference in the time to saturation. This is visible in Fig 4.6, the areal extent of the -5 – 0
ka difference range increases with increasing stratification.
For a plausible MSC scenario, the difference in the time to gypsum saturation, i.e. time of onset of
gypsum deposition, should be less than the uncertainty in the dating of the time of onset of the MSC,
approximately one precession cycle (≈20 ka, Krijgsman et al., 1999a), to be considered synchronous
in WMed and EMed. Without stratification, the only possible scenarios are at gEW ≥ 104 . With weak
stratification, the range of possibilities increases further at high gEW , but is still highly restricted at low
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gEW . With strong stratification, the possible range of parameters is largely unchanged at high gEW and
limited possibilities exist at lower gEW . Summarizing, the largest fR range in which the difference in
time to saturation is well below 20 ka, is found at large gEW in a Mediterranean with stratification.
Conditions during PLG formation
It is only possible to calculate how much gypsum would be deposited during the PLG phase when we
assume boundary conditions, i.e. river discharges and gateway sizes, to have been constant. The changes
in lithology within a precession cycle and the trend towards higher salinity gypsum facies during the
PLG phase as observed in the marginal sequences (Lugli et al., 2010) suggest this assumption is not
valid. However, some insights provided by our model prove independent of the assumption of constant
boundary conditions:
1. When (E-P-R)E < 0, gypsum saturation can be reached in the EMed when the AMC is small (Fig
S1 a and b), but gypsum thicknesses in the EMed will never reach more than a few meters due
to a low deposition rate. Even if we correct them for the actual depositional area, thicknesses are
an order of magnitude smaller than those observed. Therefore, the average (E-P-R)E during PLG
formation must have been positive.
2. If, during the 360 ka of PLG formation, the conditions were such that halite saturation is also
reached in this interval (e.g. low gWA at (E-P-R)E > 0; model results not shown), halite deposition
in the PLG phase will, in at least one basin, result in halite thicknesses close to or exceeding
the halite thicknesses present in the Mediterranean. Even though the deposition rate may be low
when E-P-R is close to zero, the duration of the PLG phase is still enough to deposit substantial
thicknesses. It is therefore likely that salinity was well below halite saturation during the PLG
phase.
3. With a small AMC (gWA = 100 ), regardless of stratification, a scenario where the onset of gypsum
deposition is coeval and halite saturation is not reached in either basin in the 360 ka following
gypsum saturation is only possible when (E-P-R)Med is near zero. However, associated gypsum
thicknesses in both basins grow to just a few meters. With a larger AMC (gWA = 101 − 102 ), the
parameter range with gypsum saturation and without halite saturation during the PLG phase is
substantially larger. With constant boundary conditions, gypsum thicknesses, corrected for area of
deposition, of several hundreds of meters could be formed.

4.4.3

MSC acme – Halite

Onset of halite formation
Both timing and duration of halite deposition during the MSC are largely unconstrained. Therefore,
the observed difference in halite thickness between the WMed and EMed can be explained by either
differences in time of onset of halite deposition or by different deposition rates. Similar to the difference
Figure 4.6 : Difference in time to 95% of gypsum saturation between the WMed and EMed (dt0.95·SAT =t0.95·SATW
- t0.95·SAT E ). The parameters along the axes are the same as in Fig. 4.4, but instead of double frames, single frames
are used here because we are looking at a difference between the basins; fRW and fRE are varied along the axes of
each frame, and the size of the AMC and Strait of Sicily are varied between rows and columns respectively. When
saturation is first reached in the EMed, dt0.95·SAT is positive (blue colours), when saturation is reached first in the
WMed, dt0.95·SAT is negative (red colours). White areas indicate where saturation is reached in only one or none
of the basins. (A) shows the results for Mediterranean basins without water column stratification ( f L=0), (B) for a
weak stratification ( f L=0.25), and (C) for a strong stratification ( f L=0.75).
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in time to gypsum saturation, the difference in time to halite saturation can be derived from the model
results (Fig. 4.7). Compared to Fig. 4.6, the patterns are very similar but restricted to an even smaller
fR range because higher salinities have to be reached in the WMed (the EMed reaches high salinities
anyway if (E-P-R)E > 0). This is only possible with a larger (E-P-R)W with respect to (E-P-R)E .
As was the case for gypsum saturation, the fR range with halite in both basins increases towards
lower gWA , higher gEW and stronger stratification. Halite formation in both basins is virtually impossible
without stratification at gEW ≤ 102 , the fR range is sufficiently restricted that even a small change in
EMed river input would interrupt deposition. The fR range is significantly larger at high gEW where
the larger part of the range shows a difference in time to saturation well within 20 ka and, similar to
gypsum, with saturation first in the EMed. This range increases further with increasing stratification.
The parameter range for which the observed thickness differences can be explained by a different time
of onset of halite deposition in the Mediterranean basins is much smaller than the range for which onset
of halite deposition is coeval and differences in deposition rate would be needed to explain the different
thicknesses.
Interbasinal thickness variations
When looking at the halite thicknesses accumulated in 60 ka after reaching halite saturation in either
of the basins, we capture both possible causes for thickness variations: different deposition rates and
difference in time of onset. For the difference in time to saturation we actually considered the time
to 95% of saturation because this gives a more realistic range of parameters that fits observations. To
calculate deposited thicknesses we cannot do the same. Saturation has to be reached before deposition
commences in the model. In Fig 4.8 the gray areas indicate where halite concentrations reach >95% of
saturation during the 60 ka of the halite phase but thicknesses cannot be determined.
In addition to the thicknesses themselves, we know from observations (section 4.2.3) that the ratio
between halite thickness in the EMed and WMed should approximate 2. Fig 4.9 shows this ratio for those
scenarios that produce halite in both basins. Halite thicknesses in the model are calculated as a layer with
a uniform thickness spread over the whole water covered area of the Mediterranean. A correction for the
actual areal extent of the halites is necessary before the results can be interpreted. At present, 31.4% of
the WMed, including the Tyrrhenian Sea, is underlain by halites, and only 25.6% of the EMed (based on
Fig 1 from Rouchy and Caruso, 2006). Mainly due to eastward rotation of Italy, the EMed was larger in
the Late Miocene at the expense of the WMed. Combining the present-day areal extent of the halites with
the reconstructions from Meijer et al. (2004) and Govers et al. (2009), the halite underlies respectively 51
or 37% of the area of the WMed and 21% of the EMed. Meijer et al. (2004) underestimates the WMed
size, resulting in the high WMed percentage. Both halite thickness (Fig 4.8) and thickness ratio (Fig 4.9)
have been calculated taking into account the areal extent of the halite by multiplication of the thicknesses
with respectively 2.5 and 4 (i.e. halite in 40% and 25% of the total area respectively) for the WMed and
EMed.
As shown in the previous section, onset of halite deposition is predominantly coeval. Hence, thickness differences are in majority the result of different deposition rates. Trends observed previously are
also visible in the halite thicknesses. With decreasing gWA the likelihood of reaching halite saturation
increases and generally halite thicknesses increase. A high gEW evens out intra-Mediterranean salinity differences and consequently thicknesses in both basins become increasingly similar towards higher
gEW . Although visible in Fig 4.8, this is more clear in the results not corrected for areal extent (Fig
Figure 4.7 : Difference in time to 95% of halite saturation between the WMed and EMed (dt0.95·SAT =t0.95·SATW
- t0.95·SAT E ). Design and colour scale are the same as in Fig. 4.6. (A) shows the results for Mediterranean
basins without water column stratification ( f L=0), (B) for a weak stratification ( f L=0.25), and (C) for a strong
stratification ( f L=0.75).
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Figure 4.8: Halite thickness, corrected for the areal extent of the halite, accumulated, as a layer of uniform thickness, in the 60 ka period that starts when halite saturation is reached in either of the basins. The parameters along
the axes are the same as in Fig. 4.4. The frames for gWA = 102 have been left out because halite saturation in
both basins is uncommon in this case. Gray areas indicate were the halite concentration reaches 95% of saturation within the 60 ka deposition period. (A) shows the results for Mediterranean basins without water column
stratification ( f L=0), (B) for a weak stratification ( f L=0.25), and (C) for a strong stratification ( f L=0.75).
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S4.2). Enhanced stratification significantly expands the fR range with halite deposition and evens out
differences between the basins.
The correction for areal extent has shifted the thickness ratio towards higher values compared to the
uncorrected results (Fig S4.3). However, EMed thicknesses are still not significantly higher (ratio < 1.5)
or even lower (ratio < 1) than WMed thicknesses in a large part of the parameter range. Only when (EP-R)E exceeds (E-P-R)W or WMed deposits are limited due to a larger gWA , does the ratio reach values
near or higher than 2. Although it is possible, in a limited fR range, to get the correct thickness ratio in
settings with a small Strait of Sicily (gEW < 104 ), the thicknesses themselves do not match observations.
If we assume a maximum of 60 ka of halite deposition we can discard, based on thicknesses, all results
with gWA = 101 as plausible scenarios for the MSC halites. Scenarios with a thickness ratio around
2 and thicknesses in the WMed and EMed of respectively 1 and 2 km, can be found in settings with
stratification, a large Strait of Sicily, a strongly restricted AMC, fRE ≤ 1 and fRW ≥ 1.
Since, within the 60 ka considered, a steady state, i.e. constant concentrations and fluxes, is generally
not reached, results change if we consider a longer time interval. With 100 ka of halite deposition, the
thicknesses in the basins almost double. However, the thickness ratio shifts to slightly lower values
because, generally, the net salt gain of the WMed increases through time until a steady state is reached.
Thus, prolonging the time of halite deposition, especially fRW has to be unrealistically high (≈2) to meet
both thickness and thickness ratio constraints.
Although the correction for the areal extent of the halites is important, different deposition rates in
the WMed and EMed are the main cause of the different halite thicknesses in the basins. The deposition
rate in the individual basins is determined by the net salt gain per unit volume which is controlled by
a complex interplay of variables and boundary conditions. E-P-R determines the difference between
inflow and outflow, and the salinities in inflow and outflow are both a function of stratification, fresh
water deficits and gateway sizes. The resulting net salt gain is spread over the basin volume before the
salts above saturation are deposited. Only when (1) the ratio between E-P-R and basin volume is equal
for both basins, (2) stratification is perfect ( f L = 1, i.e. surface salinities equal to Atlantic salinity in both
basins), and (3) both gateways have the same size, are the deposition rates in both basins equal.
In summary, if halite is formed in both basins, it is most probable with a difference in time to onset of
halite deposition less than a few thousand years. Contained within the fR range with coeval onset of halite
and gypsum deposition is also the range that meets both the thickness and thickness ratio constraints from
seismics.

4.4.4

Salinity dependent evaporation

Although incorporation of a salinity-dependent evaporation (see equation 4.3.1) is innovative, the complexity of the results renders their full description unfeasible in the context of this chapter. Therefore, we
briefly explore a few new mechanisms and describe how the previously shown results are affected. For
the interested reader, the equivalents of figures 4.4, 4.6 - 4.9 can be found in the Supplementary material
(Fig S4.4 - S4.10).
The most important change with respect to the results from the previous sections is the reduced
amount of river input necessary to keep the Mediterranean from reaching gypsum or halite saturation,
because evaporation is now less at high salinities. Consequently the fR range in the EMed in which
gypsum/halite saturation is reached shifts to lower fRE . In the WMed, however, apart from shifted, the
fR range also increases significantly, especially at low gEW . WMed salinity and this basin’s capability of
reaching saturation are influenced by two competing mechanisms once a salinity dependent evaporation
is introduced:
• When gEW is small, the EMed is an effective sink for salt because inflow largely exceeds outflow
(outflow  (E-P-R)E ). Once salinities go up in the EMed, evaporation drops and (E-P-R)E becomes smaller than (E-P-R)W . Water and salt transport to the EMed is small because (E-P-R)E
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is small and the low gEW drives only a small outflow which requires only a small compensating
inflow. This mechanism becomes less effective once stratification increases because stratification
lowers the surface water salinity, making evaporation less sensitive to the basin averaged salinity.
• When gEW increases, the outflow of highly saline deep water from the EMed to the WMed increases, evening out differences between the basins. This outflow lowers the net gain of salt in the
EMed, i.e. more salt is available in the WMed. This mechanism becomes more effective once stratification is taken stronger because the difference between salt influx and outflux becomes smaller
more rapidly due to the increased deep water and decreased surface water salinities.
In general, the likelihood of attaining gypsum and/or halite saturation in both basins has increased
with respect to the constant evaporation results. However, most of the additional fR range with gypsum
in both basins consists of scenarios where the difference in the time to saturation exceeds 20 ka, violating
the observation of synchronous onset of gypsum deposition. The bulk of these scenarios show a faster
time to saturation in the EMed than in the WMed for both gypsum and halite. The parameter range where
onset of gypsum deposition can be considered synchronous, as in the constant evaporation results, is still
in settings with a large Strait of Sicily and small AMC, and is larger with water column stratification.
The most striking result of the introduction of the salinity dependent evaporation is the pronounced
effect on evaporite thicknesses. The reduced fresh water deficits, due to the lower evaporation at higher
salinities, force a reduced inflow of Atlantic water, thereby decreasing the net salt gain of the Mediterranean and associated evaporite deposition rate. Evaporite thicknesses in both basins increase with
increasing stratification because lower surface salinities now limit the salinity-induced reduction of evaporation.

4.5

Discussion

Despite the extensive knowledge of the sequences in the marginal basins and the increasing seismic
coverage of the deep water MSC sequences, scenarios for the MSC are rarely quantitatively constrained.
Modelling the MSC provides us with an opportunity to assess the viability of existing scenarios and
mechanisms which are based on observations alone. In the previous sections, we have shown that a
relatively simple model can produce results which fit the observational constraints for the PLG and halite
phases of the MSC. Moreover, we have also quantitatively constrained the boundary conditions during
the MSC.
In the following sections we will expand on the model results and discuss (1) the implications of
a mechanism inhibiting deep water gypsum formation, (2) whether halite deposition during a sea level
drawdown can produce as much halite as observed on seismics, and (3) if the Strait of Sicily can be
considered unrestricted during the MSC. Finally, we describe a scenario for the MSC that fits both
observations and our model results.

4.5.1

Deep water gypsum formation

Recently, a deep-water counterpart of the Apennine PLG deposits has been shown to be devoid of primary
evaporites (Manzi et al., 2007) and a geochemical mechanism has been proposed to explain this (de
Lange and Krijgsman, 2010). All known and accessible in-situ occurrences of PLG deposits are in silled
basins, the outstanding issue being whether this is because gypsum was only formed in the silled basins
Figure 4.9 : The ratio between halite thicknesses, corrected for areal extent of the halite deposits, in the EMed
and the WMed is shown here (thickness HLE / thickness HLW ). The design is the same as in Fig. 4.6. (A)
shows the results for Mediterranean basins without water column stratification ( f L=0), (B) for a weak stratification
( f L=0.25), and (C) for a strong stratification ( f L=0.75).
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or only preserved in the silled basins. Either way, gypsum formation is expected in (part of) the marginal
areas at depths above 200 m (Lugli et al., 2010).
If gypsum only formed in silled marginal basins due to enhanced concentration of salt in these areas,
the deep Mediterranean did not have to be at or near saturation. In this case, stratification of the deep
basin only affected the salt supply to the marginal basins. To explain coeval onset of gypsum saturation in
numerous silled marginal basins is problematic. If there was a large variation in the amount of restriction
at the different sills, which may be expected given the multitude of tectonic settings in which these
basins formed, and fresh water budgets differed between the marginal basins, gypsum saturation would
be reached at observably different times in each basin, i.e. differences in the order of several ka (not
shown). Unless the sills were not strongly restrictive and the whole Mediterranean was close to gypsum
saturation, or unless all the sills caused the same restriction, coeval onset of gypsum saturation across all
Mediterranean marginal basins seems unlikely.
Alternatively, marginal gypsum may reflect the fact that gypsum saturation was reached in all shallow
areas, regardless of sills. In this case, if there was gypsum, the concentration in the deep layer must
have been even higher (oversaturated). Because stratification in the model causes a lowering of shallow
water salinities, the fR range with which gypsum can be formed in both basins shrinks significantly with
increasing stratification (not shown). However, if the top of the deep water layer is present in marginal
areas at depths above 200 m and gypsum forms in this layer, stratification expands the fR range with
gypsum saturation as shown in Fig. 4.4. A scenario where sills only affect preservation of the PLG
deposits has the advantage that coeval onset of gypsum precipition is easy to achieve, since salinity in all
marginal areas is mainly controlled by the salinity of the large deep Mediterranean.

4.5.2

Halite deposition during drawdown

In our calculations for the halite phase we have assumed a constant sea level. This contrasts with the
postulate that halite deposition took place during sea level drawdown, which one will often find in MSC
related literature. Although the model presented in this study cannot handle sea level variations, we
can assess with a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation whether halite deposition during sea level
drawdown can produce significant thicknesses. To get the maximum amount of halite possible, the basin
starts at global sealevel with halite saturation in the whole volume. At this point the amount of halite in
solution can be calculated for both the WMed and EMed by multiplying basin volume with the saturation
concentration of halite. After the sea level drop both basins will still be at halite saturation, consequently
all halite from the evaporated volume will be deposited. Estimates of sea level drop vary between a few
hundred meters and several kilometers. However, from budget calculations similar to those in Meijer
and Krijgsman (2005) and seismic evidence, a sea level drop of 1000 - 1500 m seems plausible. After
1500 m sea level drop, 72% and 62% of, respectively, WMed and EMed volume has evaporated and,
respectively, 125 and 119 m of halite has been deposited in the WMed and EMed. Corrected for the areal
extent of the halite this comes down to 312 and 475 m, approximately 31 and 24% of the total observed
thicknesses. The same calculation with only 1000 m sealevel drop results in, respectively, 233 and 350
m for the WMed and EMed, 23 and 18% of the total observed thicknesses.
In case of complete desiccation of both basins, which is impossible because at a certain depth evaporation is compensated by river input and sealevel stabilizes, all salt is deposited and layers of 435 and
760 m form in the WMed and EMed respectively. Even in this impossible scenario salt thicknesses are
far from those observed on seismics, indicating that the majority of the deep basinal salts must have been
deposited while the Mediterranean was still connected with the Atlantic.

4.5.3

Size of the Strait of Sicily

Combining strontium ratios (87 Sr/86 Sr ) and salinity as a proxy for Mediterranean water budget, Topper
et al. (2011) have shown that a progressive restriction of the AMC is able to explain the increasing salinity
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and decreasing 87 Sr/86 Sr during the first two phases of the MSC. More Sr data from the WMed would
have been required to assess whether their assumption of a large connection (gEW = 106 ) between the
WMed and EMed was justified. It must be noted that differences in salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr between the
WMed and EMed only become significant when gEW < 104 (Topper, unpublished results).
The results of the present study do allow for the appraisal of the validity of the assumption of a
large Strait of Sicily without further need for Sr isotope data. For a coeval onset of gypsum saturation
in both WMed and EMed outside the range where (E-P-R)E is near zero, i.e. excluding conditions
where modelled evaporite thicknesses never reach observed thicknesses, a large gEW is necessary; ≥
104 for no/weak stratification, ≥ 102 for strong stratification. Although the Strait of Sicily can thus be
relatively small at strong stratification for coeval onset of gypsum deposition, the stratification smoothes
out differences between the basins by increased deep water exchange, giving the same response as high
gEW without stratification. If Sr behaves similar to salinity during stratification, differences between the
WMed and EMed will be small up to smaller gEW compared to the Sr-box model without stratification
from Topper et al. (2011).
Also for halite deposition, the results point towards a large WMed - EMed connection; parameter
combinations resulting in halite in both basins are mainly found at gEW ≥ 104 and expand with some
degree of stratification. Hence, for the PLG and halite phase of the MSC our new results validate the
large Strait of Sicily assumption. Although Sr data from the WMed is still not available, our results imply
that 87 Sr/86 Sr ratios in the WMed should be similar to the available EMed data for the PLG and halite
phase.

4.5.4

A quantitatively supported scenario

With the results presented in this study, a scenario for the first two phases of the MSC can be constructed
(Fig 4.10). Before the actual onset of the MSC (Fig 4.10a), i.e. the start of gypsum deposition, the
Mediterranean must have been increasing its salinity for at least 5 ka, the minimum amount of time
needed to evolve from open ocean conditions to gypsum saturation in both basins. Since this is based
on a instantaneous restriction of gateways and change in water budget, 5 ka is the absolute minimum
theoretically possible. Restriction is already evident in oxygen and carbon isotopes, regularly occuring
sapropels (anoxia) and changing marine fauna from 7.17 Ma (e.g. Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan,
2006; Seidenkrantz et al., 2000), leaving 1.3 Ma for preconditioning of the Mediterranean for gypsum
saturation in response to tectonic rates of restriction of the AMC. With non-instantaneous restriction,
the difference in time to gypsum saturation between the two basins proves to increase significantly as
compared to the instantaneous restriction results in scenarios with gEW < 105 and (E-P-R)E 6= 0. This
supports the argument for a large Strait of Sicily at onset of the MSC.
The AMC must have been smaller than gWA = 102 to be able to reach gypsum saturation, and at
gWA < 102 gypsum saturation can be reached in both the WMed and EMed as long as (E-P-R)Med > 0.
Considerations regarding the deposition of gypsum during the PLG phase (section 4.4.2), put further
constraints on the size of the AMC (101 < gWA < 102 ) and the Mediterranean water budget ((E-P-R)E >
0). The lack of constraints on the duration of gypsum deposition within each precessional cycle, as well
as the lack of constraints on area of deposition and the uncertainty regarding the occurrence of gypsum in
deep water settings, do not allow us to constrain the water budget further. For this, Sr isotope modelling
may be useful again. During the PLG phase restriction of the AMC continued, gypsum formed in all
marginal basins while it was inhibited by a diminished availibility of sulphate and concurrent anoxia in
the deep basins (Fig 4.10b; de Lange and Krijgsman (2010))
During halite deposition (Fig 4.10c) the AMC must have been severely restricted (gWA ≤ 100 ), but
not closed, and the Strait of Sicily large (106 for weak stratification, ≥ 104 for strong stratification).
Therefore, our results oppose those of Blanc (2000) and Ryan (2008), who propose a diachroneity of the
halite deposits caused by the sill in the Strait of Sicily. Due to constraints on deposited thickness and the
thickness ratio between WMed and EMed halite, the water budget during the halite phase can be well
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A. Pre-MSC (pre 5.96 Ma)
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Figure 4.10: Schematic illustration of the scenario for the first two phases of the MSC. Illustrated are (changes
in) water fluxes between the basins (arrows), restriction of the AMC by uplift (dashed arrow), gypsum deposits
(orange), halite deposits (purple) and anoxia (brown). See text for more details.
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constrained. With a ratio of ≈2 and thicknesses of 1 and 2 km for the WMed and EMed respectively
and a duration of 60 ka, fRW should be 1.0-1.5 and fRE is 0.25-0.75. In terms of the total water budget,
these fR ranges correspond to a situation where (E-P-R)W ≈(E-P-R)E . With a slightly longer duration of
the halite phase this fR range shifts towards higher fRs. A similar shift would be the result if thicknesses
of 1 and 2 km are overestimations of the actual average thickness. In the last part of the halite phase,
the AMC likely closed, resulting in a Mediterranean wide sea level drop, erosion along the margins and
deposition of part (<31%) of the total halite volume (Fig 4.10d)
Compared to the overall river discharge estimate of Topper et al. (2011) (fR=1.1-1.4), our new estimate of the overall water budget is lower (fR=0.5-1.0). There can be a number of explanations for this: (1)
the halite thickness estimates of 1 and 2 km that we use are not correct, (2) the areal extents of the halites
were different from those assumed here, (3) the halite density used to convert water concentrations to deposited thicknesses is not applicable, (4) the Sr ratio data from Sicily are not representative of the whole
Mediterranean during the halite phase, i.e. a higher 87 Sr/86 Sr shifts the fR range of Topper et al. (2011)
to lower fR, and river discharge was actually low (and evaporation high) due to glacial stages TG12 and
TG14. If either intercalated clastics, which could explain the different seismic facies of the deep halite,
or a simple overestimation of thickness reduced the thickness estimate, the fR range would shift to higher
values. An overestimation of halite density would result in a similar shift to higher fR. The effect of a
different areal extent of the halites is dependent on the change in the thickness ratio. Larger extents for
both basins will result in lower thicknesses, a shift in the ratio to lower values and therefore higher fRs.
In summary, the progressive restriction of the AMC, without complete closure or a sea level draw
down, can explain the synchronous onset of gypsum deposition in all Mediterranean basins and the
difference in halite thicknesses, if the Strait of Sicily is large throughout the MSC and (E-P-R)E > 0.
Stratification is not strictly necessary; it, however, considerably increases the range of parameters that
produce results that fit with observations.

4.6

Conclusions

This analysis of the spatial and temporal differences in the MSC sequences in the Mediterranean has
shown that quantitative and qualitative insight can be gained by using a relatively simple box model and
constraining the model results with actual observations. The main conclusions and implications for our
understanding of the MSC are the following:
• The synchronous onset of gypsum precipitation in marginal basins throughout the Mediterranean
is possible if the Strait of Sicily is large and accomodates non-restrictive interbasinal exchange.
• (E-P-R)E must have been predominantly positive during the PLG phase to allow for significant
gypsum thicknesses.
• A progressive restriction of the AMC from conditions suitable for the synchronous onset of PLG
formation is enough to reach conditions observed for the halite phase.
• Some degree of water column stratification is favourable for model results to comply with the
observational constraints, both for the PLG and halite phase.
• Similar to the onset of gypsum deposition in the PLG phase, model results favour a scenario with
synchronous onset of halite deposition in the WMed and EMed.
• Scenarios with a synchronous start of halite deposition can explain the differences in thickness in
a depositional interval of ≈60 ka. A difference in the net salt gain per unit volume between the
WMed and EMed explains the difference in deposition rate.
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• The majority of the MSC halite deposits must have formed in a deep basin with two way flow in the
AMC and before any substantial drop of Mediterranean sea level. The maximum halite thickness
that can be deposited during desiccation is far below (< 31 %) the observed thicknesses.
A simple scenario in which the progressive closure of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection, without
significant changes in the interbasinal connectivity or (average) fresh water budget, pushes the Mediterranean from pre-MSC open ocean conditions to the synchronous onset of gypsum deposition, followed
by, at the acme of the crisis, synchronous halite formation with different deposition rates in the two
basins, fits all observational constraints from marginal and deep water settings available for the first two
phases of the MSC.
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Figure S4.1: Equivalent of Fig 4 for Mediterranean basins (A) with a weak stratification ( f L=0.25), and (B) with
a strong stratification ( f L=0.75). The coloured areas outline the fR ranges where gypsum saturation is reached in
the respective basin, gray are those areas where at least 95% of the gypsum saturation concentration is reached,
and white areas indicate where gypsum saturation is never reached.
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Figure S4.2: Halite thickness, not corrected for the areal extent of the halite, accumulated, as a layer of uniform
thickness, in the 60 ka period that starts when halite saturation is reached in either of the basins. The parameters
along the axis are the same as in Fig. 7. The frames for gWA = 102 have been left out because halite saturation
in both basins is uncommon in this case. Gray areas indicate were the halite concentration reaches 95% of saturation within the 60 ka deposition period. (A) shows the results for Mediterranean basins without water column
stratification ( f L=0), (B) for a weak stratification ( f L=0.25), and (C) for a strong stratification ( f L=0.75).
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Figure S4.3: The ratio between halite thicknesses, not corrected for areal extent of the halite deposits, in the
EMed and the WMed is shown here (thickness HLE / thickness HLW ). The design is the same as in Fig. 8. (A)
shows the results for Mediterranean basins without water column stratification ( f L=0), (B) for a weak stratification
( f L=0.25), and (C) for a strong stratification ( f L=0.75).
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Figure S4.4: Equivalent of Fig 4 and S4.1 with dE/dS6=0. (A) shows the results for Mediterranean basins without
water column stratification ( f L=0), (B) for a weak stratification ( f L=0.25), and (C) for a strong stratification
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Figure S4.7: Equivalent of Fig S4.2 with dE/dS6=0
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Figure S4.8: Equivalent of Fig S4.3 with dE/dS6=0
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Figure S4.9: Equivalent of Fig 8 with dE/dS6=0
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Figure S4.10: Equivalent of Fig 9 with dE/dS6=0
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5
Precessional control of Sr ratios in marginal basins during the
Messinian Salinity Crisis?

Based on 87 Sr/86 Sr data of the Primary Lower Gypsum (PLG) deposits in the Vena del Gesso basin
– a marginal basin of the Mediterranean during the Messinian Salinity Crisis – a correlation between
87 Sr/86 Sr values and precessional forcing has recently been proposed. The affirmation of the proposed
correlation has hitherto been hindered by a bias in the data towards the highest 87 Sr/86 Sr values expected
in a precession cycle, due to sampling of only the carbonate and gypsum layers, and an insufficiently high
sampling resolution. In this study, a simple box model is set up to represent the Mediterranean deep basin
and a connected marginal basin during the Messinian Salinity Crisis. Measurements of 87 Sr/86 Sr in the
Vena del Gesso and estimated minimum and maximum salinities from marginal PLG deposits are used
to constrain model results. In an extensive analysis with this model, we assess whether coeval 87 Sr/86 Sr
and salinity fluctuations could have been forced by precession-driven changes in the fresh water budget.
A comprehensive set of the controlling parameters is examined to assess the conditions under which
precession-driven 87 Sr/86 Sr variations occur, and to determine the most likely setting for PLG formation.
Model results show that as long as the marginal basin is not severely restricted from the deep Mediterranean basin, precession-driven 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity fluctuations are produced in settings within a large
range of marginal basin sizes, riverine strontium characteristics, amplitudes of precessional river input
and evaporation variation, and average fresh water budgets of both the marginal and deep basin. The
most likely settings for PLG deposition occur when the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection is restricted
and the average fresh water budget in the Mediterranean is significantly less negative, i.e. more river
input, than at present-day. The amplitudes of precession-driven variations of river input and evaporation
with which 87 Sr/86 Sr fluctuation are reproduced, are found to be within the range of amplitudes found in
orbital forcing climate model studies.
Considering the large range of settings in which salinities and 87 Sr/86 Sr fluctuate on a precessional
timescale, 87 Sr/86 Sr variations are expected to be a common feature in PLG deposits in marginal basins
of the Mediterranean.

This chapter is in preparation for submission as:
Topper, R. P. M., Lugli, S., Manzi, V., Roveri, M., and Meijer, P. Th. (in preparation). Precessional control of Sr ratios in
marginal basins during the Messinian Salinity Crisis?
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5.1

Introduction

The sedimentary cycles of the Primary Lower Gypsum (PLG), formed in Mediterranean marginal basins
during the first stage of the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC; 5.971-5.332 Ma, Manzi et al. (2013)), have
long been recognized to be tied to precession driven climatic changes (Krijgsman et al., 1999a). A recent
new facies interpretation of the PLG deposits links the different observed facies directly to the precession
cycle (Lugli et al., 2010; Manzi et al., 2009). This new interpretation allows for bed-to-bed correlation
of PLG deposits across the Mediterranean.
Previous work has shown that the combination of strontium isotope ratios (87 Sr/86 Sr ) and salinities
can be used to constrain the fresh water budget and connectivity of the Mediterranean during the MSC
(Flecker et al., 2002; Topper et al., 2011). The method employed makes use of the fact that there is a
pronounced difference in 87 Sr/86 Sr between oceanic and river water. When river discharge constitutes
at least 25% of the water fluxes into a basin, the basinal 87 Sr/86 Sr value will deviate measurably from
relatively high oceanic values towards lower riverine values (Table 5.1).
87 Sr/86 Sr values have been measured in the PLG of several Mediterranean sections in an attempt to
assess the importance of river water in the marginal basins. The most comprehensive records come from
the Vena del Gesso basin, the Caltanisetta basin and the Sorbas basin (Lugli et al., 2007b, 2010). In none
of these locations have large 87 Sr/86 Sr variations been measured in the first 5 PLG cycles, which are
dominated by massive selenite beds. However, from cycle 6 onwards more facies are present in each
sedimentary cycle and a larger variation in 87 Sr/86 Sr values is observed.
The ideal depositional cycle of the PLG, according to Lugli et al. (2010), contains the following
facies sequence: bituminous shale (EF1), limestone and dolostone (EF2), giant and massive selenite
(EF3), banded selenite (EF4), branching selenite (EF5), displacive selenite (EF6), gypsarenite (EF7) and
gypsrudite (EF8) (Figure 5.1a). Whether all these facies are formed depends on the position, particularly
the waterdepth, in the marginal basin. In deeper parts of a basin, the pycnocline will always be far from
the bottom and only shale and massive selenite form. In shallower parts, fluctuations of the depth of
the pycnocline affect the facies formed, e.g. massive selenite forms when the pycnocline is away from
the bottom, banded and branching selenite when the pycnocline is close to the bottom (see Fig 9 of
Lugli et al., 2010). In a depositional cycle, the different facies, and variations in salt concentrations and
87 Sr/86 Sr are proposed to be correlatable with the changing fresh water budget during a precessional
cycle as illustrated in Fig 5.1a.
In a precession minimum, river input is relatively high and evaporation – precipitation (E-P) low,
resulting in basin-wide undersaturation of evaporites and deposition of shales (EF1). In marginal basins,
due to a relatively high river input with respect to input from the deep Mediterranean, 87 Sr/86 Sr values are
expected to deviate from oceanic values towards riverine values. Moving from the precession minimum
to the precession maximum, river input decreases while E-P increases. Within a prolonged period with a
negative fresh water budget, the increasing salt concentration will at some point result in the deposition of
facies EF2 - EF4. 87 Sr/86 Sr values are expected to move from the low 87 Sr/86 Sr values of the precession
minimum to higher values associated with the increased importance of inflow from the deep basin in the
marginal basin water budget. Facies (EF5) - (EF8) are consecutively formed when the peak evaporative
conditions have passed. River input and its low 87 Sr/86 Sr signature become more dominant again when
approaching the precession minimum.
Unfortunately, because of a lack of sampling resolution (i.e. one sample per facies) and data from
only three sites, the link between measured variations in 87 Sr/86 Sr values and the precessional cycle in
Mediterranean marginal basins remains tentative. One way forward would be high resolution sampling
of multiple PLG sections throughout the Mediterranean. A complementary approach, which we will
pursue in this study, is to use a simple box model to examine whether precession induced water budget
variations can cause 87 Sr/86 Sr values to fluctuate in marginal basins during PLG formation. Because it is
not certain whether precessional driven climate change can explain 87 Sr/86 Sr variations, we first look, as
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic overview of lateral facies transitions within a marginal and deep basin, and the corresponding depositional sequences formed during a precession cycle (modified after Lugli et al., 2010). Also shown is
the correlation between the precession signal and the changing facies, salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr as proposed by Lugli
et al. (2010). (b) An overview of the 87 Sr/86 Sr dataset from the Vena del Gesso, Italy. 87 Sr/86 Sr data are sorted by
facies, not relative or absolute age, in each PLG cycle. The 87 Sr/86 Sr ranges and average 87 Sr/86 Sr of each facies
have been calculated from all data, i.e. 87 Sr/86 Sr measured in both carbonate and gypsum.
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a proof of concept, for a single model setup where 87 Sr/86 Sr variations are produced in a generic marginal
basin when forced by a precessional signal. Besides fluctuations in 87 Sr/86 Sr , the results will have to
reproduce the varying salt concentrations implied by the changing facies within a PLG cycle, which we
will explain in section 5.2. Once a proof of concept is demonstrated, we will examine, in section 5.4, a
large range of parameters to identify their influence on the modelled cyclicity; these parameters are basin
size, river water characteristics, connectivity of the marginal basin with the deep Mediterranean and of
the Mediterranean and Atlantic, the average fresh water budget and the amplitude of the variation of the
fresh water budget during a precession cycle. Ultimately, this will allow us to assess the likelihood of
precession induced 87 Sr/86 Sr variations, constrain the setting in which 87 Sr/86 Sr values are precession
controlled and PLG formation takes place, and establish a context for existing and new 87 Sr/86 Sr data.

5.2

Observational constraints

The facies sequence of a single PLG cycle indicates the basin underwent large salinity changes in a
relatively short time. Fish remains, foraminifera, insects, leaves and twig remains in the organic-rich
laminated shale layers in several Italian sections (Vena del Gesso, Piedmont Basin, Sicily) are indicators
of continental water fluxes periodically diluting the evaporite basin (Lugli et al., 2010, and references
therein). For fish and foraminifera to survive, salinities at that time must have been marine or even
brackish. To constrain the model results, we accept all results where the minimum salinity at some
time during a precession cycle is lower than 50 g/L. Although redundant, we also check that gypsum
deposition in the marginal basin does not continue throughout the whole precession cycle.
With the minimum salinity established, the maximum salinity is another constraint on the model results. Gypsum is observed in every cycle of the PLG in at least one facies. Therefore, gypsum saturation
must be reached in part of the cycle in the marginal basin. The absence of halite in both marginal and
deep basins during the first MSC phase implies halite saturation is the upper limit on salinity during PLG
formation.
Lugli et al. (2010) suggested that 87 Sr/86 Sr varies significantly in the different gypsum facies, with
higher values in EF4 and EF5, and lower values in EF3 and EF6 where ratios near 0.70890 were correlated with an increased fresh water input. However, this correlation between facies and 87 Sr/86 Sr is hard
to distinguish in the highest resolution (Vena del Gesso basin) dataset (Figure 5.1b). Even though the
spread and averages of EF4 and EF5 87 Sr/86 Sr measurements are, respectively, larger and slightly higher
than those in EF3 and EF6, the majority (≈80%) of the 87 Sr/86 Sr data and all facies averaged values
are in the relatively small range 0.70890 - 0.70895 with outliers closer to oceanic values. Whether the
sampling resolution is as yet insufficient or the correlation does not exist cannot be determined.
Moreover, only part of the range of 87 Sr/86 Sr variation in a precession cycle is sampled because strontium ratios in the PLG deposits can only be measured in evaporite facies, i.e. carbonates and gypsum.
These facies are expected to have formed when E-P > R and consequently 87 Sr/86 Sr in marginal basins
was most strongly affected by oceanic inflow. The measured ratios in the evaporites therefore represent
the upper part of the 87 Sr/86 Sr range in a precession cycle. 87 Sr/86 Sr minima will occur when river input
is dominant, salinities are low and shales are deposited.
Since the available 87 Sr/86 Sr measurements on PLG deposits are mainly from the Vena del Gesso
Basin, we will use those measurements to constrain the model results. Because 87 Sr/86 Sr values during
shale deposition are expected to be lower than any value measured in the gypsum, model results will be
constrained such that the maximum 87 Sr/86 Sr in a precession cycle should be at least the lowest 87 Sr/86 Sr
value of the gypsum (0.70890), and the minimum 87 Sr/86 Sr should be at most 0.70890.
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5.3

Model description and experiment design

The model used in this study is based on the box model used and described in Topper et al. (2011, i.e.
Chapter 3). As shown in Topper and Meijer (2013, i.e. Chapter 4), the sill near Sicily was most likely not
restrictive during the Messinian, keeping water characteristics in the western and eastern Mediterranean
basins at similar values. Therefore, for the present purpose, the Mediterranean can be represented with
only two boxes, one for the deep basins of both the eastern and western Mediterranean, and one for a
marginal basin (Figure 5.2a). Although more than one marginal basin existed during the MSC, their
combined volume is small compared to that of the deep basins and their combined impact on the water
characteristics of the deep basin is negligible. Therefore, all marginal basins but one are included in the
deep basin box. The single marginal basin allows to examine the generic behaviour of a marginal basin
connected to the deep basins.
The deep basin box is connected to an infinite volume of water with constant water characteristics
representing the Atlantic. Water exchange between the boxes consists of (1) a deep flow which is linearly
proportional to the density difference between the boxes, and (2) a surface flow which compensates for
outflow and the fresh water deficit, i.e. evaporation – precipitation – river discharge (E-P-R), to keep the
volume in each of the boxes constant. The density difference between the boxes is is only a function of
salinity, i.e. temperature differences are neglected following Topper et al. (2011). Proportionality factors
gDA (deep basin–Atlantic connection) and gMD (marginal basin–deep basin connection) relate the density
difference between the two corresponding boxes to an outflow. The present-day Strait of Gibraltar can
be represented with a factor of ≈105 m3 s−1 ( g L−1 )−1 , and a gateway near closure with 100 (bulky units
of factors will be omitted from here onwards).
The fresh water budget in the model consists of an average river discharge and E-P on which a
sinusoidal variation is superposed to represent changes during a precession cycle (Figure 5.2b). Inherent
to this representation of precessional water budget variation are the assumptions that (1) river discharge
and evaporation – precipitation variations are in phase with the precession signal, and (2) the variation
is proportional to the strength of the precession signal. Both assumptions are corroborated by the results
of climate model studies (Kutzbach et al., 2008; Tuenter et al., 2005; Weber and Tuenter, 2011). The
Late Miocene fresh water budget is derived from the results from Gladstone et al. (2007) where we leave
out the contribution from the Chad basin. Evaporation minus precipitation is 1 m/yr and the total river
discharge (R) into the Mediterranean is 41.6 · 103 m3 s−1 (Table 5.1). With respect to present-day values
(E-P = 0.6 m/yr and R = 17.7 · 103 m3 s−1 (Mariotti et al., 2002; Meijer and Krijgsman, 2005)), both E-P
and R are higher in the Late Miocene water budget. The fresh water deficit (E-P-R), however, is similar
at 0.5 m/yr. A more detailed description of the water budget can be found in Topper et al. (2011).
While the average E-P is constant at 1 m/yr in all model runs and the same over deep and marginal basins, the amount of river discharge which flows in the deep and marginal basin will be varied
by multiplying the reference Late Miocene river discharge with the factors f RD and f RM respectively.
The amplitude of the sinusoidal variation in river discharge (ampR) and E-P (ampE) is expressed as a
percentage of the average river discharge and is hence dependent on the f R factors. When the average
river discharge is shifted by the f Rs, the absolute amplitude of variation during a precession cycle also
changes (Fig 5.2b). The sinusoidal variations have a period of 20 kyr, i.e. an idealized length in between
the two dominant precession frequencies (19-23 kyr).
In both the marginal basin box and the deep basin box, the model solves for strontium concentration, 87 Sr/86 Sr , total salinity, and gypsum (CaSO4 ) and halite (NaCl) concentrations. If gypsum and/or
halite concentrations exceed their respective saturation concentrations (Table 5.1), all gypsum/halite in
excess of saturation is deposited. The algorithms for gypsum and halite concentration and deposition are
presented in more detail in Topper and Meijer (2013).
Whereas Topper and Meijer (2013) included a parametrization of water column stratification in their
model, the unknown behaviour and distribution of strontium in a stratified basin prohibits its use here.
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Water properties in each basin are therefore homogeneous. In contrast, PLG is bottom grown and the
facies indicate deposition in a well stratified shallow (< 300 m) marginal basin with a fluctuating depth
of the pycnocline. In Lugli et al. (2010), the fluctuations in the depth of the pycnocline are used interchangeably with sea level variations during a depositional cycle. However, the cause of sea level
variations during a precession cycle is unclear. We, therefore, assume that sea level was constant and
only the depth of the pycnocline fluctuated. Gypsum precipitation from a dense bottom layer (below the
pycnocline) is expected to commence before the whole basin reaches gypsum saturation. Depending on
the thickness of the bottom layer, which is supposedly different during formation of the different gypsum
facies, and the degree of undersaturation in the surface layer, gypsum precipitation from the bottom
layer will start when the basin averaged salinity is at 75 - 100% of gypsum saturation. Therefore, when
checking results for the constraints on maximum gypsum and halite concentrations, values >90% of the
respective saturation value will be considered as having reached saturation. Results are not significantly
affected by the choice of another percentage.
Also related to the lack of stratification in the model is the assumption that Sr ratios measured in
bottom-grown evaporites are representative for the whole basin. The presence of yearly cycles in gypsum
and halite deposits on Sicily (Manzi et al., 2012), formed in the MSC phase after the PLG, implies that
mixing of the whole water column occurred at least once a year. Because we are interested in precessional
time scales, such yearly mixing, if also active during PLG formation, would justify the assumption of
constant 87 Sr/86 Sr in a marginal basin over longer time scales.
Constant in all of the model runs are the salt concentrations and Sr ratio in the Atlantic, also used as
initial conditions in all boxes, and the combined volume of the marginal and deep Mediterranean basin
(Table 5.1). Boundary conditions that can be varied between experiments are: (1) the size (volume and
surface area) of the marginal basin as a percentage of the total Mediterranean volume and surface area,
(2) the riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr and Sr concentration, (3) the amount of river discharge in the marginal basin as
a percentage of the total Mediterranean river input, (4) the average river discharge during a precession
cycle, (5) the amplitude of the variation in the fresh water budget during a precession cycle, (6) the size of
the connection between the deep Mediterranean and the Atlantic, (7) the size of the connection between
the deep and marginal basin.
(5) - (7) are the main parameters to be examined in this study and are varied between the model runs.
Values for (1) - (4) are prescribed in the default model setup:
1. A marginal basin with a surface area of 0.05% and a volume of 0.01% of the total Mediterranean
surface area and volume (≈30 x 40 km, 375 km3 ). This results in an average depth of 300 m in
the marginal basin. This marginal basin size is a reasonable first-order estimate for the Vena del
Gesso, Sorbas and Sicilian wedge-top basins.
2. The riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr is 0.7075, the Sr concentration is 150·10−6 kg/m3 .
3. 0.1% of the total Mediterranean river input flows into the marginal basin.
4. The precession-averaged river discharge is 1.5 times, i.e. f R=1.5, the Late Miocene river input
of Gladstone et al. (2007). Other model studies have shown that Messinian Sr data and observed
evaporite thicknesses can be reproduced with a model set up with this fresh water budget (Topper
and Meijer, 2013; Topper et al., 2011).
The sensitivity of the results to these choices will be discussed in section 5.4.3
All results presented are derived from the last 50 kyr of each 1 Myr model run. At this time a dynamic
equilibrium has been reached, i.e. minimum and maximum values of total salt, gypsum, halite and Sr
concentrations and 87 Sr/86 Sr are constant in consecutive precession cycles.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Graphic representation of the box model. White arrows indicate volume fluxes (Q’s) between
the basins, the first subscript character represents the source, the second one the destination. The fresh water budget consists of: E-PD and E-PM , evaporation minus precipitation, and RD and RM , river discharges.
S(alinity)\G(ypsum concentration)\H(alite concentration)x and 87 Sr/86 Sr x are the water characteristics of the respective basins (indicated by x). (b) Fresh water forcings, R (solid line) and E-P (dashed line), for the deep basin
(top frame) and marginal basin (lower frame) during 2.5 precession cycles (50 kyr, ending at the model run time
of 1 Myr). The effect of a change in f R on the river discharge is demonstrated in the top frame where dotted lines
indicate the precession-averaged river discharge. The effect of ampR is demonstrated in the lower frame.
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Table 5.1: Overview of parameter values used to set up the model.

Parameter
Detail
Mediterranean volume/surface area
V
Late Miocene volume
A
Late Miocene surface area
Messinian fresh water fluxes
E-P
Evaporation - precipitation
Rwest
River input in WMed
Reast
River input in EMed
RChad
Chad basin discharge
Salinity
SA
Ocean water
SR
River input
Gypsum (CaSO4 )
GA
Ocean water
GR
River input
GSAT
Gypsum saturation
Halite (NaCl)
HA
Ocean water
HR
River input
HSAT
Halite saturation
Strontium concentration
[Sr]A
Ocean water
[Sr]Nile
Nile water
[Sr]Rhone
Rhone water
[Sr]R
Average Rhone and Nile water
Strontium isotope ratios
87 Sr/86 Sr
Average during MSC
A
87 Sr/86 Sr
Mesozoic ocean water
Mesozoic
87 Sr/86 Sr
Hydrothermal activity
Hydrothermal
87 Sr/86 Sr
Global average river water
River
87 Sr/86 Sr
Nile water
Nile
87 Sr/86 Sr
Rhone water
Rhone
87 Sr/86 Sr
Average Rhone and Nile water
R
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Value

Reference

3750.7·1012 m3
2.4780·1012 m2

Meijer et al. (2004)
Meijer et al. (2004)

1 m yr−1
5526.4 m3 s−1
36067.4 m3 s−1
66545.0 m3 s−1

Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)

35 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
1.27 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
5.25 kg m−3

Leeder (1999)

27.21 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
272.1 kg m−3

Leeder (1999)

8· 10−3 kg m−3
0.235· 10−3 kg m−3
0.520· 10−3 kg m−3
0.3· 10−3 kg m−3

Palmer and Edmond (1989)
Brass (1976)
Albarède and Michard (1987)
Flecker et al. (2002)

0.709006
0.7068–0.7084
∼0.703
0.7119
0.7060
0.708719
0.707427

McArthur et al. (2001)
McArthur et al. (2001)
Palmer and Edmond (1989)
Palmer and Edmond (1989)
Brass (1976)
Albarède and Michard (1987)
Flecker et al. (2002)
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5.4
5.4.1

Results and analysis
Proof of concept

As a proof of concept, Figure 5.3 shows the results of a model setup that satisfies all observational
constraints. The default setup, explained above, has been combined with a restricted connection between
the Atlantic and the deep basin (gDA = 102 ), an even more restricted connection between the deep and
marginal basins (gMD = 100 ), ampR = 50% and ampE = 20%.
As long as neither basin is saturated for halite, halite concentrations follow the total salt concentrations, as visible Fig 5.3a. Noteworthy are the distinct shapes of the curves for the deep and marginal
basin: the curves from the deep basin are smooth and regular, the marginal basin curves change faster
and have irregular shapes. This difference reflects the greater sensitivity of the marginal basin to changes
in the fresh water budget and interbasinal exchange. The rate of change of the water characteristics in a
marginal basin with a small volume is generally higher than that of the large deep basin. Even though the
exchange fluxes and the fresh water budget of the marginal basin are smaller, the volume of those fluxes
in relation to the basin volume is higher and consequently has a larger impact on the water characteristics.
Focussing on salinity variation in the deep basin, peak salinities, minimum and maximum, are
reached close to the time where the water budget switches sign. As long as E-P > R in the deep basin
(grey lines in Fig 5.3d), the fresh water budget is negative and salinities increase. As soon as the fresh
water budget switches to positive (intersection of E-P and R curves in Fig 5.3d), river input is dominant
(R > E-P) and salinities drop continuously until the fresh water budget switches sign again. The intervals
with E-P > R and R > E-P have different lengths because the precession-averaged E-P exceeds R in the
deep basin. The switches in water budget do not precisely coincide with the salinity peaks in the deep
basin due to the interaction with the marginal basin. In the marginal basin the switches in the sign of
the water budget occur at different times because on average R > E-P. Besides the relative size of the
precession-averaged E-P and R, ampR and ampE also affect the duration of the intervals with positive
and negative fresh water budget as shown in Figure 5.2b. The observant reader will have noticed that
peaks in salinity, and hence gypsum concentration, do not coincide with the peaks in the precession signal. A more detailed discussion of this offset and its implication for cyclostratigraphy during the MSC
are beyond the scope of this chapter and can be found in chapter 6.
While halite concentration is never close to saturation, and hence complies with the observational
constraint, gypsum saturation is reached in the marginal basin and its concentration is close to saturation
in the deep basin (Fig 5.3b). The interval with gypsum deposition has a duration of only 3680 year, not
even 20% of the length of the precession cycle. This duration is strongly dependent on the average fresh
water budget and its amplitudes of variation, and the size of the connection to the deep basin. A more
detailed examination of the duration of gypsum deposition will follow in section 5.4.4.
Whereas the 87 Sr/86 Sr curve for the deep basin is smooth and regular, 87 Sr/86 Sr in the marginal basin
exhibits multiple irregularities (Fig 5.3c). The small bumps and slope changes in the curve coincide
with changes in the exchange with the deep basin, in turn forced by a changing fresh water budget.
Shortly after salinities peak at 957 kyr, the marginal basin switches to a positive fresh water budget
(R > E-P, intersection of the curves in Fig 5.3d) and salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr drop sharply. When the
marginal basin salinity drops below its coeval deep basin value at 959.5 kyr, exchange between the two
basins switches direction: more saline water from the deep basin enters the marginal basin at depth while
outflow occurs at the surface. For a short while the deep basin inflow is able to oppose the increasing
inflow of low 87 Sr/86 Sr river water and 87 Sr/86 Sr rises a little, until R  E-P at 960 kyr and 87 Sr/86 Sr
drops to riverine values. At the switch back to a negative fresh water budget the opposite takes place.
87 Sr/86 Sr is already rising since 969.4 kyr due to an inflow from the deep basin driven by the relatively
large salinity difference between the basins and a decreasing river input. After the switch to a negative
water budget at 972 kyr, marginal basin salinity increases to the deep basinal value. At equal salinities
the exchange between the basins slows to a halt and river discharge is shortly the only source of 87 Sr/86 Sr
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at 973 kyr, until E-P  R and deep basin inflow overwhelms the river signal again.
Within this complex system, high 87 Sr/86 Sr always coincides with the high salinities and low 87 Sr/86 Sr
with low salinities. Furthermore, the model affirms that precession-driven climatic changes can explain
coeval variations in 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity in a way that is consistent with all observational constraints.

5.4.2

The full parameter range

Since we have demonstrated that a scenario exists that fits all constraints, a broader range of parameters
must now be examined to assess the range of parameters giving rise to precession-driven fluctuations of
87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity, and to gain insight in the controlling factors. While retaining the default setup,
the size of the two gateways, and ampR and ampE are varied in different combinations, resulting in
61.812 model runs. Because the observational constraints are only on the minimum and maximum values
reached within a precessional cycle, each model run can be checked for compliance with the constraints
with only those values. Thus, the minimum and maximum values of salinity, gypsum concentration,
halite concentration and 87 Sr/86 Sr have been monitored in the last 50 kyr of each 1 Myr run and are
shown in Fig 5.4a-h.
The subfigures in Figure 5.4 are comprised of 4 x 3 double frames. Each double frame corresponds
to a different combination of gDA and gMD , as explained in Fig 5.4i. Moving from the bottom to the top
row in a subfigure such as Fig 5.4a (from gDA =102 to gDA =100 ), the size of the Atlantic-Mediterranean
connection shrinks; going from the left to right column (from gMD =10−2 to gMD =104 ), the size of the
deep - marginal basin connection increases. Within each double frame, the left frame shows the results
from the deep basin, the right frame from the marginal basin (Fig 5.4j). Along the horizontal axis of every
single frame ampE is varied between 0 and 50%; while ampR varies along every vertical axis between
0 and 100%. Shading is used to emphasize those results that comply with the constraint on the shown
variable in the corresponding basin. For example, the range of ampR and ampE where the minimum
salinity < 50 g/L is shaded in each marginal basin frame of Fig 5.4a. The minimum and maximum
values from Fig 5.3 are indicated in each subfigure with white stars.
Before we focus on the results of the marginal basin, understanding the general behaviour of the deep
basin is necessary. The volume of the marginal basin is only 0.01% of the total Mediterranean volume.
Hence, even dramatic changes in the water characteristics of the marginal basin have little impact on the
deep basin. Therefore, increasing the size of the connection between the marginal and deep basin, which
allows for a larger exchange between the basins, does not change the minima/maxima of the deep basin
(Fig 5.4a-h; compare frames at constant gDA for different values of gMD ). Reducing the connection with
the Atlantic, on the other hand, does affect the water characteristics of the deep basin. With a non-zero
fresh water deficit, water characteristics can deviate further from Atlantic values when the connection
is smaller. Consequently, salinity, gypsum and halite minima and maxima are higher while 87 Sr/86 Sr
minima and maxima are lower (Fig 5.4a-h; compare frames at constant gMD for different values of gDA ).
The influence of ampR and ampE can be examined within a double frame of constant gMD and gDA .
Concentration minima (S, [CaSO4 ] and [NaCl]; Fig 5.4a,c,e) decrease when ampR increases at constant
ampE. When ampR increases, concentration is affected in two ways: (1) the time interval where R >
E-P becomes longer, i.e. the precession averaged concentration drops, and (2) the fresh water excess
(R - E-P) in a precession minimum becomes increasingly larger at higher ampR, i.e. the deviation from
the average increases (Fig 5.2b). Increasing ampE at constant ampR affects the concentration minima
in a similar fashion; (1) the time interval where E-P > R becomes longer, and (2) the fresh water deficit
(E-P - R) in a precession minimum becomes increasingly more negative. Increasing both ampR and
ampE enhances their individual influence, leading to lower concentration minima at higher amplitudes
of variation.
87 Sr/86 Sr minima are affected in a similar fashion, ratios drop towards higher ampR and ampE (Fig
5.4g). However, at gDA =100 , a small area at low ampR and ampE deviates from this pattern. This
parameter range has a negative fresh water budget in the deep basin throughout the precession cycle
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of water characteristics in the last 50 kyr of a 1 Myr model run. Shown are, for the deep
basin (grey) and marginal basin (black): (a) salinity (solid line) and NaCl concentration (dashed line), (b) CaSO4
concentration, (c) 87 Sr/86 Sr , and (d) R (solid line) and E-P (dashed line). Grey bars in (a,b) indicate the range of
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which leads to aberrant behaviour of 87 Sr/86 Sr , whereas it is not visible in the concentration minima.
When ampR and ampE increase, concentration maxima (Fig 5.4b,d,f) change in a different way as
the concentration minima. Towards higher amplitudes, the increasing duration of the time interval with R
> E-P and the increasing deviation from the average, i.e. larger difference between minima and maxima,
do not enhance each others. Along a line from low to high amplitude variation of R and/or E-P, e.g.
bottom-left to top-right corner of a single frame, concentration maxima decrease before they increase
again. At first, the lengthening interval with R > E-P lowers the precession averaged concentration
faster than the increasing deviation from the average can compensate for. Then, at higher amplitudes,
the duration of the interval with R > E-P stabilizes and the increasing deviation from the precessional
average causes the maxima to rise again. The effect of these two competing processes is not visible in
CaSO4 maxima because these do not rise beyond saturation.
Once again, 87 Sr/86 Sr maxima show a different pattern (Fig 5.4h). Where concentration maxima
drop, 87 Sr/86 Sr maxima steadily rise. When the precession averaged Sr concentration decreases because
of higher ampR and ampE, the buffering action of the Mediterranean decreases. Consequently, the
impact of an inflow of water with a 87 Sr/86 Sr deviating from the deep basin 87 Sr/86 Sr , i.e. Atlantic inflow
or river discharge, becomes larger and the amplitude of 87 Sr/86 Sr variations increases with increasing
ampR and ampE.
Concentrations and 87 Sr/86 Sr in the marginal basin are largely similar to those in the deep basin when
the gateway is relatively large (gMD ≥102 ), i.e. the interbasinal exchange evens out all differences. With
a smaller gateway (gMD ≤100 ) and hence less exchange, the marginal basin values deviate from the deep
basin values: minima are generally lower and maxima higher. Because the marginal basin gets twice the
amount of river input per unit surface area compared to the deep basin, 87 Sr/86 Sr in the marginal basin
is always slightly lower than in the deep basin. Moreover, the higher river input causes a positive water
budget to persist during a whole precession cycle when ampR is low. The range of amplitudes with a
constant positive water budget in the marginal basin is clearly discernible in the low CaSO4 , NaCl and
87 Sr/86 Sr maxima of the marginal basin when the connection with the deep basin is severely restricted
(gMD =10−2 ; Fig 5.4d,f,h).
From the observational constraints outlined in section 5.2 only one relates to the deep basin: halite
saturation should not be reached anytime during a precession cycle. This constraint is easily met when
the connection between the Atlantic and Mediterranean is relatively large (gDA ≥101 ). Only when the
connection to the Atlantic is severely restricted, halite saturation is reached at low ampR and ampE. The
parameter range that complies with this constraint is coloured green in Fig 5.4i in the left of each double
panel. The parameter range above the black line complies with all constraints on the marginal basin
results. Hence, the constraint on the deep basin results is never a limiting factor.
A restricted marginal basin (gMD ≤102 ) connected to a slightly restricted deep basin (gDA ≤102 ) is
advantageous for reaching a lower than marine salinity, interruption of gypsum deposition and 87 Sr/86 Sr
<0.7089 in the marginal basin at low amplitude variations. Of these three, the low salinity constraint curFigure 5.4 : (a-h) are composed of 4 x 3 double frames, (i) and (j) illustrate how to read these frames. Minimum
and maximum (a-b) salinity, (c-d) gypsum concentration, (e-f) halite concentration, and (g-h) 87 Sr/86 Sr in a single
precessional cycle. In (a), the area where the salinity minimum in the marginal basin is < 50 g/L is shaded. The
shaded segment is also delimited by a thick black line. In (c), the area where the minimum gypsum concentration
in the marginal basin is < 90% of the saturation value is shaded. In (d), the area where the maximum gypsum
concentration is > 90% of the saturation value is shaded. In (f), the area where the maximum halite concentration
is < 90% of the saturation value is shaded. In (g), the area where the minimum 87 Sr/86 Sr < 0.7089 in the marginal
basin is shaded. In (h), the area where the maximum 87 Sr/86 Sr > 0.7089 is shaded. Shown in (i) is where the
deep and marginal basin characteristics meet all the constraints (green) or not (red). In the areas above the thick
black lines, constraints in both the deep and marginal basin are met, i.e. these areas contain the scenarios that fit
all observations for the PLG phase. The minimum and maximum values from Fig 5.3 are indicated with the white
stars in each subfigure.
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tails the parameter range that complies with the constraints the most. A marginal basin reaches gypsum
saturation and 87 Sr/86 Sr > 0.7089 when the deep basin does, unless the marginal basin is severely restricted (gMD =10−2 ) in combination with an unceasing fresh water excess. At gMD =10−2 , in the marginal
basin either gypsum saturation is not reached or halite saturation is reached. As such, this setting never
complies with all constraints and is therefore an unlikely setting for the PLG stage. In all other settings
the constraints on the salinity minimum and the gypsum maximum exclude only a part of the parameter
range at low ampR and ampE.
The large parameter range that complies with all observational constraints indicates that the scenario
in section 5.4.1 is far from unique in its ability to explain coeval variations in 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity when
forced by precession driven climatic variations. However, in the default setup no scenarios have been
found to comply with all constraints when precession driven climatic changes are small. Whether the
required relatively large changes in the fresh water budget are realistic will be discussed in section 5.5.1.
In the next section, the sensitivity of the results to the choice of parameters in the default setup will be
examined.

5.4.3

Sensitivity of the results to changes in the default setup

Riverine strontium ratio and concentration
The riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr in the default setup is based on the present-day average value of the Nile and
Rhone discharges which make up >80% of the total Mediterranean river input (Table 5.1). The riverine
strontium concentration is only half the present-day value because, for illustrative purposes, this gives
the largest parameter range complying with all constraints. Even though global ocean 87 Sr/86 Sr values
are well-known for the Late Miocene (e.g. McArthur et al., 2001), riverine values are largely unknown.
In the Late Miocene, river input was largely made up by North African rivers which nowadays run dry
and did not drain the low 87 Sr/86 Sr basaltic rocks in the Nile catchment. Moreover, on the marginal basin
scale, the strontium characteristics of the river input will be strongly dependent on locally outcropping
rocks in small catchments. Besides the basaltic rocks, relatively low 87 Sr/86 Sr comes from Mesozoic
carbonates which outcrop over a vast area surrounding the Mediterranean (Hartmann and Moosdorf,
2012).
Given the uncertainties on both the riverine Sr concentration and ratio, the experiments of section
5.4.2 have been repeated with riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr values within the Mesozoic 87 Sr/86 Sr range, i.e. 0.7065,
0.7075 and 0.7085, and riverine Sr concentrations of 50%, 100% and 150% of the present-day average
concentration, amounting to respectively 150, 300 and 450 ·10−6 kg m−3 , to assess the sensitivity of the
results to these parameters. With respect to the results shown in Figure 5.4, only the 87 Sr/86 Sr minima
and maxima are affected. Consequently, the parameter range that fits all constraints will only change if
either the required 87 Sr/86 Sr maximum or minimum is not reached.
The systematic variation of riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr and [Sr] could be visualized with 9 figures like Fig 5.4,
one for each combination of the two parameters. However, we are mainly interested in changes in the
size of the range that fits all constraints. For that reason, the percentage of the ampR-ampE range that
fits all constraints is determined for every combination of gDA and gMD for all 9 combinations of riverine
87 Sr/86 Sr and [Sr] (Fig 5.5). For example, 73.3% of all ampR-ampE combinations fit all constraints
at gDA =102 and gMD =100 in Fig 5.4i(and j), this percentage is plotted at the corresponding gDA -gMD
combination in Fig 5.5 the default setup values of 87 Sr/86 Sr R =0.7075 and [Sr]R =150·10−6 kg m−3 , i.e.
within the black box.
In Fig 5.5, small low percentages, i.e. small ranges, that fit all constraints exists at gMD =10−2 ,
87 Sr/86 Sr =0.7085 and all [Sr] . Compared to the much larger parameter ranges at higher g
R
R
MD , this
affirms the conclusion of the previous section that a severely restricted marginal basin (gMD =10−2 ) is an
unlikely setting for PLG formation. Where gMD ≥100 , the largest parameter ranges that fit all constraints
are found along a diagonal from low 87 Sr/86 Sr R and [Sr]R to high 87 Sr/86 Sr R and [Sr]R in each frame.
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Figure 5.5: Sensitivity of the range that fits all constraints to changes in riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr and [Sr]. Plotted is
the percentage of the ampR-ampE range that fits all observational constraints for 9 models initiated with different
combinations of riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr and [Sr]. Blank area indicate where the percentage is 0. The frames represent
the same combinations of gDA and gMD as used in Fig 5.4. The 87 Sr/86 Sr R - [Sr]R combination that corresponds to
the default setup from Fig 5.4 is indicated by the black box in each frame.
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In models with a low riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr R , less river input is needed to reach the minimum 87 Sr/86 Sr
constraint compared to models with a high 87 Sr/86 Sr R . At 87 Sr/86 Sr R = 0.7065, the minimum 87 Sr/86 Sr
is always below 0.7089; while at 87 Sr/86 Sr = 0.7085, either the marginal-deep basin connection needs to
be severely restricted or ampR and ampE need to be high to get the 87 Sr/86 Sr minimum below 0.7089,
i.e. the range that complies with the minimum 87 Sr/86 Sr constraint is small. For the 87 Sr/86 Sr maximum
constraint, the opposite is true: high ampR and ampE are needed to overwhelm the riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr
signal at low riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr , i.e. the range that fits the maximum 87 Sr/86 Sr constraint is small, while
this is not required with a high riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr .
At [Sr]R =150·10−6 kg m−3 , both low and high riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr rule out scenarios with low amplitude
variations, but only high riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr significantly reduces the range that fits all constraints at higher
amplitude variations compared to the 87 Sr/86 Sr = 0.7075 results (compare percentages at [Sr]R =150·10−6
for different 87 Sr/86 Sr R ). This difference is caused by the different Sr concentrations in oceanic and
riverine input. A low riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr (low concentration) is more easily overwhelmed by oceanic input
(high concentration), necessary to reach the maximum 87 Sr/86 Sr constraint, than a high riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr
is able to overcome the oceanic signal for the minimum 87 Sr/86 Sr constraint.
By increasing the riverine Sr concentration the advantage of the low 87 Sr/86 Sr is nullified (compare
percentages at constant 87 Sr/86 Sr R for different [Sr]R ). At high riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr , the oceanic signal is
more easily overcome due to the higher riverine concentration, while the 87 Sr/86 Sr maximum is still high.
Hence, with increasing riverine Sr concentration, the range that fits both the minimum and maximum
constraint expands to lower amplitudes (compare percentages at 87 Sr/86 Sr R =0.7085 for different [Sr]R ).
At low riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr , on the other hand, an increase of the riverine concentration makes it harder
to return to 87 Sr/86 Sr values close to oceanic. Hence, the range that fits all constraints decreases sharply
with higher riverine Sr concentrations (compare percentages at 87 Sr/86 Sr R =0.7065 for different [Sr]R ).
In summary, with a low riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr the maximum 87 Sr/86 Sr constraint is reached at higher
amplitudes compared to the default setup. Nevertheless, the range that fits all constraints is largely
unchanged at low riverine concentrations, but shrinks rapidly when concentrations increase. With a high
riverine 87 Sr/86 Sr , on the contrary, a higher riverine concentration has a positive impact on the parameter
range.
River input, volume and surface area of the marginal basin
Messinian marginal basins cannot all be expected to have had a similar river input, volume and surface
area. To assess the sensitivity of the results to these basin characteristics, all three have been systematically varied in a series of experiments (Fig 5.6).
Volume was varied between 0.01% and 0.05% of the total Mediterranean volume while keeping river
input and surface area constant (Fig 5.6a), hereby effectively increasing the depth of the marginal basin
from 300 m (default setup) to 1500 m. As long as the exchange with the deep basin is not severely
restricted, i.e. gMD ≥ 102 , marginal basin characteristics mimic the deep basin and the volume of the
marginal basin has no significant impact (similar percentages in each of the frames in the right half of
Fig 5.6a). With severe restriction, marginal basin characteristics deviate more slowly from deep basinal
values at larger volumes: a larger volume is a more efficient buffer to changes in the marginal water
Figure 5.6 : Sensitivity of the range that fits all constraints to changes in the volume, and amount of river discharge
of the marginal basin for two different surface areas of the marginal basin (a and b). Plotted in (a) is the percentage
of the ampR-ampE range that fits all observational constraints for 20 models initiated with different combinations
of marginal basin volume (%V) and river input (%R) while the marginal basin surface area is constant at 0.05%
of the whole Mediterranean. Volume and river input in the marginal basin are also expressed as percentages of the
total Mediterranean volume and river input. In (b) the surface area of the marginal basin is 5%, river input and
volume percentages are proportional to the larger surface area. The combination of %R and %V that corresponds
to the default setup from Fig 5.4 is indicated by the black box in each frame of (a).
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characteristics. Hence, at gMD =100 , constraints on minima and maxima are more difficult to reach and
percentages are lower at higher %V. At gMD =10−2 , halite saturation and gypsum undersaturation limit
the parameter range that fits all constraint in the default setup (%V=0.01%,%R=0.10%). With a higher
%V the increased buffer effect lowers halite maxima, leading to an expanding range towards higher %V.
Regardless of gMD , the slower rate of change at higher %V affects maxima more than minima because the duration of E-P > R, during which concentrations rise, is generally shorter than R > E-P in the
marginal basin. Consequently, maxima are lower while the minima do not change significantly. Considering the constraints, only the CaSO4 and NaCl maxima are significantly lower at higher marginal basin
volumes: both CaSO4 and NaCl saturation are reached at higher amplitudes of variation, i.e. in a smaller
ampR-ampE range. Consequently, percentages decrease towards higher %V in Fig 5.6a.
In the default setup, the marginal basin receives a river input equal to 0.10% of the total Mediterranean river input. Changes in this percentage, once again, only affect the marginal basin characteristics
when the exchange with the deep basin is restricted (gMD ≤ 100 ). A higher river input results in lower
salinity minima and lower halite maxima, which are both advantages, but also lower gypsum maxima,
which is a clear disadvantage as shown by the lower percentages at higher %R in Fig 5.6a. A lower
river input, compared to the default setup, reduces the duration of R > E-P during a precession cycle
and marine salinities and gypsum undersaturation are hard to reach during the wettest phase, while halite
saturation is hard to avoid during the dryest phase. River input in the marginal basin should be in the
range 0.05 - 0.10% of the total Mediterranean river input for the largest range of amplitudes to fit all constraints, any lower or higher river input gives problems with reaching gypsum saturation or not reaching
halite saturation. As was the case for increasing volume, the lower halite concentrations at higher %R
create a range that fits all constraints at gMD = 10−2 . However, lower 87 Sr/86 Sr maxima limit this range
at low amplitude variations, thereby limiting the change in percentage.
When the surface area of the marginal basin increases without changing the average depth of the
basin, volume increases proportionally. If also river input grows proportional to the surface area, all
differences in the results are caused by the larger horizontal extent of the marginal basin (Fig 5.6b). Like
for a larger depth, a larger area increases the buffering effect of the marginal basin. Consequently, water
characteristics are less affected by exchange with the deep basin and a larger connection is necessary to
keep water characteristics in both basin the same, i.e. gMD ≥102 in Fig 5.6a vs gMD ≥104 in Fig 5.6b.
Water characteristics in a large basin with a severely restricted exchange will be strongly dependent on
the local water budget. Therefore, a restricted large basin is more likely to reach halite saturation and
less likely to reach gypsum saturation and 87 Sr/86 Sr maxima close to oceanic values than a small basin.
A a result, the range that fits all constraints decreases significantly for larger basins at low connectivities
(compared percentages at 100 ≥ gMD ≥102 in Fig 5.6a and b); the upper boundary (determined by halite
maxima) shifts down and the lower boundary shifts up (gypsum and 87 Sr/86 Sr maxima). However, a larger basin with a larger connectivity behaves similar to a small basin with a smaller connectivity (compare
results at gMD = 100 in Fig 5.6a with gMD = 102 in Fig 5.6b).
In summary, while river input, volume and surface area have a clear influence on the water characteristics of the marginal basin, their influence is mainly in severely restricted settings. A larger volume
and river input, compared to the default setup, lower the halite maxima and, hence, create a range that
fits all constraints at gMD = 10−2 . At higher connectivities, a larger volume and river input, reduce the
range that fits all constraints due to lower gypsum maxima. Judging from the results only, the depth of
the basin does not severely affect the results. In reality water chemistry presumably inhibited gypsum
formation in deep(er) basins (de Lange and Krijgsman, 2010; Lugli et al., 2010). For the size of the river
input, a clear preference exists for twice the amount of river input per unit surface with respect to the
Mediterranean average. A larger size (surface area and volume) does not significantly change the results
if the connectivity changes proportionally.
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Figure 5.7: Sensitivity of the range that fits all constraints to changes in the precession-averaged river discharge
of the marginal and deep basin. Shown is the percentage of the ampR-ampE range that fits all observational
constraints for 256 models initiated with different combinations of fRD and fRM . The f RM - f RD combination that
corresponds to the default setup from Fig 5.4 is indicated by the black box in each frame.

The average water budget
In the previous section, the total Mediterranean river input was redistributed between the two basins
by changing %R. The total, which is based on the reference Miocene water budget times f R, did not
change. In all previous sections, f R values for both the deep and marginal basin have been kept at 1.5, a
value based on the results of Topper and Meijer (2013); Topper et al. (2011). Even though 1.5 has given
optimal results in previous studies, it is not the only possible value. To assess the sensitivity of the results
to a different value for f R and the uniqueness of the results in the previous sections, the model has been
initiated with 256 different combinations of f RD and f RM , both in the range of 0.5–2.0. The results
are presented in a similar fashion as Figs 5.5 and 5.6, percentages of the ampR-ampE range that fit all
constraints are shown for all f RD - f RM combinations in 16 frames with a distinct gDA -gMD combination
(Fig 5.7).
As shown in section 5.4.2, marginal basin water characteristics mimic those of the deep basin when
gMD ≥102 . This is visible again in Fig 5.7 where results are largely independent of f RM at gMD ≥102 .
Moving from low to high f RD , the first setting where all constraints are met occurs at or near f RD =1.0,
the highest percentages are reached where 1.4 ≤ f RD ≤ 1.7, and percentages drop again towards higher
f RD .
Ignoring the influence of f RM , an increase in f RD causes a lowering of concentration and 87 Sr/86 Sr
minima as well as maxima. At low f RD , concentration minima are too high for any setting to comply with
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all constraints. From f RD ≈1.0 onwards, 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity minima reach their constraints at the same
point where halite saturation ceases to be reached; first at high ampR and ampE, but with increasing f RD
this range expands towards lower amplitudes. Until f RD ≈1.6, gypsum saturation is reached in almost the
whole ampR-ampE range. At even higher f RD , minima are not limiting the range anymore. Gypsum and
87 Sr/86 Sr maxima become too low in an increasingly larger range towards higher f R . Consequently, the
D
range that fits all constraints shrinks towards higher amplitudes and the percentages in Fig 5.7 decrease
again. At f RD =1.89 the precession-average fresh water budget becomes positive and percentages drop
further until none of the ampR-ampE ranges fit the constraints anymore (not shown).
At gMD =100 , the influence of f RM becomes apparent; percentages along a constant f RD vary significantly with f RM . The pattern of change and its cause are similar to that described for f RD ; percentages
generally increase from low f RM to an optimum around f RM = 1.0 and drop towards higher f RM . At low
f RM , the fresh water budget of the marginal basin is strongly negative, increasing the likelihood of halite
saturation and high minima. At f RM =0.95, the marginal basin fresh water budget switches sign. Hence,
maxima are harder to reach at higher f RM .
The interaction between f RD and f RM can be advantageous for the range. Either when a high f RM
lowers the minima where these were limiting the range ( f RD ≤1.5), or a low f RM heightens the maxima
at high f RD , the range increases. This strenghtening effect, however, only plays an important role at
gMD =100 ; at higher connectivity, the interbasinal exchange erases the influence of the marginal water
budget, while at lower connectivity, the role of the deep basinal water budget is too limited.
At gMD =10−2 , a range that fits all constraints often exists at either extremely low or high ampR
and ampE. Due to its relative independence of the deep basin, a marginal basin in this setting is hardly
affected by f RD . However, because halite saturation or gypsum undersaturation are prevailing and ranges
that fit all constraints are insignificant and at extreme amplitudes, this setting cannot be considered a
likely setting for PLG formation.

5.4.4

Duration of gypsum deposition

The cyclic alternations of shale/sapropel and gypsum layers in PLG deposits are evidence for periodic
undersaturation of gypsum in the marginal basins. The duration of actual gypsum deposition, however,
cannot be determined from the deposits. In contrast, in the model, the number of years with gypsum saturation within a single precession cycle can be easily tracked. Figure 5.8a shows the duration of gypsum
deposition in the same parameter space as Fig 5.4. Durations are only shown where all observational
constraints are met.
The range of parameters that fits all observational constraints is mainly restricted by the minimum
salinity and maximum gypsum saturation constraints. Because of this, all scenarios where gypsum saturation in the marginal basin is never reached or continues throughout the whole precession cycle, have
already been excluded from the results in Figure 5.8a. All durations are in the range 1 - 8000 yr.
At the end of the interval where R > E-P, minimum salinities are reached and salinities start to rise.
If the connection with the Atlantic is relatively large (gDA =102 ), the Mediterranean salinity rise is slow
compared to more restricted settings. Hence, gypsum saturation is reached later and gypsum deposition
only takes place in the last kyr(s) of the E-P > R interval. Because the E-P > R interval becomes longer
towards higher amplitude variations, the duration of gypsum deposition increases concurrently from <1
Figure 5.8 : (a) The duration of gypsum duration in marginal and deep basin in the range that fits all observational
constraints. The parameters along the axes are the same as in Fig 5.4. (b) illustrates the sensitivity of the duration
of gypsum deposition in the marginal basin to changes in the precession-averaged river discharge of the marginal
basin. Plotted is the average duration of gypsum depostion in the ampR-ampE range that fits all observational
constraints for 256 models initiated with different combinations of fRD and fRM . (c) shows the corresponding
standard deviation of the range of durations.
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kyr to 4-5 kyr (Fig 5.8a, gDA =102 ).
When the connection with the Atlantic is severely restricted, the duration of gypsum deposition is
here relatively constant at 5-7 kyr (gDA ≤101 and gMD ≥102 ). In this range, the salinity rise in the deep
basin is sufficiently fast when the fresh water budget becomes negative, that the length of the E-P > R
interval only plays a minor role. Furthermore, the length of the E-P > R interval changes most at low
amplitude variations, i.e. the range that does not fit all constraints. The marginal basin water budget
only becomes important when the exchange is severely restricted (gMD =100 ). Because the marginal
basin has a precession-averaged positive fresh water budget, the duration of gypsum saturation decreases
significantly in a severely restricted marginal basin.
In Fig 5.8a, two other trends in the duration of gypsum deposition should be highlighted. With
an increasing restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection, the duration of gypsum deposition
increases in lower ampR-ampE settings. Hence, the thickness and volume of gypsum deposits formed
in precession cycles with a lower amplitude are expected to increase when the Atlantic gateway becomes
more restricted. Secondly, in a higher amplitude precession cycle thicknesses are expected to be larger
as long as the Mediterranean is not severely restricted. However, because all other parameters, e.g.
connectivity and basin size, have to be constant and the link between ampR and ampE and the amplitude
of the precession signal is unknown, these correlations cannot be checked within the actual deposits.
For the results in Fig 5.8b, the duration of gypsum deposition has been calculated in the same range
of f RD and f RM as used in Fig 5.7. Only the sensitivity to the f Rs is examined here because of all the
parameters examined in Section 5.4.3, the average amount of river discharge in the deep and marginal
basins has proven to affect gypsum concentration the most. Only looking at the ranges that fit all observational constraints, an average duration of gypsum formation in the marginal basin can be calculated for
the whole ampR-ampE range of each gDA -gMD combination for all 256 combinations of f RD and f RM .
To illustrate the range of durations in each ampR-ampE range, the standard deviation is shown in Fig
5.8b.
As a rather intuitive result, the duration of gypsum deposition decreases when the precession-averaged
river input increases. A higher f R, either f RD or f RM , shortens the interval where E-P > R. The influence of the marginal basin fresh water budget is more pronounced at lower gMD , as in section 5.4.3,
where exchange with the deep basin loses importance. The highest average duration (≈10 kyr) is found
at low f Rs where the range that fits all constraints is small and located at high amplitudes. Nevertheless,
in the f R range where percentages in Fig 5.7 are 75 - 100 %, average durations can still go up to 8 kyr.
In the variation of the durations in the ampR-ampE range that fits all constraints, a clear division
between high and low standard deviations is visible in each frame of Fig 5.8c. This division coincides
with the switch in the limiting factor of the range that fits all constraints, at low f R’s these are the salinity
and 87 Sr/86 Sr minimum, at high f R’s, the maximum gypsum concentration and 87 Sr/86 Sr . Because
reaching gypsum saturation is certain at low f R’s and the range that meets all constraints is determined
by salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr minima, the ampR-ampE range with the lower durations is never in the range
that complies with all constraints. At high f R’s, gypsum saturation is not certain anymore, the lower
maximum gypsum concentrations make it the limiting factor. Therefore, shorter durations of gypsum
deposition are included in the range that fits all constraints and hence standard deviations are higher.

5.5
5.5.1

Discussion
Precessional variation of the fresh water budget

The results in the previous sections have shown that 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity variations in Mediterranean
marginal basins can be driven by a precessional forcing. Riverine water characteristics, basin features,
and precession-average water budget all have a clearly identifiable impact on the size of the range of
ampR-ampE combinations that meet all the observational constraints. The question remains whether the
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range of ampR and ampE is realistic.
In Fig 5.4 it is still clear what the lowest possible ampR and ampE are in the ranges that fits all
constraints. For Figures 5.5 - 5.7, on the other hand, this information is lost due to the focus on the
size of the range that fits all constraints. Figure 5.9 summarizes the minimum ampE above which all
constraints at met for different values of ampR in Figures 5.5 - 5.7. For example, in Fig 5.5 at ampR=5%
at some combination of gDA , gMD , [Sr]R and 87 Sr/86 Sr R all constraints are met when ampE >45%. In all
three sets of models a combination of parameters exists where an ampR of 45% is able to reproduce all
observations without any variation in E-P (lines are at ampE=0 in Fig 5.9); the change in the fresh water
budget due to the river input variation is large enough to reach both the required minima and maxima.
Towards lower ampR a higher minimum ampE is needed, less so for the results of Fig 5.7 (minimum
ampE=30% at ampR=0%) than those of Fig 5.5 and 5.6 (minimum ampE is respectively 49% and 43%
at ampR=0%). Because f R’s of 1.5 do not give the largest ranges (Fig 5.7), the minimum ampE values
for Fig 5.5 and 5.6 would decrease if the optimum f R’s are used in these experiments.
Quantitative estimates of the variation of the fresh water budget of the Mediterranean are scarce.
There are proxies for relative changes in the amount of river input and evaporation (e.g. Köhler et al.,
2010; Vasiliev et al., 2013) which unfortunately cannot quantify the changes found. Currently, only
climate models can give the required quantitative information.
The variation of precipitation, evaporation and river discharge in the Mediterranean during a precession cycle has been studied by Meijer and Tuenter (2007) for the present-day climate and Murphy (2010)
for the Late Miocene (Fig 5.9). The values for ampR and ampE from Meijer and Tuenter (2007) do not
represent the maximum precesssion driven change of R and E-P; the present-day situation, approximately
a weak precession maximum, was compared with the strongest precession minimum of the last 1 Myr.
When the results of the precession minimum and maximum experiments of Tuenter et al. (2003), which
provided the precession minimum data for Meijer and Tuenter (2007), are used to calculate amplitudes
of variation, ampR is significantly higher while ampE is lower. Moreover, the model used by Tuenter
et al. (2003) is known to underestimate precipitation, and thus the amplitude of precessional variation
of precipitation and runoff. A repetition of the precession extrema experiments with other and/or more
recent climate models is therefore expected to result in higher ampR and ampE.
The Miocene orbital forcing experiments of Murphy (2010) stand out owing to the higher ampE
which is caused by a significant change in the precipitation over the Mediterranean due to changes
in seasonal insolation. The ampR value is also significantly higher, with absolute discharges in the
precession minimum below present-day values.
Even though the quality of the amplitude values from the climate models is hard to assess, it will do
for an order of magnitude estimate. In the climate model results, ampE is consistently low compared
to ampR values which also have a much larger spread. In our results, a range that fits all observational
constraints can be found in the ampE range from climate models (1.2-14.6%) when ampR is at least
15-30% (Fig 5.9), well below the ampR of Murphy (2010). Because this values represent the highest
precession amplitude possible, ampR of precession cycles in lower eccentricity intervals will be lower.
There, fortunately, remains a significant range between the ampR from the Late Miocene climate model
and the minimum ampR needed to explain all variations during the PLG. Also considering that the
amplitudes found by Tuenter et al. (2003) are likely underestimated, we cautiously conclude that part of
the amplitude ranges, mainly restricted by ampE, found required in this study is realistic.

5.5.2

The setting for PLG formation

Having systematically tested a large number of different settings for PLG formation in marginal basins,
we can give a range of each of the parameters in which it is most likely that PLG formation took place:
• In a large range of sizes of the Atlantic-Mediterranean and deep-marginal basin connections,
an ampR-ampE range exists that fits all constraints from the deep and marginal basins (100 ≤
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Figure 5.9: The minimum ampR and ampE above which scenarios exists that fits all observational constraints in
Figures 5.5 (green line), 5.6 (blue line), and 5.7 (red line). For example, above the green line a combination of
parameters exists in Fig 5.5 that fits all observational constraints. Also indicated are the amplitudes of variation
found in Meijer and Tuenter (2007) (MT07, purple cross), Tuenter et al. (2003) (T03, orange), and Murphy et al.
(2009) (M09, green).

gDA ≤102 , 100 ≤ gMD ≤104 ). Only a severely restricted marginal basin (gMD =10−2 ), i.e. with
water characteristics as good as independent from those in the deep basin, is unlikely due to its
tendency for either halite saturation and gypsum undersaturation. The largest range of parameters
in all sensitivity experiments is usually reached where gDA =102 , the least restrictive setting for
Atlantic-Mediterranean exchange, and gMD =100 , where the fresh water budget of the marginal and
deep basin is equally important in determining the marginal basin water characteristics.
• Riverine strontium characteristics should preferably be a combination of either a low 87 Sr/86 Sr R
(0.7065-0.7075) with a low [Sr]R , or a relatively high 87 Sr/86 Sr R (0.7085) with a high [Sr]R . Rocks
outcropping in the catchment areas draining into the Mediterranean comprise the whole range of
87 Sr/86 Sr values. Riverine [Sr] values vary significantly depending on the lithologies in the catchment, the season, and the river discharge (e.g. Palmer and Edmond, 1989). The appropriateness of
the range of [Sr], 0.5 - 1.5 times the present-day Mediterranean average riverine [Sr], is therefore
hard to assess.
• As long as the connectivity is proportional to the size of the basin, the size of the basin does not
play a role in determining whether salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr can fluctuate on a precessional timescale.
A marginal basin deeper than 300 m, ignoring the fact that the depositional setting of gypsum
is actually unlikely to be below 300 m (Lugli et al., 2010), reduces the likelihood of meeting all
observational constraints. When river discharge in the marginal basin is 0.05 - 0.10% of the total
Mediterranean river discharge, the marginal basin is most perceptible to 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity
fluctuations.
• The preferred precession-averaged fresh water budget of the deep basin ( f RD ) is in the range 1.4 1.7 times the default value, given by the Late Miocene water budget from Gladstone et al. (2007).
The marginal basin budget is of less importance as long as the marginal basin is not severely
restricted. This range of deep basin f R’s is significantly higher than the range in Topper et al.
(2011) ( f R=0.9-1.3). The main cause for this difference is the interpretation of the 87 Sr/86 Sr data.
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In Topper et al. (2011) the lowest 87 Sr/86 Sr value in the PLG was taken to be the lowest value
reached during the whole PLG interval, while we here assume that 87 Sr/86 Sr was likely to be lower
during times of gypsum undersaturation. With a similar interpretation of the 87 Sr/86 Sr data, the
range of Topper et al. (2011) shifts a range of f Rs similar to those found here. Another, but less
influential, origin of the difference can be found in the precession-driven forcing which changes
the average water characteristics with respect to these found with constant forcing.
• The variability in the fresh water budget does not have to be large to allow for the observed salinity
and 87 Sr/86 Sr range. ampR can be as low as 25% when ampE is only 6%. Given the large range
of f R’s, basin size, and connectivities at which a realistic range of amplitudes can explain all
observations of the PLG, the coeval salinity and 87 Sr/86 Sr variation in the Vena del Gesso basin
is unlikely to be unique to this location. Similar variations in 87 Sr/86 Sr can probably be found in
many, if not all, PLG deposits in marginal Mediterranean basins.

5.6

Conclusions

When data is as yet insufficient to verify or refute a hypothesis, modelling can be the way forward, as
shown in this study. A simple box model set up to represent the Late Miocene Mediterranean contains
the essential processes and parameters to assess whether precession-driven changes in the fresh water
budget can drive 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity fluctuations in Mediterranean marginal basins. With a specific
set of parameters a single model was run to demonstrate a proof of concept: 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity
fluctuations during the PLG can be driven by precession induced climate changes.
An extensive sensitivity study has shown that:
• The connection between the Atlantic and Mediterranean has to be restricted during the PLG interval, while the connection between the deep and marginal Mediterranean basins can be anything
from non-restrictive to restrictive.
• Within a realistic range for the Mediterranean, a preferred combination of riverine strontium characteristics, i.e. concentration and ratio, exist where concentration and ratio are either both high or
both low.
• A marginal basin can have a large range of sizes without affecting its likelihood of producing
87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity fluctuations as long as the connection with the deep basin is proportional to
its size.
• The precesssion-averaged fresh water budget of the Mediterranean is most suitable for coeval
87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity variations when river input is considerably more dominant than in the presentday situation. In this relatively “wet” setting, the amplitudes of R and E-P variations during a
precession cycle are within the range of amplitudes derived from orbital extrema experiments with
climate models.
The large range of parameters that produces the proposed coeval 87 Sr/86 Sr and salinity fluctuations
in a marginal basin during the PLG, indicates that these fluctuations are probably not restricted to the
specific setting of the Vena del Gesso basin from which the most comprehensive 87 Sr/86 Sr dataset derives.
It is therefore likely that future sampling of other basins will find similar variations.
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6
The precessional phase lag of Messinian gypsum deposition in
Mediterranean marginal basins

An unquantified uncertainty in tuning recurrent facies variations in the sedimentary record to the astronomical forcing, derives from the uncertain phase relation between the forcing and sedimentary expression. The recognition of a phase lag between precession and the most recent sapropel in the Mediterranean demonstrates that astronomical forcing and its sedimentary expression are not always in phase.
The formation of the gypsum layers of the Messinian Salinity Crisis in marginal basins of the Mediterranean is also forced by precession-driven climate changes. In contrast to sapropel formation, which
involves complex interactions of circulation and biogeochemistry, gypsum formation in such basins is
primarily controlled by salinity. Using a simple box model to represent the Late Miocene Mediterranean,
the phase relation between gypsum deposition and precessional forcing is examined. Model results show
a consistent phase lag between the precessional forcing and salinity in the marginal and deep basins of
the Mediterranean in a large range of settings. Consequently, we propose that in the astronomical tuning
of the Messinian gypsum deposits, a phase lag of 4 kyr ± 3 kyr should be taken into account for precession cycles with a duration of ≈20 kyr. Accordingly, the astronomically tuned ages of the gypsum
deposits become, on average, 4 kyr younger. In the anomalously short 12 kyr precession cycle that spans
the onset of the Messinian Salinity Crisis, a smaller phase lag, within range of the other uncertainties of
astronomical tuning, is anticipated.

6.1

Introduction

A progressive restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection(s) was the main driver of an increasing salt concentration in the Mediterranean in the Late Miocene (e.g. CIESM, 2008; Kouwenhoven and
van der Zwaan, 2006; Krijgsman et al., 1999a). In the sedimentary record, the increasing salinity is
demonstrated by the occurrence of gypsum deposits in former marginal basins throughout the Mediterranean. The interval in which these gypsum deposits were formed is the first phase, the Primary Lower
Gypsum (PLG) phase, of the event known as the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC; CIESM, 2008; Krijgsman et al., 1999a). A further restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean gateways eventually led to the
deposition of kilometer-thick sequences of halite in deep Mediterranean basins during the second phase
of the MSC. A third phase characterized by local evaporite deposits in an overal brackish water environment, caused by a significant change in the fresh water budget of the Mediterranean, concluded the MSC
before a return to normal marine conditions in the Pliocene.
Within the PLG deposits, cyclic alternations of organic-rich shale and gypsum are evidence for
changes in the basinal salt concentration on a shorter timescale. Similar cyclic alternations of sap129
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ropel and marl, with often an intercalation of diatomite, in pre-MSC sequences have been linked to
precession-driven changes in the circum-Mediterranean climate and have been used to derive an astronomically tuned time scale for the pre-MSC sequences. The recent development of a robust stratigraphic
framework for the PLG deposits has allowed the definitive extension of the cyclostratigraphic framework from the pre-MSC into the MSC (Lugli et al., 2010; Manzi et al., 2013). In the pre-MSC and PLG
sequences, respectively, sapropel and shale layers are correlated with insolation maxima (precession minima), during which river runoff and precipitation are close to or exceed evaporation. Marls and gypsum
layers are correlated with insolation minima (precession maxima), during which evaporation exceeded
precipitation and river runoff.
Although it is generally assumed that orbital forcing and its sedimentary expression are in phase,
their phase relation is an important source of uncertainty in astronomically tuned time scales. Other
uncertainties in astronomical tuning derive from uncertainties in the dynamical ellipticity of the Earth
and the tidal dissipation by the Moon in the astronomical solution. These uncertainties have been estimated to be 1-2 kyr for the last 7 Myr, based on the good correspondence between the astronomical
solution and sapropel patterns in the Mediterranean (Rivera et al., 2011). For the Mediterranean in the
Quarternary, climate models show that the boreal summer monsoon, thought to be the main driver of
sapropel formation, is in phase with the precession signal (Kutzbach et al., 2008; Tuenter et al., 2005;
Weber and Tuenter, 2011). The most recent sapropel, S1, however, lags 3 kyr with respect to the corresponding precession minimum (Lourens et al., 1996); a lag that still has not been explained. None
of the orbitally tuned time scales for the Miocene, and hence the Messinian, have taken the apparent
phase lag of sapropels into account. Sapropel midpoints are correlated with precession minima. Precession maxima are correlated with marl or gypsum layer midpoints, or the change from massive/banded
selenite to branching selenite sensu Lugli et al. (2010), with precession maxima. For the Messinian,
Krijgsman et al. (1999a) mentioned an uncertainty of one precession cycle (20 kyr) in the astronomically
tuned ages, derived from an uncertainty in the correlation with the astronomical solution. In the recent
revision of Manzi et al. (2013), only the uncertainties due to dynamical ellipticity, tidal dissipation, and
the precession phase of the sedimentary expression remain.
In order to examine the phase relation of sapropel formation in the Mediterranean to precession, a
transient run with a fully-coupled high-resolution climate model is necessary to resolve changes in Mediterranean circulation and biogeochemistry (Adloff et al., 2011; Grimm, 2012). The precession phase of
gypsum deposition during the PLG, on the other hand, is easier to determine because deposition took
place in marginal instead of deep Mediterranean basins, the main controlling parameter is the basinal salinity which is readily calculated, and gypsum deposition is, to our knowledge, not significantly affected
by biochemical processes. In this study, we will use a simple box model set up to represent the Late
Miocene Mediterranean, forced with a precessionally varying fresh water budget, to examine the precessional phase of the gypsum deposits of the MSC. Because the fresh water budget, the size of the Atlantic
gateway(s) and the degree of water column stratification are uncertain for the PLG phase, model results
will be checked for sensitivity to these parameters. Any precession lag found has direct consequences
for the astronomical tuning of the PLG sequences (ages and uncertainty) and the timing of the onset of
the MSC.

6.2

Model description

Box models have recently been used to represent the Late Miocene Mediterranean in a number of studies which quantitatively examined various hypotheses regarding the Messinian Salinity Crisis (Meijer,
2006; Topper and Meijer, 2013; Topper et al., 2011, in preparation, Chapter 3, 4, 5). The model used
in this study closely resembles that of Topper et al. (in preparation) in their default setup. The Mediterranean is represented by two boxes: one box represents the deep basins of both the western and eastern
Mediterranean, valid under the assumption that interbasinal exchange was large enough to keep water
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characteristics in both basins equal (see Topper and Meijer, 2013), and the other represents a generic
marginal basin (Fig 6.1a). The Atlantic, represented by a box with constant water characteristics, is connected to the deep Mediterranean basin box. Outflow from the deep and marginal basin to, respectively,
the Atlantic and deep basin is parameterized as linearly proportional to the density difference between
the basins. Density is solely determined by the salinity, temperature being neglected following Topper
et al. (2011). Factors of proportionality, gDA (deep basin to Atlantic) and gMD (marginal to deep basin),
are used to derive the outflow from the density difference. A factor of ≈105 m3 s−1 ( g L−1 )−1 represents
the present-day Strait of Gibraltar, lower factors represent more restricted gateways (units of these factors
will be dropped in the remainder of this article). An inflow compensates for the outflow and the fresh
water deficit or excess, i.e. evaporation – precipitation – river runoff (E-P-R), to keep basinal volumes
constant.
The model employs a Late Miocene fresh water budget which has been derived from the results of
(Gladstone et al., 2007). E-P is 1 m/yr and total river runoff (R) is 41.6·103 m3 s−1 (Table 6.1). Compared
to the present-day Mediterranean fresh water budget both E-P and R are higher; E-P-R, however, is
similar in magnitude (0.5 m/yr). More details and a discussion of the applicability of this water budget
can be found in Topper et al. (2011).
A change in the river discharge can be imposed by multiplying the Late Miocene reference value
with the factors f RD and f RM for respectively the river runoff in the deep and marginal basin (Fig 6.1b).
The variation of the fresh water budget during a precession cycle is defined as a sinusoidal variation
of R and E-P. This representation of precessional water budget variation is based on the results of climate
model studies which show that (1) R and E-P variations are in phase with the precession signal, and (2)
the variation is proportional to the strength of the precession signal (Kutzbach et al., 2008; Tuenter et al.,
2005; Weber and Tuenter, 2011). The amplitude of variation is controlled by ampR and ampE. These
amplitudes are expressed as a percentage of the average R and E-P, i.e. the fresh water budget varies
between (1 - ampE)· (E-P)re f - (1 + ampR)· f R· Rre f and (1 + ampE)· (E-P)re f - (1 - ampR)· f R· Rre f . The
period of the sinusoidal variation is 20 kyr, an idealized length in between the two dominant precession
frequencies (19-23 kyr). In each precession cycle, maximum R and minimum E-P correspond to the
precession minimum, minimum R and maximum E-P with the precession maximum, i.e. precession is
exactly in phase or antiphase with the two components of the fresh water budget.
Total salinity (S), gypsum (CaSO4 ) and halite (NaCl) concentrations are the parameters the model
solves for in both the marginal and deep basin boxes. The model is initialized with the salt concentrations
used for the Atlantic box (Table 6.1). A parametrization of water column stratification is included in the
model; the factor f L is used to set the degree of water column stratification. With f L=0, surface and
deep water salinities are equal; with any higher f L (up to fL = 1), surface water becomes less saline
while deep layer salinities are higher. Basin average salinity is, however, not affected by the degree of
stratification.
Without stratification, if gypsum and/or halite concentrations exceed their respective saturation concentrations, all gypsum/halite in excess of saturation in the whole basinal volume is deposited. With
stratification, the deep water layer will always reach saturation before the surface layer. Therefore, only
the gypsum/halite in excess of saturation in the deep water layer will be deposited. More details on the
algorithms used for stratification and evaporite deposition can be found in Topper and Meijer (2013).
An extensive analysis of the sensitivity of model results to marginal basin volume, surface area and
river input has been conducted in Topper et al. (in preparation). The influence of these parameters is
minor compared to the influence of gateway sizes and fresh water budget. Hence, we adopt the default
values for these parameters from Topper et al. (in preparation): the marginal basin has a surface area of
0.05% and a volume of 0.01% of the total Mediterranean surface area and volume, i.e. ≈1200 km2 and
375 km3 (depth of 300 m), and gets 0.1% of the total Mediterranean river input. The marginal basin size
in the model is in the order of magnitude thought to be appropriate for the Vena del Gesso, Sorbas, and
Sicilian wedge-top basins. Parameters that will be varied in the results presented here, are (1) the size
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Table 6.1: Overview of parameter values used to set up the model.
Parameter Detail
Mediterranean volume/surface area
V
Late Miocene volume
A
Late Miocene surface area
Messinian fresh water fluxes
E-P
Evaporation - precipitation
Rwest
River input in WMed
Reast
River input in EMed
Salinity
SA
Ocean water
SR
River input
Gypsum (CaSO4 )
GA
Ocean water
GR
River input
GSAT
Gypsum saturation
Halite (NaCl)
HA
Ocean water
HR
River input
HSAT
Halite saturation

Value

Reference

3750.7·1012 m3
2.4780·1012 m2

Meijer et al. (2004)
Meijer et al. (2004)

1 m yr−1
5526.4 m3 s−1
36067.4 m3 s−1

Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)
Gladstone et al. (2007)

35 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
1.27 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
5.25 kg m−3

Leeder (1999)

27.21 kg m−3
0 kg m−3
272.1 kg m−3

Leeder (1999)

of the Atlantic - Mediterranean connection (gDA ), (2) the size of the marginal - deep basin connection
(gMD ), (3) the average river discharge during a precession cycle ( f R’s), and (4) the amplitude of variation
of the fresh water budget during a precession cycle (ampR and ampE).
Regardless of the setup, a dynamic equilibrium is reached within 1 Myr, i.e. minimum and maximum
values of total salt, gypsum and halite concentrations are constant in consecutive precession cycles.
Results in the next sections are derived from the last 50 kyr (2.5 precession cycles) of each 1 Myr model
run.

6.3
6.3.1

Results
A causal mechanism for phase lags

For the purpose of illustrating the main factors that affect the timing of salt concentration extrema in
the deep and marginal basin, model parameters have been chosen such that a distinct evolution of water
characteristics in deep and marginal basins exists and gypsum saturation is reached only in the marginal
basin (Fig 6.2; f RD =1.5, f RM =1.5, ampR=50%, ampE=20%, gDA =102 , gMD =100 , f L=0). Although set
up for illustrative purposes, the model behaviour in this specific setup is respresentative of the generic
behaviour in a larger range of settings.
In Fig 6.2c, the precession-driven sinusoidal forcing of R and E-P is shown for both the marginal and
deep basin. On average, the deep basin has a negative fresh water budget, i.e. E-P > R. However, due
to the cyclic variation of E-P and R, an interval in each cycle exists were R > E-P (the interval between
the blue vertical dashed lines in Fig 6.2). Because on average E-P exceeds R, the time interval with E-P
> R is longer than the interval with R > E-P (12,250 yr vs 7,750 yr). Also, the intersections of the E-P
and R curves, where the net fresh water budget (E-P-R) goes from positive to negative or vice versa, are
further from the maximum in E-P than from the maximum in R, and are closer to the minimum in E-P
than to the minimum in R. For the marginal basin, R exceeds E-P on average and the pattern is reversed;
the interval with R > E-P is longer than the interval with E-P > R (14,020 vs 5,980 yr) and intersections
are closer to the maximum in E-P and the minimum in R.
The net transport, in or out of the marginal basin, is equal to the net fresh water budget of the marginal
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Figure 6.1: (a) Graphic representation of the box model. White arrows indicate volume fluxes (Q’s) between
the basins, the first subscript character represents the source, the second one the destination. The fresh water budget consists of: E-PD and E-PM , evaporation minus precipitation, and RD and RM , river discharges.
S(alinity)\G(ypsum concentration)\H(alite concentration)x are the water characteristics of the respective basins
(indicated by x). (b) Fresh water forcings, R (solid line) and E-P (dashed line), for the deep basin (top frame) and
marginal basin (middle frame) during 2.5 precession cycles (50 kyr, ending at the model run time of 1 Myr). The
effect of a change in f R on the river discharge is demonstrated in the top frame where dotted lines indicate the
precession-averaged river discharge. The effect of ampR is demonstrated in the middle frame. The bottom frame
indicates the intervals of E-P > R and R > E-P. The colour of the RM curve indicates the time within a precession
cycle and can be used as colour scale for Figures 6.3 and 6.5.
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basin, i.e. marginal E-P-R in Fig 6.2c equals the net flow in Fig 6.2f. The net transport is positive for
net inflow to the marginal basin when E-P > R (during 5,980 yr), and negative for net outflow from
the marginal basin when R > E-P (during 14,020 yr). The net transport between the Atlantic and deep
basin is equal to the net fresh water budget of the deep and marginal basins (Fig 6.2d). Even though the
marginal fresh water budget is small compared to that of the deep basin, it affects the exchange with the
Atlantic. The interval with net outflow from the Mediterranean is slightly longer than the interval where
R > E-P in the deep basin (7,760 vs 7,750 yr), i.e. in between the lengths of the R > E-P intervals of
deep and marginal basin (in between blue and red dashed lines).
Salinity in the deep basin (Fig 6.2a) increases in the E-P > R interval during which a net inflow to
the Mediterranean exist. The net inflow brings Atlantic water to the Mediterranean, of this inflow the
water evaporates and the salt is left in the Mediterranean. With increasing salinity, the density driven
outflow grows both in volume (Fig 6.2d) and salt transport (Fig 6.2e). At a certain point in the E-P > R
interval, the amount of salt in the inflow equals the amount of salt in the outflow (959,170 yr, intersection
of lines in Fig 6.2e). In the remainder of the E-P > R interval, more salt leaves the Mediterranean with
the outflow than comes in with the inflow which is still larger in volume. Consequently, the maximum
salinity in the Mediterranean is reached before the net inflow switches to a net outflow (1,930 yr before
the intersection of the E-PD and RD curves in Fig 6.2c). Salinities in the deep basin continue to drop in
the R > E-P interval, the net outflow transports salt from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic. When salinity
in the deep basin drops below the Atlantic salinity, the reversed density difference drives a deep inflow
of Atlantic water while a larger outflow at the surface persists. In the E-P>R interval, the salt transport
through inflow and outflow became equal while E-P - R was still positive. In the R>E-P interval, the
Atlantic inflow is too small to compensate for the outflow while R > E-P. Therefore, minimum salinity
in the deep basin is reached at the very end of the R > E-P interval, i.e. when R = E-P.
The dynamics in the marginal basin are even more complicated. While the deep basin exchange
is with the Atlantic with a constant salinity, the marginal basin exchange is with the deep basin with a
variable salinity (Fig 6.2f,g). The interaction of interbasinal exchange and the net fresh water budget
leads, in this case, to a minimum salinity in the marginal basin 3,700 yr before the end of the R > E-P
interval (which is concomitant with the salinity minimum in the deep basin) and a maximum salinity
1,040 yr before the end of the E-P > R interval.
Both gypsum and halite concentrations follow the salinity curves in the deep and marginal basin as
long as saturation is not reached (Fig 6.2a,b). When saturation is reached, as for gypsum in the marginal
basin, the gypsum concentration stabilizes at the saturation concentration while all gypsum in excess
of this concentration is deposited. Due to the asymmetrical peak in salinity, the middle of the gypsum
deposition interval does not exactly coincide with the highest salinity. However, because the mismatch
is relatively small we will consider salinity maxima to coincide with the middle of a interval of gypsum
deposition.
Although the exact time of the salinity minimum and maximum may vary depending on the net fresh
water budget and the size of the connections between the basins, both deep and marginal basin will reach
their salinity maximum in the second half of the E-P > R interval and their salinity minimum in the
second half of the R > E-P interval. Therefore, salinity minimum and maximum do not coincide with
the precession minimum and maximum in the middle of the R > E-P and E-P > R intervals: a phase lag

Figure 6.2 : Evolution of water characteristics and transports in the last 50 kyr of a 1 Myr model run. Shown are (a)
salinity and NaCl concentration, (b) CaSO4 concentration , (c) R and E-P, (d) inflow, outflow and net flow (dashed
line) in the Atlantic - Mediterranean connection, (e) salt inflow and outflow through the Atlantic - Mediterranean
connection, (f) inflow, outflow and net flow (dashed line) in the deep-marginal basin connection, (g) salt inflow and
outflow through the deep-marginal basin connection. Grey bars in (a,b) indicate the range of respectively >90%
halite and gypsum saturation. Vertical dashed lines indicate the R>E-P interval for the deep (blue) and marginal
(red) basin.
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exists.

6.3.2

Phase lags during Messinian PLG formation

In the previous section the combination of ampR, ampE, gDA and gMD was chosen for illustrative purposes. In this section, the precession phase of salinity minimum and maximum will be examined in a
series of model runs in which ampR and ampE, and the size of the two gateways are systematically
varied.
Since the aim is to assess the likelihood and magnitude of a phase lag in the PLG evaporites, part of
the model results can be discarded because they do not match with observational constraints on the PLG
(see also Topper et al., in preparation). Evidence of continental water fluxes temporarily lowering salinities to marine or brackish has been found in several marginal basins (Lugli et al., 2010, and references
therein). Therefore, we discard results where minimum salinities are >50 g/L. This simultaneously excludes those results where gypsum saturation continues throughout a precession cycle. Other constraints
on the model results derive from the occurrence of gypsum in every precession cycle in the marginal PLG
deposits and the lack of halite in both deep and marginal basins. Therefore, gypsum saturation must be
reached in the marginal basin in a precession cycle, and halite saturation may not be reached in either
basin.
The time, within a precession cycle, when maximum and minimum salinity and gypsum concentration are reached, has been monitored in the last 20 kyr of each 1 Myr run (Fig 6.3). Each of the subfigures
of Figure 6.3 is composed a 4 x 3 double frames. Each double frame corresponds to a different combination of gDA and gMD . gDA , the connectivity (≈size) of the Atlantic - deep basin connection, goes down
when moving a row of frames up; gMD goes up when moving a column to the right. Within each double
frame, the left frame shows the results from the deep basin, the right frame from the marginal basin.
Along the vertical axis of every single frame ampR is varied between 0 and 100%; while ampE varies
along every horizontal axis between 0 and 50%. The range of gDA in Fig 6.3 contains all scenarios where
gypsum can be formed, at higher gDA the larger Atlantic-Mediterranean exchange holds salinities below
gypsum saturation. At any gMD larger than the range in Fig 6.3, phase lags in deep and marginal basin
are the same as those at gMD =102 in the deep basin. White stars in each subfigure of Fig 6.3 correspond
to the minimum and maximum values of Fig 6.2a and 6.2b.
The coloured ranges in Fig 6.3 do comply with all observational contraints, the white areas do not.
At low amplitude variations (low ampR and ampE), salinity fluctuations within a precession cycle are
small and either the minimum salinity is too high or gypsum saturation is not reached. At gMD =10−1 , the
marginal basin is barely connected to and affected by the deep basin. In this setting, the coloured range
is made small by the occurrence of low gypsum concentrations at low amplitudes, and halite saturation
at high amplitudes.
As long as gypsum saturation is not reached, gypsum concentrations are proportional to the total
salinity. Therefore, gypsum minima (Fig 6.3c) are reached at the same time as salinity minima (Fig 6.3a).
In the parameter range of Fig 6.3, salinity minima in marginal and deep basins are reached respectively
2-5 and 3-5 kyr after the precession minimum, salinity maxima respectively 1-6 and 2-7 kyr after the
precession maximum. The timing of gypsum maxima represents the time that gypsum saturation is
reached and deposition commences, from 2 kyr before up to 5 kyr after the precession maximum.
Figure 6.3 : Time of minimum (a) and maximum (b) salinity and minimum (c) and maximum (d) gypsum concentration in a single precessional cycle. The precession minimum is located at 5 kyr, the precession maximum at 15
kyr (see also the bottom frame of Fig 6.1b). Any minimum after 5 kyr has a phase lag as does any maximum after
15 kyr. Coloured areas contain the scenarios that fit all observations for the PLG phase, white areas the scenarios
where one or more constraints are not met. The locations of minimum and maximum values from Fig 6.2 are
indicated with white stars in each subfigure.
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Figure 6.4: Duration of the E-P > R interval in the deep basin (top row) and marginal basin (bottom row) for
different f R: (left) f RD = f RM =1.0, (middle) f RD = f RM =1.5, (right) f RD = f RM =2.0. White are those areas of the
ampR- ampE range where either E-P exceeds R or R exceeds E-P during the whole precession cycle. White stars
correspond to the ampR-ampE combination used in Fig 6.2.

The similarity in colour and pattern between the different rows in Fig 6.3a indicates that the size
of the Atlantic-Mediteranean connection has hardly any effect on the timing of salinity minima. In the
salinity maxima (Fig 6.3b), on the contrary, a relatively small but significant change is visible: maxima
are reached further from the precession maximum at lower gDA . This is because, at low gDA , the salt
influx from the inflow is only compensated by the smaller outflow when sufficiently high salinities are
reached (QAD · SA = QDA · SD ) closer to end of the E-P > R interval.
Where exchange with the deep basin is relatively large (gMD ≥ 102 ), it keeps water characteristics
in the two basins close and phase lags in both basins are similar. In the deep basin, the interval with
E-P > R shortens towards higher amplitudes (Fig 6.4), e.g. moving from bottom-left to top-right in
a single frame. However, at higher amplitudes the length of the E-P > R interval stabilizes (Fig 6.4).
Consequently, the time at which maximum concentrations are reached, occurs closer to the precession
maximum in the ampR-ampE range where the length of the interval decreases. Minima, accordingly,
shift away from the precession minimum at higher amplitudes. Contrary to the deep basin where the
precession-averaged fresh water budget is negative, the marginal basin fresh water budget is on average
positive. A shift to higher amplitudes therefore lengthens the interval with E-P > R (Fig 6.4). This would
result in an opposite trend, compared to the deep basin, if interbasinal exchange didn’t play a role. Nevertheless, maxima/minima in the marginal basin are reached closer to the precession maximum/minimum
compared to the deep basin. When the marginal basin is less affected by exchange with the deep basin,
at lower gMD , maxima and minima are closer to the corresponding precession peak.
In the time of onset of gypsum deposition in the marginal basin (Fig 6.3d), three trends are visible:
deposition starts earlier in the precession cycle with (1) a smaller Atlantic-Mediterranean connection, (2)
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Figure 6.5: Sensitivity of the range that fits all constraints to changes in the precession-averaged river discharge
of the marginal basin. Shown are the average time of the salinity minimum (a) and its standard deviation, (b) and
the average time of the salinity maximum (c) and its standard deviation (d). Average and standard deviation are
calculated from results that fit all observational constraints for 256 models initiated with different combinations of
fRD and fRM . The f RD - f RM combination that corresponds to the results in Fig 6.3 is indicated by the black box
in each frame. A more detailed description is given in the text.

a smaller deep-marginal basin connection, and (3) at larger ampR and ampE. With a smaller AtlanticMediterranean connection, salinity rises faster in the Mediterranean when E-P > R. Therfore, gypsum
saturation is reached closer to the start of the E-P > R interval. With a smaller deep-marginal basin
connection, salinity rises faster in the marginal basin when the marginal fresh water budget is negative
(E-P > R). On the other hand, the greater influence of the marginal fresh water budget will cause a
reduction of the duration of gypsum deposition because the marginal E-P > R interval is shorter than
that of the deep basin. At larger ampR and ampE, E-P-R becomes larger, leading yet again to a faster
salinity rise in the E-P > R interval.
Sensitivity to water column stratification and fresh water budget
Water column stratification, inferred to have affected the facies of marginal PLG deposits and impede
deep basin gypsum deposition (de Lange and Krijgsman, 2010; Lugli et al., 2010), has not been discussed
in the previous sections because it would further complicate the explanation of the basic dynamics of the
system. Also, the average fresh water budget has been kept constant at f RM = f RD = 1.5, a value derived
from previous studies (Topper and Meijer, 2013; Topper et al., 2011).
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In order to examine the sensitivity of the phase lag to stratification and the average fresh water budget,
both have been varied systematically in a large number of model runs. In Fig 6.3a and 6.3b, the range
of times of minimum or maximum salinity in the marginal basin within a single frame of gDA and gMD
is usually a few kyr. This range can be represented by an average value and a standard deviation for
every combination of gMD and gDA . The model runs in Fig 6.3 have been repeated for 256 combinations
of f RD and f RM , both in the range of 0.5–2.0. For each of these f R combinations, the average and
standard deviation of the minimum and maximum marginal basin salinity are plotted in Fig 6.5 for each
combination of gMD and gDA . Supplementary Figures S6.1 and S6.2 are composed in a similar fashion
but for models runs with water column stratification: weak in Fig S6.1 ( f L=0.25), strong in Fig S6.2
( f L=0.75). The black box in each frame of Fig 6.5 indicates the f RD - f RM combination that corresponds
to the results in Fig 6.3.
The average time of salinity minima is farther from the precession minimum when f RD is higher (Fig
6.5a). This is, although discernible in all frames, most clearly visible at gMD =102 where the marginal
basin salinity closely follows the deep basinal salinity. E-P in the deep basin is on average larger than R
as long as f RD <1.89. At f RD =1.89 the precession-averaged E-P = R and the durations of intervals of
E-P > R and R > E-P are equal regardless of ampR and ampE. Up to f RD =1.89, the R > E-P interval
is always shorter than the E-P > R interval, more so at low f RD than at high f RD (Fig 6.4). The phase
lag of minimum salinity, reached at the end of the R > E-P interval, is consequently smaller when f RD
is lower and vice versa.
Salinity maxima exhibit the same trend (Fig 6.5c), i.e. a longer lag when f RD is higher. This is a
counter intuitive result since the E-P > R interval is on average shorter towards higher f RD . At low
f RD , the average salinity during a precession cycle is high because on average E-P  R. At higher f RD ,
the average salinity is lower because the difference between average E-P and R is smaller. When the
deep basin salinity is lower, the salinity rise in the E-P > R interval of the marginal basin is slower.
Accordingly, the time at which salt transport by the outflow compensates for the salt transport by the
inflow, i.e. the time of maximum marginal basin salinity, is later in the E-P > R interval.
Along a line of constant f RD , salinity maxima occur closer to the precession maximum when f RM is
higher. In the marginal basin, E-P equals R at f RM =0.95. At higher f RM , the E-P > R interval becomes
increasingly shorter. Hence, salinity maxima occur closer to the precession maximum and the phase lag
is smaller, and salinity minima occur farther from the precession minimum and the phase lag is larger.
The patterns in Fig 6.5 reflect the interaction of the deep and marginal basin and their response to a
change in the average fresh water budget. In summary, the phase lag of salinity minima increases towards
higher f RD and f RM , the phase lag of salinity maxima increases towards higher f RD and lower f RM . In
all model results that comply with the observational constraints for the PLG, salinity minima as well as
maxima always occur after the corresponding precession peak.
An increasing water column stratification (Fig S6.1 and S6.2) leads to higher deep water salinities.
Compared to the results of Fig 6.5, the range that fits the observational constraints is smaller because
the generally higher salinity reduces the range that reaches a low enough salinity and increases the range
where halite is reached, i.e. the white range expands from Fig S6.1 to S6.2. Furthermore, maximum
salinities are reached closer, on average a few hundred years, to the precession maximum. Besides that,
results are comparable; water column stratification does not have a major influence on the phase lag of
salinity.

6.4

Discussion

In all results of the model setup to represent the Mediterranean during PLG formation, a phase lag exists
between the precession minimum/maximum and the minimum/maximum salinity. The large range of
settings examined, confirms that it is a robust result. The systematic offset between the precession signal
and the extrema in salinity calls for a revision of our perception of the link between the precession signal
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and its sedimentary expression. Accordingly, the astronomical tuning of the PLG deposits and the timing
of the MSC onset should be reconsidered.
In the recent age refinement of the onset of the MSC (Manzi et al., 2013), precession maxima have
been correlated with the middle of the massive selenite layers in the PLG, and precession minima with
the middle of sapropels in pre-MSC. According to the facies interpretation of (Lugli et al., 2010), banded
selenites are associated with the highest degree of saturation during a precession cycle. However, when
massive selenite is the only gypsum facies formed in a precession cycle, its time of deposition with
respect to the time of highest saturation – in their interpretation at the precession maximum – is unclear.
In Fig 12 and 13 of Lugli et al. (2010), respectively the middle and the top of the massive selenite
coincide with the highest saturation. Because it makes sense to have gypsum formation at the peak
salinity, a correlation of the middle of massive selenite layers, when other facies are absent, with the
highest salinity during a precession cycle seems appropriate.
Although the exact timing may vary dependent on fresh water budgets and gateway sizes, the highest
salinity in a precession cycle cannot be correlated with the precession maximum. If the fresh water
budget and connectivity to the deep basin are known for a marginal basin of which PLG is used for cyclostratigraphic dating, the correlation between the precession signal and the deposits can be determined
from model results. In the more realistic case that these marginal basin characteristics are unknown, we
propose that a phase lag of 1 - 6 kyr should be taken into consideration. Even if a phase lag of 4 kyr
is reckoned with – 4 kyr being the most common and approximate average phase lag in all results – an
error margin of a 3 kyr must be added, the range of lags being 1 - 6 kyr.
Because of the even larger time interval in which gypsum saturation may be reached within a precession cycle, the bottom of a gypsum layer is even harder to date and hence not a suitable alternative for
the use of the middle of a massive selenite or banded selenite.
If the sapropels of the pre-MSC, formed in a far more restricted Mediterranean basin than more recent
sapropels, and the shale intercalations of the PLG are formed, respectively, near the lowest salinities
and in the interval without gypsum formation, their midpoints cannot be correlated with a precession
minimum. Again, the exact timing is dependent on fresh water budgets and gateway size, but salinity
minima occur 2 - 5 kyr after the precession minimum. If the sedimentation rate was constant during
shale formation and sapropels formed near the minimum salinity (Flores et al., 2005), a phase lag of 2 5 kyr, with a median at 4 kyr, should be reckoned with according to our results.
The onset of the MSC falls within a precession cycle with an anomalously short duration (12 kyr).
The mechanisms responsible for the phase lag as described for the 20 kyr cycle in this study, also act in a
12 kyr cycle. The phase lag, unfortunately, does not scale linearly with the length of the precession cycle.
For example, a model with settings equal to those used for Fig 6.2 and a 12 kyr shows a phase lag of the
salinity maximum of only 1110 yr, vs 4170 yr in the 20 kyr cycle. A further examination of the influence
of the length of the precession cycle is necessary before an attempt can be made to refine the age of the
onset of the MSC. A phase lag of < 2 kyr would be within the other uncertainties of astronomical tuning.
With the current results we can only argue that the onset is more recent than that of Manzi et al. (2013).
All other precession cycles durring PLG formation have a duration of 18-23 kyr but two anomalously
long precession cycle of 30 and 33 kyr (Laskar et al., 2004). For the astronomical tuning of these cycles,
the model results are representitive and the average phase lag of 4 kyr can be used. Accordingly, ages
for the midpoints of the massive selenite or branching selenite are equal to the age of the precession
maximum + 4 kyr with an uncertainty of ≈5 kyr.
Due to the short precession cycle spanning the onset of the MSC and the inherent small phase lag,
the correlation of the MSC onset with an interval characterized by glacial conditions is not compromised
by our results. Also, the correlation of the MSC phase with halite deposition with glacial intervals TG12
and TG14 is uphold. However, a phase lag of a few kyr is predicted between the peak glacial conditions
and halite formation.
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6.5

Conclusions

The phase relation between precession-driven climate change and the sedimentary expression is an important but largely unknown factor in astronomical tuning. The precession-paced deposition of evaporites in the Mediterranean during the Messinian Salinity Crisis is easily captured in a simple box model.
Hence, the Messinian Mediterranean is a convenient setting to study precessional phase lags. In an extensive sensitivity analysis with a box model, a consistent phase lag is found between the precessional
forcing and salinity minima and maxima in the marginal and deep basins of the Mediterranean.
In a precession cycle with a duration of 20 kyr, the modelled precessional phase lag of the salinity
maximum in a Mediterranean marginal basin is 1 - 6 kyr, with a median at 4 kyr. The modelled salinity
maximum can be correlated with the transition from massive to banded selenite or the middle of a massive
selenite layer when other facies are not present within a precession cycle.
In precession cycles with a duration of less or more than 20 kyr, the phase lag is respectively shorter
and longer. However, the magnitude of the phase lag does not scale linearly with the length of the
precession cycle and should be examined in more detail in future work.
Because the precession cycle spanning the onset of the MSC is anomalously short, a phase lag will
not significantly affect the timing of the onset of the MSC. For the astronomical tuning of the other
gypsum deposits, we propose that a phase lag of 4 kyr (± 3 kyr) should be taken into account, i.e. the
astronomically tuned ages become 4 kyr younger.

Supplementary material
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Figure S6.1: Equivalent to Fig 6.5 but with a weak water column stratification in the model ( f L=0.25)
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Figure S6.2: Equivalent to Fig 6.5 but with a strong water column stratification in the model ( f L=0.75)
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7
Changes in Mediterranean circulation and water
characteristics due to restriction of the Atlantic connection

In this study, a high resolution parallel ocean model is set up to examine how sill depth of the Atlantic
connection affects circulation and water characteristics in the Mediterranean basin. The insight gained
is used to interpret the sedimentary record of the Late Miocene preceding and during the Messinian
Salinity Crisis. An analysis of the model performance, comparing model results with observations on
the present-day Mediterranean, demonstrates its ability to reproduce observed water characteristics and
circulation. A series of experiments with different sill depths in Atlantic-Mediterranean connection is
used to assess the sensitivity of Mediterranean circulation and water characteristics to sill depth. Basinaveraged water salinity and, to a lesser degree, temperature rise when the sill depth is lower and exchange
with the Atlantic decreases. Lateral and interbasinal differences in the Mediterranean are, however,
largely unchanged. The strength of the upper overturning cell in the western basin is proportional to the
magnitude of the exchange with the Atlantic, and hence to sill depth. Overturning in the eastern basin
and deep water formation, on the other hand, are little affected by the sill depth.
Because sill depth has little effect on the overturning and deep water formation in the eastern basin,
the model results do not support the notion that restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection may
cause lower oxygenation of deep water. However, this discrepancy may be explained by simplifications
in the surface forcing and a different bathymetry than that in the Late Miocene. We also tentatively
conclude that blocked outflow, as found in experiments with a sill depth ≤ 10 m, is a plausible scenario
for the second stage of the Messinian Salinity Crisis in which halite was rapidly accumulating in the
Mediterranean.
With the model setup and experiments in this study, a basis has been established for future work on
the sensitivity of Mediterranean circulation to changes in (palaeo-)bathymetry and external forcings.

7.1

Introduction

Ever since the closure of the connection to the Indian Ocean in the Middle Miocene, water exchange
between the Mediterranean Sea and the global ocean has been through one or multiple gateways in the
Gibraltar arc (e.g. Dercourt et al., 2000). In the Mediterranean, the water loss by evaporation exceeds, on
an annual basis, the fresh water input from precipitation and river input. The resulting fresh water deficit,
i.e. evaporation – precipitation – river input, is compensated by a net inflow from the Atlantic. Without a
connection to the global ocean, the deficit would not be replenished and Mediterranean sea level would
rapidly drop (Meijer and Krijgsman, 2005). At present day, the fresh water deficit in combination with
the relatively small connection to the Atlantic results in a higher salinity in the Mediterranean than in the
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Atlantic. This salinity difference, and hence density difference, between the Mediterranean and Atlantic
drives a deep outflow of Mediterranean water. The outflow is compensated for with an inflow of less
saline Atlantic water at the surface.
This pattern of surface inflow and deep outflow is known as anti-estuarine and has been the dominant mode of exchange since at least the closure of the Indian Ocean connection (de la Vara et al.,
2013; Seidenkrantz et al., 2000). On a geological time scale, the fresh water budget of the Mediterranean
has changed in accord with global climate. Superimposed on long term variations are orbitally driven
changes on shorter timescales. Precession and eccentricity have been shown to have a significant impact
on Mediterranean river discharge, evaporation and precipitation (e.g. Tuenter et al., 2003). Due to the
limited influence of the small exchange with the Atlantic, precessional changes in the fresh water budget
have a pronounced effect on the Mediterranean circulation. The Mediterranean sedimentary record contains evidence for reduced bottom water ventilation during periods of precession-induced increased river
discharge in the form of sapropels since the Miocene (Cramp and O’Sullivan, 1999; Hilgen et al., 1995).
In the Neogene and Quarternary sedimentary record, the occurrence of sapropels has been related
to relatively strong precession minima, clustered in intervals with particularly high eccentricity (100
and 400 kyr cycle). However, at the end of the Miocene (7.16 - 5.332 Ma), sapropels were formed
in nearly every precession cycle (Seidenkrantz et al., 2000), indicative of a heightened sensitivity of
Mediterranean circulation to its fresh water budget. Within an interval of increasing bottom water salinity
starting at ≈8 Ma, a sharp change in the foraminiferal assemblage and a shift in δ13 C at 7.16 Ma indicate
reduced bottom water ventilation in deep marginal basins of the Mediterranean (Kouwenhoven and van
der Zwaan, 2006; Kouwenhoven et al., 2003; Seidenkrantz et al., 2000). Low oxygen and high salinity
conditions expand from deep marginal basins to marginal basins at shallow depth towards the onset of the
Messinian Salinity Crisis (Gennari et al., 2013). The concurrent increase in sensitivity to changes in the
fresh water budget, the increase in salinity, and the drop in bottom water ventilation, have been interpreted
as an indicator of reduced exchange with the Atlantic due to restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean
connection (Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan, 2006).
The ultimate expression of a strong restriction in Atlantic-Mediterranean exchange is the Messinian
Salinity Crisis (MSC), an event which is represented in the sedimentary record by widespread and voluminous evaporites in the Mediterranean. Circum-Mediterranean climate changed little during this event
(Bertini, 2006; Fauquette et al., 2006), corroborating the results of model studies that demonstrate that
a restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection can be the sole driver of the MSC (Topper and
Meijer, 2013; Topper et al., 2011). A vast halite layer (1 - 2 km in the deep basins) formed during the
short second phase of the Messinian Salinity Crisis (5.61 - 5.55 Ma, Roveri and Manzi, 2006). A scenario
with inflow from the Atlantic but no outflow, the so-called block-outflow scenario, has been proposed to
explain the fast accumulation of salt in the Mediterranean (Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008; Krijgsman et al.,
1999a; Meijer, 2006). When hydraulic control theory is applied to the Atlantic-Mediterranean gateway,
blocked outflow is attained when the water depth in the gateway is just a few meters (Meijer, 2012).
In the Late Miocene, Atlantic-Mediterranean exchange occurred through two shallow marine gateways in northern Morocco and southern Spain, respectively the Rifian and Betic corridors (Benson et al.,
1991; Betzler et al., 2006). Due to their geometry, i.e. shallow, wide and long, and position at the interface of ongoing Africa-Eurasia convergence, these gateways were vulnerable to changes in width and
depth by tectonics (Duggen et al., 2003; Govers, 2009; Weijermars, 1988). Opening and closure of both
gateways is recorded in the sedimentary record of the subbasins that make up the corridors. Closure of
the Rifian corridor took place somewhere in the interval 6.8 - 6.0 Ma (Ivanovic et al., 2013; Krijgsman
et al., 1999b; van Assen et al., 2006).The Betic corridor has long thought to be closed by 7.8 Ma (Betzler
et al., 2006; Martı́n et al., 2009; Soria et al., 1999). Recent work has disputed this, stating that the Betic
corridor might have been open after 7.8 Ma (Hüsing et al., 2010; Pérez-Asensio et al., 2012). Wherever
the connection may have been, the volume of evaporites formed during the MSC can only be explained
by a continued inflow of saline water from the Atlantic (Krijgsman and Meijer, 2008; Sonnenfeld and
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Finetti, 1985; Topper and Meijer, 2013).
The purpose of this study is to examine with a high resolution ocean circulation model how sill
depth of the Atlantic connection affects circulation and water characteristics in the Mediterranean basin.
The physics-based insight thus gained is used to evaluate the Late Miocene sedimentary record: that
of the Messinian Salinity Crisis and, in particular, that of the period just preceding the actual crisis.
Notwithstanding our focus on the Late Miocene, the basin bathymetry is – except near the Atlantic
connection – that of the present Mediterranean Sea. The reason for this is that a validation of model
performance is only possible in a present-day model setup because quantitative data on water properties
and circulation does not exist for other time periods. Such an assessment of model performance is
necessary because the model has not been applied to the Mediterranean before. Thus taking the presentday bathymetry as our reference, the depth of the Strait of Gibraltar is modified to gain insight into the
role of depth of the Atlantic connection. Even though basin shape was different in the Late Miocene and
the connection to the ocean had a different geometry and location, our model results form a good starting
point for this past time as well. The reason for this is that, in terms of features that govern the overall
circulation and water properties, the present-day and Late Miocene basin geometry are largely similar.
Both consist of two sub-basins, comprise limited shelf areas and deep-basinal portions, are subject to net
evaporation and posses parts located at relatively high latitude where cooling of the surface water occurs.
Thus, insight gained about the change in circulation and water properties due to variation in sill depth is
expected to be largely generic. A minimal model of the Mediterranean with a highly idealized surface
forcing has been shown to be able to capture the important characteristics of Mediterranean circulation
(Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009). A similar idealized surface forcing is applied in this study, a simplification
of the model setup that is justified when the focus is on the influence of the sill depth.
Water exchange in the present-day Strait of Gibraltar has been studied extensively because of its influence on Mediterranean water characteristics and, therewith, circum-Mediterranean climate (Astraldi
et al., 1999; Bryden and Stommel, 1984; Bryden et al., 1994; Candela, 1991; Hopkins, 1999; Sannino
et al., 2002). The present-day Mediterranean circulation and the influence of temporal variations in the
surface forcing, e.g. fresh water budget and heat flux, has also been widely studied, often in the context
of sapropels (Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009; Meijer and Tuenter, 2007; Myers, 2002; Myers et al., 1998a,b;
Samuel et al., 1999). Data and simple modelling studies have demonstrated the importance of the size of
the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection in controlling sedimentation and circulation in the Mediterranean.
Recently, ocean circulation models have been used to investigate the influence of gateway geometry on
water characteristics and circulation in an idealized marginal basin (Iovino et al., 2008; Pratt and Spall,
2008) and realistic marginal basins, e.g. the Miocene Arctic Ocean (Thompson et al., 2010). Similar
studies, regarding the influence of gateway geometry on Mediterranean circulation and water characteristics, are, as yet, few in number. The sensitivity of circulation in the Late Miocene Mediterranean
to changes in the palaeogeography has been examined by Meijer et al. (2004). More recently, Alhammoud et al. (2010) have examined how the sill depth of the Strait of Gibraltar affects the thermohaline
circulation in a highly idealized coarse resolution ocean circulation model.
The next section will provide a description of the model and boundary conditions used. In section
7.3, the results of a reference experiment with the present-day sill depth will be compared to water
characteristics and circulation as observed or modelled for the present-day Mediterranean to assess model
performance. Keeping all other boundary conditions constant, the sill depth of the Atlantic gateway will
be both increased, up to 500 m, and reduced, down to 5 m, in a series of experiments. Model results will
be discussed in the context of the Late Miocene restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection and
the blocked-outflow scenario for the Messinian Salinity Crisis.
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Figure 7.1: Model grid and bathymetry. Curvilinear grid coordinates i and j increase along curved lines towards
the east and north. The small inset shows the geometry of the Strait of Gibraltar in more detail.

7.2

Model description

For a good representation of water exchange through a shallow gateway, a model with a high number
of vertical layers in shallow water is required. A model with vertical sigma coordinates meets this
requirement better than a model with z-coordinates. With sigma coordinates, regardless of water depth,
the number of vertical gridpoints in the water column is equal. The distance between vertical gridpoints
is a constant percentage of the total waterdepth at each point, i.e. layers are further apart in deep water
than in shallow water. In this study, we use sbPOM (Jordi and Wang, 2012), a recently developed parallel,
free-surface, sigma-coordinate, primitive equations ocean modelling code based on the Princeton Ocean
Model (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987). Differences between sbPOM and the 2008 version of POM only
concern the parallelisation: the code is rearranged in several files and a message-passing interface using
two-dimensional data decomposition of the horizontal domain has been implemented. POM has been
applied extensively to the Mediterranean and the Strait of Gibraltar (e.g. Ahumada and Cruzado, 2007;
Alhammoud et al., 2010; Beckers et al., 2002; Drakopoulos and Lascaratos, 1999; Jungclaus and Mellor,
2000; Sannino et al., 2002; Zavatarelli and Mellor, 1995). In an application to the Mediterranean, POM
has an advantage over most other models due to its use of a true evaporation. Evaporative water loss
in the Mediterranean therefore drives a net flow through the Atlantic gateway which is necessary for a
realistic representation of exchange.
Vertical mixing coefficients are calculated in the model with the Mellor and Yamada (1982) level
2.5 turbulence closure scheme. The pressure gradient scheme used is a fourth order scheme using the
McCalpin method (Berntsen and Oey, 2010). The inverse Prandtl number, the ratio between horizontal
mixing coefficients for diffusivity and viscosity (calculated with a Smagorinsky formulation), has been
set to 0.2. This and other model parameters, chosen after an extensive sensitivity study, are listed in Table
7.1. The model parameter with the largest impact on model results proves to be the smoothing parameter
of the Smolarkiewicz iterative upstream scheme.
The bathymetry used in this study (Fig 7.1) derives from the 1-min resolution global surface (ETOPO1)
provided by the National Geographical Data Center of the NOAA. In the model, a curvilinear grid is used
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in the horizontal, similar to that of Zavatarelli and Mellor (1995). A curvilinear grid has the advantages
that it allows for variable horizontal resolution and a high percentage of gridpoints in the basin, i.e. less
gridpoints are needed compared to a rectangular grid. Before interpolation of the bathymetry to the
horizontal grid (162 x 50 gridpoints), a Gaussian filter has been applied to remove short wavelength variations from the bathymetry. Furthermore, the parameter used to control the maximum slope between two
adjacent gridcells is set to 0.15 in order to minimize pressure gradient errors and ensure model solution
stability (Mellor et al., 1994). Horizontal grid resolution is highest near the Strait of Gibraltar and lowest
in the eastern Mediterranean basin. The minimum/maximum size of a grid cell in the ‘i’ direction (Fig
7.1) and ‘j’ direction are respectively 11.7/62.9 and 10.7/69.6 km. The width of the Strait of Gibraltar is
12.9 km, equal to its smallest width at present-day. The orientation of the curvilinear coordinates (i and
j) varies along the grid and deviates from the absolute longitudinal and latitudinal direction. For simplicity, the i and j directions along the curvilinear grid will be referred to as longitudinal and latitudinal,
respectively. Likewise, we will take ‘zonal’ to mean ‘along the curvilinear i-coordinate’. In the vertical
direction, the grid comprises 40 sigma levels. Gridpoints have the highest density near the surface and
bottom in order to resolve the thermocline and bottom currents. In order to increase the maximum time
step possible, maximum depth in the Atlantic part of the model is set to 3000 m, in the Mediterranean to
4000 m. The maximum difference with the actual bathymetry is less than 100 m. In the current setup the
model can be integrated for 100 yr in 28 h on 4 processors of an Intel Core i7-950 workstation running
at 3.06 GHz with 12 GB memory.
Initial conditions for temperature and salinity derive from Levitus’ World Ocean Atlas (Antonov et
al., 1998). In the Atlantic part of the model, temperature and salinity are horizontally averaged before
interpolation to sigma coordinates to avoid density contrasts near the western boundary of the grid, which
is an open boundary, and provide water of constant temperature and salinity at each depth near the Strait
of Gibraltar.
The surface forcing is idealized and constant in time, and resembles the forcing used in Alhammoud
et al. (2010). The surface water flux is a constant evaporation of 0.5 m/yr over the whole model domain,
a value close to present-day evaporation - precipitation - river input (Mariotti et al., 2002), but also
suitable for the Late Miocene (Gladstone et al., 2007; Schneck et al., 2010). Sea surface temperatures
are relaxed to a best fit for zonally and yearly averaged air temperatures from ECMWF data (Fig 2 from
Alhammoud et al., 2010). The relaxation time scale is 1 day; sensitivity experiments have shown that the
relaxation time scale can be as long as 30 days before model results are significantly different. Winds over
the Mediterranean are highly variable throughout the year; a yearly averaged wind pattern is therefore
unusable. Since wind stresses have been shown to affect only the strength of upper ocean circulation
without changing the overal circulation pattern (Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009; Myers et al., 1998b), wind
stresses have not been included.
The western boundary in the Atlantic part of the model domain is open. For the barotropic mode
(2D) a zero-gradient condition is applied to the free surface elevation, a clamped inflow condition is
used for the depth-averaged velocity normal to the open boundary, and a zero velocity is used for the
boundary parallel velocity. For the baroclinic mode (3D), a Sommerfeld radiation condition is applied
to the velocity normal to the open boundary and a zero velocity is used, again, for the boundary parallel
velocity. The inflow in the external mode compensates for the water volume lost by evaporation in
the Mediterranean, keeping water volume constant. To avoid large temperature and/or salinity contrast
between the inflow trhough the open boundary, which has a prescribed salinity and temperature equal
to initial conditions, and the Atlantic part of the model, a relaxation back to initial Atlantic conditions
is applied in the first 18 columns of the grid. The relaxation timescale in the surface layer varies from
3 months at the westernmost gridcell to 1 month at the easternmost gridcell of the relaxation area, and
decreases exponentially in deeper layers.
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Table 7.1: Overview of parameter values used to set up the model. SUIS = Smolarkiewicz iterative upstream
scheme
Parameter
t prni
horcon
nitera
sw
tE
tI
tRELAX

7.3

Detail
Inverse Prandtl number
Smagorinsky diffisivity coefficient
Number of iterations of the SIUS
Smoothing parameter of the SIUS
External (2D) time step
Internal (3D) time step
Relaxation time scale of surface temparature forcing

Value
0.2
0.2
2
0.8
30 s
1800 s
1 day

Results and analysis

The results of a reference experiment, with idealized surface forcing and the sill depth of the Atlantic
gateway set to the present-day depth of 300 m, will be compared with observations on the present-day
Mediterranean. The experiments used to assess the role of sill depth only differ from the reference
experiment in the sill depth and the bathymetry near the sill. The different experiments will be referred
to as SD500 to SD5 according to their Sill Depth in meters. Each of the experiments has been run for
800 years. The time needed to reach steady state conditions in an experiment is inversely proportional
to the depth of the sill. As a consequence, experiments with a sill depth below 100 m have not reached a
steady state in 800 years. This will be pointed out where it affects the results.

7.3.1

Reference experiment

The temporal variation of basin-averaged temperature, salinity and a measure of kinetic energy, and
strait transport is illustrated in Fig 7.2 for the reference experiment (SD300) and two experiments with
a smaller or larger sill depth (SD500 and SD50). Temperature, salinity and kinetic energy are averaged
in the Mediterranean part of the model domain, i.e. east of the Strait of Gibraltar at -5.5◦ E. The average
basinal velocity squared is used as a measure of the kinetic energy which, in turn, gives an indication
of the intensity of flow in the basin. In the first 300 years of the reference experiment, salinity and
temperature move towards their respective steady state values of 39.02 psu and 17.12◦ C. At the same
time, inflow through the Strait of Gibraltar also stabilizes at 0.83 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1 ). The difference
between inflow and outflow, the net flow, is equal to the fresh water deficit in the Mediterranean, 0.04 Sv,
from the start of the experiment. Salinity, temperature and strait transport all reach steady state values
at the same time. This is the expected behaviour since salinity and temperature determine the density
difference with the Atlantic, which, in turn, drives the exchange at Gibraltar. The kinetic energy measure
reaches a value close to its steady state value within the first 100 years and slowly increases further
towards steady state, which is also reached at 300 yr.
At steady state a balance exists between the transport of heat and salt at the Strait of Gibraltar and the
surface forcings in the Mediterranean, which is reflected by quasi-constant properties of the exchange.
Velocity, temperature and salinity profiles from the Strait of Gibraltar are show in Fig 7.3. Relatively
warm Atlantic water with a close to normal marine salinity flows eastwards through the Strait of Gibraltar
in the upper layer, while more saline water flows westward at depth. The anti-estuarine circulation pattern
observed in the present-day Strait of Gibraltar is thus reproduced. Moreover, the velocity profile is very
similar to observed velocity profiles (e.g. Candela, 2001). The curves in Fig 7.3 exhibit four features
that are noteworthy: (1) the depth of the interface between the inflow and outflow is not exactly halfway
but slightly lower (165 m), (2) velocity changes gradually with depth, i.e. there is no sharp transition
across the interface between inflow and outflow, (3) the maximum velocity in the outflow is higher than
in the inflow because velocities are strongly reduced near the bottom, and (4) temperature and salinity
gradually change with depth, indicating that mixing takes place between inflow and outflow in the strait.
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All four features are important when exchange in the experiments with different sill depths is compared
to the exchange predicted by hydraulic control theory (Section 7.3.2).
Figure 7.4 illustrates the horizontal and vertical patterns of salinity and temperature in two horizontal
slices at 10 m and 300 m and a vertical section crossing the whole domain from west to east. The
inflowing Atlantic water starts to change its temperature and salinity in response to the surface forcing
as soon as it enters the Mediterranean. At the surface, low saline Atlantic water can be traced along the
southern coast into the eastern Mediterranean. The constant evaporation at the surface drives an increase
in salinity towards the eastern basin, from 36.5 to 39 psu. Highest salinities are accordingly reached in
the easternmost Mediterranean. Due to the strong surface temperature relaxation, surface temperatures
are similar to the latitudinally decreasing air temperature in the larger part of the Mediterranean. Only
the northern part of the western basin and the area directly east of the Sicily Strait deviate from this
pattern. In both areas, advection of heat is faster than the surface forcing.
A difference in water characteristics does not only exist between the Atlantic and Mediterranean, a
clear difference is also visible between western and eastern Mediterranean. The Sicily Strait restricts
exchange between the basins. In combination with the fresh water deficit of the eastern Mediterranean,
this drives an eastward surface flow and westward deep flow, i.e. an anti-estuarine circulation with respect
to the western basin. The western basin has an average salinity of 38.3 psu, compared to 39.5 psu in the
eastern basin. In spite of the significantly higher surface temperatures in the eastern basin, differences in
basin-averaged temperature are relatively small (16.1 vs 17.5◦ C).
The circulation pattern evidenced by the salinity and temperature distribution in the Mediterranean is
confirmed by the ‘zonal’ overturning stream function which is calculated along the curvilinear coordinates (Fig 7.5). A positive overturning cell, representing clockwise circulation in an W-E profile, extends
from the Atlantic through the whole Mediterranean. The vertical extent and strength of the positive overturning cell is larger in the western than in the eastern Mediterranean. At depth a negative overturning
cell is present in both basins with a larger vertical extent and strength in the eastern basin.
On the vertical temperature and salinity profiles, the area east of 25◦ E stands out due to its significantly higher salinity and temperature at depths up to 500 m. The zonal overturning stream function
confirms that this is an area of downwelling. Following the approach from other studies (Alhammoud et
al., 2010; Dijkstra, 2008; Ezer and Mellor, 1997), the rate of intermediate water formation can be derived
from the stream function. In the area east of 25◦ E, the rate of intermediate water formation is 0.75 Sv.
The tilted isotherm in the deep eastern basin is consistent with upwelling of relatively cold water along
the western side of the Ionian basin in the deep overturning cell. Similarly, the inclined isohalines in
the upper 300 m of the western basin are consistent with water sinking in the eastern part of the western
basin (≈5 - 10◦ E) in the upper overturning cell.
For further analysis of the intermediate and deep water formation, Figure 7.6 shows the distribution
of the mixed layer depth. Deep water is formed where the mixed layer depth is anomalously high, e.g.
the northern part of the western basin where mixing occurs up to 800 m, and where the mixed layer depth
equals the water depth, as in the Adriatic Sea, the Aegean Sea and the northeast corner of the Levantine
basin. Figure 7.6 shows the path of water particles that have been tracked for 30 days in the lowest sigma
layer, i.e. the bottom currents. The idea of visualizing bottom velocities to track dense water currents
is gleaned from Zavatarelli and Mellor (1995). Where dense water is formed in shallow areas, it flows
downslope to the deep basin until it reaches a depth where its density equals that of the water at that
depth. While dense water from the Adriatic clearly reaches large depths, dense water from the Aegean
only reaches intermediate depths. In addition to deep water formation and dense water currents flowing
into the deep basin, Fig 7.6 also shows the trajectories of dense water flowing from the eastern to the
western basin and from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic. The northward deflection of both westward
directed flows is due to the Coriolis effect.
Model results compared to present-day observations
Initial conditions in the model are based on recent observations of salinity and temperature (Levitus
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fields). Therefore, the difference between initial and steady state salinity and temperature is equal to
the difference between modelled and observed values. Due to the simple constant surface forcings,
we cannot expect to capture annual variability in circulation and deep water formation. A difference
exists between the annual mean air temperature, used as surface forcing, and the observed annual mean
sea surface temperature. This already indicates that water characteristics do not respond linearly to the
surface forcing. Basin averaged temperatures are 3.4 ◦ C higher than observed (17.12 vs 13.71◦ C). The
bulk of this difference can be ascribed to significantly higher deep water temperatures. Temperature
differences near the surface are comparatively small and, because only 10% of the basinal volume is
contained in the surface layer, do not significantly affect basin averages.
In the present-day Mediterranean, deep water formation is strongest during the winter months (e.g.
Lascaratos et al., 1999). Hence, most deep water is formed when sea surface temperatures are below the
annual average. The use of mean annual air temperatures in our model gives rise to deep water formation throughout the year and an associated overestimation of deep water temperatures. Basin averaged
salinity, on the other hand, is close to the value from observations (39.0 vs 38.6 psu). Annual variability of evaporation in the Mediterranean is small. The use of a constant evaporation rate is therefore a
simplification of the surface forcing that does not significantly impact the basinal salinity.
The volume of transport through the Strait of Gibraltar has been the subject of innumerable studies.
Estimates have been based on observations, numerical modelling and hydraulic control theory. Given
the uncertainty in the fresh water budget of the Mediterranean and the wide range of approaches, the
volume transport at the Strait of Gibraltar has been estimated at 0.8 - 1.8 Sv, with most recent estimates
at the lower end of this range (e.g. Astraldi et al., 1999; Tsimplis and Bryden, 2000). The inflow of 0.83
Sv in the reference experiment is thus within this range. In a model with annual variation in the surface
forcing, the low deep water temperatures observed in the Mediterranean may be reproduced. Compared
to the results of the reference experiment, lower deep water temperatures will lead to a small increase
of exchange due to the resultant larger density contrast with the Atlantic. However, for the objective of
examining the role of strait depth, water exchange with the Atlantic is sufficiently reproduced.
Often, basin-scale circulation models with realistic and idealized atmospheric forcing have had difficulties reproducing deep water formation and, in particular, deep overturning in the western basin (e.g.
Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009; Meijer et al., 2004). The reference experiment, set up with idealized forcing,
is able to produce both. It should, however, be noted that the location of deep water formation in the
model differs, especially near the Gulf of Lions, from locations inferred from observations.
In a series of sensitivity experiments, deep water formation has been compared in models with different latitudinal gradients in the air temperature. With a reduced latitudinal air temperature gradient, the
mixed layer depth is still largest in the northern part of the western basin, the Adriatic and the Aegean
Sea. However, rates of deep water formation and the strength of the deep overturning cell are lower while
the formation of intermediate water in the eastern basin and the strength of the upper overturning cell
in both basins are enhanced. These results are in agreement with Alhammoud et al. (2010) and Somot
et al. (2006) who found that deep water formation is mainly controlled by the surface temperature forcing
while intermediate water formation is mainly controlled by evaporation.
The strength of the surface overturning cell in the reference experiment is slightly larger than in most
other high resolution model studies (Meijer and Dijkstra, 2009; Meijer et al., 2004; Somot et al., 2006;
Stratford et al., 2000). The vertical and horizontal extent, however, is similar in both western and eastern basin. Also, the ratio between minimum and maximum zonal overturning is equal to other studies
at ≈0.33. The results of a series of sensitivity experiments demonstrate that the degree of bathymetry
smoothing, the maximum slope in the bathymetry and the smoothing parameter of the Smolarkiewicz
scheme have a significant and predictable impact on the strength of circulation. In general, less smoothing, steeper slopes and a lower smoothing parameter result in a stronger overturning with more lateral
variation. The bathymetry used here has relatively low maximum slopes and minimal smoothing while
the smoothing parameter is relatively low.
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The overall good agreement between modelled strait transports, water characteristics and circulation,
quantitatively as well as qualitatively, shows that the model setup of the reference experiment captures
all important processes of the Mediterranean thermohaline circulation. Having validated the model setup
of the reference experiment, we will describe in the next section the changes in Mediterranean water
characteristics and circulation due to changes in the sill depth of the Atlantic connection.

7.3.2

The role of sill depth

The temporal variations of water characteristics and transport in the reference experiment (SD300) and
experiments SD50 and SD500 can be compared in Figure 7.2. The increase in basin-averaged temperature in all three experiments is comparable in both magnitude and duration. A steady state is reached after
300 yr with a slightly lower value for SD500 (17.01◦ C) and a higher value for SD50 (17.30◦ C). The temporal variation of basin-averaged salinities, on the other hand, is significantly different. SD500 reaches
a steady state within 100 yr at 38.6 psu, SD50 does not reach a steady value within 800 yr. The average
rate of salinity increase in SD50 is 8.9 psu/kyr. However, the rate drops slowly with time; in the first 100
yr it is 10.7 psu/kyr, in the last 100 yr ‘only’ 6.8 psu/kyr. When the density difference between Atlantic
and Mediterranean increases, inflow and outflow also increase. When a steady state is reached, the inflow
volume multiplied with its salinity equals the outflow volume multiplied with its salinity. Before steady
state more salt flows in than out, Mediterranean salinity increases, and, consequently, transport increases.
The increasing transport reduces the difference between salt volume in inflow and outflow and, hence,
the salinity rise slows down towards steady state. After 800 yr, all experiments with a sill depth ≥100 m
(SD100-SD500) are in equilibrium, i.e. salinity and strait transport have reached a steady state.
The basin averages in Fig 7.2 do not show where in the differences in salinity and temperature arise
between the different experiments. For this purpose, Fig 7.7a shows the salinity averaged over depth and
latitude along the curvilinear j coordinate for every i coordinate. Due to the curvilinear grid, these depth-j
slices are not exactly north-south. Latitude-depth-averaged temperature and density are calculated in a
similar fashion (Fig 7.7b,c). Also shown, in dashed lines is the average temperature/salinity/density of
the basin up to each longitude. The temperature/salinity/density at the eastern end (36◦ E) is thus the
basin averaged value.
Only where the bathymetry was modified to accomodate a different sill depth, i.e. between -6 – -2◦ E,
do salinity patterns differ between SD5 - SD500. For a shallower sill depth the whole curve, apart from
this westernmost segment, shifts to higher salinities. In each curve, salinity increases in two distinct
steps at longitudes corresponding to the western basin - Tyrrhenian Sea connection (9◦ E) and the Sicily
Strait (15◦ E) (Fig 7.7c). Although salinities in each basin – western, Tyrrhenian and eastern basin – are
higher at lower sill depths, the difference between them is nearly constant: ≈0.4 between the western
basin and the Tyrrhenian, ≈0.8 between the Tyrrhenian and eastern basin. These steps are visible in this
representation due to fast changes in the water properties at the gateways, the cumulative average salinity
increases more gradually.
Latitude-depth-averaged temperatures in Fig 7.7b have a large spread near the gateway. Water depths
near the gateway are shallower when the sill depth is lower, hence, the influence of warm surface water on
the average temperature in this area is larger and the temperature higher. In contrast to the salinity curves,
the order of the temperature curves is not the same in all subbasins; in the western basin temperatures
are relatively low in SD500 - SD300 and SD20 - SD5, in the eastern basin temperatures increase from
SD500 to SD5. Given that surface forcing is constant, these differences must be caused by differences
in the circulation which we will elaborate on below. Compared to the steps in the salinity curves, the
changes in temperature occur in a broader range of longitudes. Due to the shallow depths near the
connections between the basins, the warm surface layer becomes more important for the local average.
Notwithstanding local differences, the trend in the basinal averages is towards higher temperatures at
lower sill depths.
The density curves in Fig 7.7c illustrate the combined effect of salinity and temperature. Because
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Figure 7.2: Temporal evolution of diagnostic variables for the reference experiments (SD300, black/grey lines),
SD500 (red/orange) and SD50 (blue/lightblue). (a) Basin-averaged salinity (dark colours, left vertical axis) and
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salinity is fairly stable in each subbasin, density changes in subbasins are caused by temperature differences. Because these temperature differences are mainly caused by different latitudinally averaged water
depths, the density curve reflects the average water depth. Shallow areas are the connections between the
subbasins, the Aegean Sea and the easternmost eastern basin.
The main features of the basinal circulation can be captured in the minimum and maximum strengths
of the overturning cells and the depths where these occur in the western and eastern basin. These parameters are shown as a function of sill depth in Fig 7.8. The upper cell is consistently deeper and stronger
in the western than in the eastern basin. For the deep cell this pattern is reversed: it is consistently deeper
and stronger in the eastern basin than in the western basin. In the experiments that have reached a steady
state, i.e. SD100 - SD500, strength and depth of all but the upper cell in the western basin are strikingly
similar. In SD5 - SD50, where a steady state has not yet been reached, the strength of the overturning cells changes significantly between 400 and 800 yr (light and dark symbols). Over this period, the
strengths of the western deep cell and the eastern deep and upper cell in SD5 - SD200 move towards the
steady state value that is reached in SD100 - SD500. This suggests that a similar overturning circulation
will eventually be reached regardless of the sill depth. A difference not captured in Fig 7.8, is the depth of
the interface between the upper and deep overturning cells. Even though the depth of the minimum and
maximum strength remains the same, the interface shifts to shallower depths when the upper overturning
cell loses strength.
Compared to the overturning in steady state, deep overturning in the eastern basin is more vigorous
before a steady state is reached. In the western basin deep overturning is weaker before a steady state, as
are both surface cells. Towards a steady state, deep water formation in the eastern basin slows down when
the vertical density gradient in the basin stabilizes. At the same time, intermediate water formation in
both basins and deep water formation in the western basin pick up when vertical temperature differences
decrease.
The only cell that stabilizes at a different strength depending on sill depth, is the upper cell in the
western basin. The increase in overturning strength from SD100 to SD500 (0.84 Sv) is similar to the
increase in exchange with the Atlantic (0.91 Sv, Fig 7.9). From this similarity it can be inferred that
the upper overturning cell in the western basin is mainly driven by the exchange with the Atlantic. The
temperatures in the western basin are consistent with this: temperatures are lower, i.e. closer to Atlantic
values, when the exchange with the Atlantic is larger (SD100 to SD500). SD5 - SD20 deviate from this
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trend (Fig 7.7b). However, not being in steady state, the deep water temperature in the western basin is
still rising after 800 yr in these experiments.
The temperature in the eastern basin is only affected by the magnitude of the Atlantic inflow in the
surface layer near the Strait of Sicily. Therefore, a reduced Atlantic inflow cannot explain the small
temperature increase from SD500 to SD100 in the eastern basin (Fig 7.7b). This temperature increase
is most pronounced below 250 m and associated with a small change in overturning circulation. The
upper and lower cell in the eastern basin are minimally stronger in SD100 compared to SD500. In the
reference experiment, deep water was formed where sea surface temperatures were low, and intermediate
water where maximum salinities were reached near Cyprus. At higher salinities, the change in density
caused by cooling of surface water is comparatively smaller. As a consequence, lateral and vertical
density differences at the surface are smaller and mixed layer depth increases significantly throughout
the eastern basin. This drives a stronger intermediate water formation and enhances the strength of the
upper overturning cell. Noteworthy is the instatement of a new branch of intermediate water formation
in the northern Ionian basin in lower sill depth experiments. This area receives less relatively low saline
water from the western basin at lower sill depths due to a lower density difference between the basins.
Consequently, water becomes dense enough to sink in this area. Compared to the dense water formation
sites in the Adriatic and Aegean, surface water is warmer in the Ionian basin. Due to the reduced vertical
density gradient at lower sill depths, dense water formed in the Adriatic flows downslope to greater
depths, thereby enhancing the strength of the deep overturning cell. In summary, lower density gradients
at lower sill depth enhance upper and deep overturning circulation in the eastern basin which leads to the
small increase in intermediate and deep water temperatures observed in Fig 7.7b.
Strait transport
The narrow width and short length of the Strait of Gibraltar allows for the application of a simplified
representation of exchange known as hydraulic control theory. Hydraulic control theory can be used
to calculate the flow through a narrow strait if the geometry and density difference along the strait are
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known. The equations are often simplified by assuming that the strait has a rectangular cross section, the
interface between inflow and outflow is halfway, inflow equals outflow, and density differences between
the basins are small. The basic principles underlying hydraulic control theory and an application to the
Mediterranean can be found in Meijer (2012).
Since hydraulic control theory has been extensively used to describe the Atlantic-Mediterranean
exchange, a comparison of exchange in the model and that predicted by hydraulic control theory is
called for. Differences between exchange calculated with hydraulic control theory and that from the
model are to be expected due to the more complex physics in the model. For comparison with the
modelled exchange, an expression for hydraulic control for a strait with a rectangular cross section and
zero net flow is used (Farmer and Armi, 1986):
QA = QM = 0.208 ·

p
g0 HHW

(7.3.1)

where QA , is the inflow from the Atlantic which is equal to the outflow from the Mediterranean, QM ; H
is the sill depth, W the strait width, and the reduced gravity, g0 , is defined by
g0 = g (ρM − ρA ) /ρM

(7.3.2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, ρM , Mediterranean water density and ρA Atlantic water density.
Figure 7.9 illustrates the modelled strait transport (inflow and outflow) and the inflow calculated with
equation 7.3.1 for a strait with the same dimensions as in the model. Down to a sill depth of 20 m, inflow
decreases steadily towards the value of net flow which is essentially constant in all runs. Compared to
the strait transport predicted by hydraulic control, the modelled transports are consistently lower. The
absolute difference as well as the ratio between inflow predicted by hydraulic control and inflow from
the model both decrease towards lower sill depths, i.e. modelled transport is closer to that predicted by
hydraulic control in shallower gateways. In hydraulic control theory, the velocity and density profiles at
the gateway are envisaged to be a step function with a constant positive velocity and low density in the
upper layer and a constant negative velocity and high density in the bottom layer. In contrast, profiles
derived from the model (Fig 7.10) do not resemble a stepfunction at any sill depth.
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Velocity (Fig 7.10a) is positive in the top layer and decreases gradually towards the interface between
inflow and outflow, at a depth lower than half the sill depth, and decreases again towards the bottom due
to bottom friction. Salinity (Fig 7.10b) in the top layer is near constant at all sill depths, being supplied
with Atlantic water with relatively constant salinity. The lower layer becomes increasingly more saline
towards lower sill depths in accordance with the average basinal salinity. Temperatures (Fig 7.10d) decrease in the top layer from the surface to the interface depth, and increase again towards the bottom.
The high temperatures at the surface are caused by the heat flux at the surface. In the Atlantic, temperatures drop significantly with depth (Fig 7.4). In the surface inflow this results in a decreasing minimum
value near the interface depth at higher sill depths. In the Mediterranean, temperatures decrease less
with depth. Therefore, temperatures in the outflow move back to higher values away from the interface.
The gradual change of velocity, temperature and salinity between inflow and outflow indicates mixing
between the two layers. The combined effect of salinity and temperature is expressed in the density
profiles (Fig 7.10). Towards lower sill depths the density difference between the Atlantic surface flow
and Mediterranean outflow becomes larger. i.e. density changes faster over a shorter vertical distance.
Consequently, density profiles at lower sill depths are closer to a step function. This may partly explain
why hydraulic control theory better matches modelled transports at lower sill depths.
When transport is calculated by inserting the average density of inflow and outflow in equation 7.3.1,
instead of averages of Atlantic and Mediterranean basins, it is closer to modelled values at low sill depths
and further from modelled values at large sill depths. The density difference between inflow and outflow
is larger than between the basin averages at large sill depths, and smaller for lower sill depths. At sill
depths >100 m, mixing between the inflow and outflow reduces the temperature of the already more
saline lower layer, lowering the density and, hence, increasing the density contrast between inflow and
outflow compared to the difference between the basin averages. At sill depths <100 m, the density
difference between the inflow and outflow is smaller than the difference between basin averages because
the largest difference in temperature between the basins occurs at greater depths than those involved in
the exchange.
In SD5 and SD10, inflow is constant and equal to the net flow, i.e. there is no outflow. Although
outflow is blocked in these two experiments, both have not reached a steady state yet. Salinity rises
constantly at 11.6 psu/kyr as long as outflow is blocked because all salt that enters the Mediterranean
through inflow (4.3 · 1013 kg/yr) is retained in the Mediterranean. In SD20 and SD50, like SD5 and
SD10 not yet in steady state, the ongoing salinity rise in the Mediterranean is accompanied by a steady
increase in the outflow and, hence, inflow. It is possible that the increasing density difference between
Mediterranean and Atlantic in SD10 and SD5 will eventually incite two-way flow. However, the anticipated salinities for the steady states in these experiments are >100 psu, which will take at least another
5000 yr to be reached. Therefore, due to the additional model run time required, reaching steady states in
SD5 and SD10 is infeasible in the current model setup. Moreover, the equation of state – which relates
temperature, salinity and pressure to density – is only valid up to 42 psu. The linear extrapolation at
higher salinities will give an increasingly larger error in the density determination towards higher salinities. Also, the viscosity of water will change significantly at such high salinities, a process not included
in the model.
In summary, exchange between the Mediterranean and Atlantic is proportional to the sill depth until
at 10 m sill depth outflow is blocked and only inflow remains. Transport at lower sill depths is closer to
that predicted by hydraulic exchange theory than at large sill depths because mixing between inflow and
outflow is not as effective in reducing the difference between them. Furthermore, using basin averaged
density differences for calculation of the exchange with hydraulic control gives an overestimation of the
exchange because water characteristics at the depths involved in the exchange are not representitive of
the whole basin.
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7.4
7.4.1

Discussion
The role of sill depth

In experiments with sill depths in the range of 500 - 5 m, basin-averaged salinities and temperatures
are consistently higher at lower sill depths. Spatial differences, e.g. between the western and eastern
basin, are largely independent of sill depth. The upper overturning cell in the western basin is driven
by the exchange with the Atlantic and is weaker at lower sill depths. The upper overturning cell in the
eastern basin and the deep overturning cells in both basins, however, are practically constant in depth
and strength at all sill depths as soon as a steady state has been reached. Dense water formation is more
salinity-driven when basin averaged salinities are higher, but, overall, the locations and rate of dense
water formation change little.
The influence of sill depth on circulation and water characteristics found in this study is notably
different from that found by Alhammoud et al. (2010) (AMD10), mainly due to differences in model
setup. In AMD10, a highly idealized representation of the Mediterranean was used, which consists of a
single large basin with a depth of 1500 m gradually shallowing towards the margins. In experiments with
increasingly larger sill depths they found, in accordance with our findings for the western basin, a steadily
increasing inflow and stronger upper zonal overturning cell. Their deep overturning cell, however, almost
disappears at large sill depths whereas it is here found to be constant in strength regardless of sill depth.
The shift of the interface between upper and deep overturning cells in their experiments does resemble
the shift found here. Because their basin extends to only 1500 m, the deep overturning cell is repressed
by stronger surface cells when these extend to greater depths, while it persists below 1500 m in our
experiments. As in our experiments, deep water circulation, although strongly reduced, never entirely
stopped in the experiments of AMD10.
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The low resolution used in AMD10 resulted in a 222 km wide Strait of Gibraltar. Due to this width,
exchange with the Atlantic was found to be consistent with rotational control on the flow instead of
hydraulic control. The width of the Strait of Gibraltar in our model (13 km) is well below the Rossby
radius and, hence, rules out rotational control. The larger strait transports in AMD10 kept Mediterranean
salinities closer to Atlantic values, but the overall trend towards higher salinities at lower sill depths is
consistent with our findings.

7.4.2

The interpretation of the Late Miocene sedimentary record

As argued in the introduction, we expect that the change in circulation and water properties due to
variation in sill depth that we calculated for a basin with the shape of the present Mediterranean form
a starting point for understanding the past as well. In this section we relate our findings to the Late
Miocene sedimentary record.
Stable isotopes and faunal changes in the pre-MSC interval of the Late Miocene, suggest that in an
interval with increasing salinity, the average deep water oxygenation decreased steadily (Kouwenhoven
and van der Zwaan, 2006). As already noted by Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan (2006) and Krijgsman
et al. (2000), the occurrence of sapropels in this interval indicates precessional variation of the oxygenation of Mediterranean deep water on top of the long term trend. The estimated depth of the marginal
basins in which the Monte del Casino, Metochia, Faneromeni and Gibliscemi sections accumulated is
300 - 1200 m. In these basins the decreasing oxygenation and sapropelitic sedimentation are observed.
All are located in the eastern Mediterranean basin in which, in our model, the upper overturning cell is
less than 500 m deep. If oxygen conditions in the deep water layer decrease concomitant with a decreasing gateway depth, rates of deep water formation and the strength of deep overturning should be lower
at lower sill depths. Model results do not show a significant change in either in the eastern basin.
In the western basin, depths up to 1200 m are in the surface water layer in SD500 - SD100. Oxygenation of the marginal basins in this setting would not be by deep water formation, but by intermediate
water formation in the upper overturning cell. The simultaneous decrease of exchange with the Atlantic
and strength of the upper overturning cell in the western basin towards lower sill depths leads to a longer
residence time of the water in the upper cell of the western basin. Consequently, water in the ‘deep’ marginal basins will be replenished slower with oxygenated water from the surface. Therefore, model results
from the western basin could explain the suggested correlation between sill depth and oxygenation. Because AMD10 represents the Mediterranean with only one basin, their correlation between observations
and model results is similar to what is here suggested for the western basin.
Model results thus seem to contradict the notion that restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean gateway induces lower oxygenation of deep water in the eastern basin. A lower oxygenation may, however,
be inferred for the upper overturning cell in the western basin. Due to the relatively shallow connection
between the western and eastern basin, only the western overturning is affected by sill depth in a way
that seems consistent with the data. A possible cause of the discrepancy between model results and observations is the present-day bathymetry used in the model. If the connection between both basins was
deeper in the Late Miocene, the upper overturning cell could have extended further and deeper into the
eastern basin. Without the Sicily Strait, model results are expected to be similar to those in AMD10 who
indeed had a single surface overturning cell in the whole Mediterranean.
At present day, deep water formation is mainly driven by cooling of surface water during the winter.
In the model, deep water formation is likewise driven by surface cooling at northern latitudes. Despite
the fact that deep water formation is continuous, occurring at the same rate throughout the year, the
forcing that drives deep water formation is the same. We, therefore, argue that deep water formation is
sufficiently represented in our setup to reproduce possible changes in deep water oxygenation that may
occur in a less idealized case.
Another simplification in the surface forcing, on the other hand, may influence the correlation of
model results and observations: the inclusion of river discharge in a spatially homogeneous water loss
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equal to E-P-R. Increased river discharge during precession minima is generally accepted to be an important factor in the establishment of low-oxygen conditions during sapropel formation. River discharge
is thought to form a fresh-water-lid at the surface, hindering deep water formation by reducing surface
layer densities. Due to mixing with more saline water and evaporative concentration, water originating
from rivers will lose its fresh water signature when it moves away from the outlet. If the receiving basin is
at higher salinity, the density difference between river water and the basin is larger and stratification will
be stronger. Although depending on the volume and location of river input, basin circulation, evaporation
- precipitation, and the rate of mixing with surrounding water, we can assume that stratification due to
river discharge is stronger when the basin-averaged salinity is higher. Hence, deep water formation may
be more effectively reduced at lower sill depth. If a river drains into a marginal basin with restricted
exchange with the deep basin, stratification is presumably more severe and deep water oxygenation even
stronger reduced.
A spatially heterogeneous distribution of precipitation may have the same effect as river discharge.
Precipitation, however, does not give a continuous fresh water input at the same location like river input.
Hence, its influence with respect to river discharge is expected to be lower.
Whether river input, either increased or not, can reduce deep water formation and oxygenation may
be tested by rerunning the experiments from this study with an increased E-P and separate river input.
Unfortunately, model run time is currently too long to run a model for more than a few thousand year. A
model run to examine transient changes in water characteristics, circulation and deep water formation in
a precession cycle is therefore unfeasible in the present setup.

7.4.3

Blocked outflow

Notwithstanding the fact that SD10 and SD5 are not yet in steady state, it is the first time that a blocked
outflow has been observed in an ocean circulation model. From hydraulic control theory, one layer flow
is predicted to occur only when the sill depth is a few meters for a gateway with a width of 13 km (Meijer,
2012). If bottom friction is taken into account, this depth is expected to be somewhat higher. Because
the density difference between the Atlantic and Mediterranean is still rising at the time model results are
shown for, it may be that outflow will commence if the experiment is ran to steady state.
Our model results suggest that if a sill depth of ≈10 m existed during the MSC, either due to a
global sea level drop or local uplift due to flexure or tectonics, the salinity rise in the Mediterranean
would be as efficient as possible. Consequently, the salt gain of the Mediterranean is highest in this
scenario, allowing for the fast accumulation of evaporites. During blocked outflow 15 km3 halite is
transported to the Mediterranean. At this rate it would take 33 - 133 kyr to form the 0.5 - 2 million km3
of halite observed on seismics (Ryan, 2008). Halite formation in the deep Mediterranean basins took
place during an 60 kyr interval which encompasses two glacials: 5.61 - 5.55 Ma with glacials TG12 and
TG14. The growth of icecaps on the poles during this interval would reduce global sea level, lowering
the relative sill depth. Furthermore, glacials are characterized by a relatively high fresh water deficit in
the Mediterranean due to reduced river discharge and precipitation. In this situation, salinity rise and salt
gain will be even higher than found in our model. During blocked outflow inflow can thus bring in the
observed volume of salt in the 60 kyr MSC interval. The blocked-outflow scenario is therefore plausible.
To examine whether blocked-outflow endures at higher density contrasts a model should be set up to
represent only the Strait of Gibraltar, or another gateway thought to be open during the Messinian. This,
however, would require the assumption that the equation of state is appropriate and viscosity changes at
high salinities can be neglected.
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7.5

Conclusions

In this study, a parallel version of POM (sbPOM) has been used to examine changes in Mediterranean
circulation and water characteristics due to restriction of the Atlantic connection. Model results have
implications for the interpretation of the Late Miocene sedimentary record in the Mediterranean. Compared to earlier models of the (Miocene) Mediterranean, the use of a curvilinear grid and parallel code
allows for the use of a higher resolution and more realistic bathymetry even in long model runs (800 yrs).
A comparison of the results from our model with observations of the present-day shows that, despite an
idealized and constant surface forcing, Mediterranean circulation and water properties are generally well
reproduced.
The main results and implications for the Late Miocene Mediterranean are the following:
• Basin-averaged salinity, temperature and density increase when the sill is shallower. However, spatial distribution and inter-basinal differences in water properties in the Mediterranean are largely
unaffected by sill depth.
• The strength of the upper overturning cell in the western Mediterranean is proportional to the
magnitude of water exchange with the Atlantic. Overturning in the eastern basin is not significantly
affected by the depth of the sill.
• Temperature-driven dense water formation operates regardless of the basin-averaged salinity. At
lower sill depths, the higher salinity in the Mediterranean results in a stronger salinity-driven dense
water formation in the eastern basin.
• Modelled strait transport is always smaller than that predicted by hydraulic control theory. This
difference is due to friction, vertical mixing and a difference between basin-averaged density and
the density of the water involved in the exchange with the Atlantic.
• Outflow is blocked in (at least the first 800 yrs of) experiments with sill depths ≤ 10 m. Future
work is needed to establish whether blocked-outflow is a viable scenario for the interval with halite
deposition in the Messinian Salinity Crisis.
• With the present-day bathymetry, restriction of the Atlantic-Mediterranean connection does not
significantly alter Mediterranean deep water circulation and refreshening. Hence, model results do
not affirm the hypothesis that deep water oxygenation decreases towards lower sill depths.
The model setup presented in this study would seem to provide a valuable basis and reference for
examination of additional aspects of Mediterranean palaeoconfigurations This may relate to other aspects
of the Miocene evolution, for example, but our setup is also applicable to the Last Glacial Maximum
when lower sea level was responsible for a reduction in sill depth.
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Summary

In this research relatively simple computational models are used to gain insight in the processes and conditions that give rise to atypical marine sedimentation, i.e. black shales and evaporites, in mediterranean
basins. The geometry of a mediterranean basin – i.e. landlocked and with connections to the global
ocean that are small compared to the basin size – makes it particularly sensitive to changes in climate.
The interactions of basin geometry, climate and marine sedimentation are investigated in the Atlantic and
Mediterranean basins of the Cretaceous and Miocene, respectively.
The mid-Cretaceous proto-North Atlantic basin in the early stage of its opening is of the mediterranean
type and one of the most pronounced sites of black shale formation during Oceanic Anoxic Event 2
(OAE2, ∼94 Ma). Results from an ocean circulation model show that changes in basinal geometry and
sea level would affect the circulation and upwelling pattern in the Atlantic. A series of experiments set
up to represent pre-OAE, OAE and post-OAE conditions shows that inflow from the Pacific could have
brought nutrients to the Atlantic upwelling zones to fuel enhanced primary productivity during OAE2
and not before and after. More generally, upwelling and circulation during OAE2 is appropriate for
extensive black shale formation in the proto-North Atlantic.
The most recent and one of the world’s largest salt giants formed in the Late Miocene Mediterranean
during the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC, 5.97 - 5.33 Ma). Although studied for 40 years, knowledge
of this remarkable event is largely qualitative. A series of box and ocean circulation models is used to
gain detailed insight in the main processes and mechanisms involved in the period running up to and
in the first two stages of the MSC, test existing hypotheses quantitatively, examine the conditions with
which observational data can be reproduced, and build towards a quantitatively supported scenario.
Model results show that a simple scenario fits all available data and observational constraints from
marginal and deep water settings. In this scenario the progressive closure of the Atlantic-Mediterranean
connections pushes the Mediterranean from pre-MSC open ocean conditions to the synchronous onset
of gypsum deposition, followed by, at the acme of the crisis, synchronous halite formation with different
deposition rates in the two Mediterranean subbasins. To accumulate the observed volume of gypsum and
halite during the MSC, an Atlantic-Mediterranean connection must have accomodated two-layer flow,
i.e. a gateway of > 10 m, up to stage 2 of the MSC. A blocked outflow scenario is not viable for the
whole MSC but may have existed briefly during stage 2 before the connection with the Atlantic was
temporarily disrupted and sea level dropped sharply.
During the MSC, Sr isotope ratios and salinity vary on a precessional timescale and can be used
as a proxy for the Mediterranean water budget. The Late Miocene fresh water deficit is smaller than
at present-day due to a considerably higher river discharge. Hence, Sr ratios and salinity in the Mediterranean are more susceptible to precession-driven climate variations. Noteworthy, and important for
determining the exact age of MSC deposits, is that peak salinity and Sr values in the Late Miocene
Mediterranean are reached a few kyr after, i.e. lag behind, each precession maximum.
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In deze studie worden relatief eenvoudige computermodellen gebruikt om inzicht te verkrijgen in de
processen en omstandigheden die in ‘middellandse’ bekkens leiden tot atypische mariene sedimentatie,
zoals bijvoorbeeld evaporieten en zwarte schalies. Onder ‘middellandse’ bekkens vallen alle door land
omsloten bekkens die een verbinding met de open oceaan hebben die klein is ten opzichte van de bekkengrootte. Deze specifieke geometrie maakt zulke bekkens bijzonder gevoelig voor veranderingen in het
klimaat. Het samenspel van bekkengeometrie, klimaat en mariene sedimentatie is onderzocht in het
Noord Atlantische bekken in het mid-Krijt en de Middellandse Zee in het Mioceen.
In het mid-Krijt is het Noord Atlantisch bekken nog in een vroeg stadium van opening. Tot de
verbinding tussen het zuidelijke en noordelijke deel van de Atlantische oceaan opent, valt het Noord Atlantisch bekken, ingesloten door Noord en Zuid Amerika, Europa en Afrika, onder de noemer ‘middellands’. In dit bekken worden in het Krijt verscheidene keren grote hoeveelheden zwarte schalies afgezet
tijdens zogeheten ‘Oceanic Anoxic Events’ (OAEs). Het tijdsinterval rond de grens van het Cenomanien
en Turonien is hier het bekendste voorbeeld van: OAE2 (∼ 94 miljoen jaar geleden). Resultaten van een
oceaancirculatiemodel laten zien dat veranderingen in de bekkengeometrie en het zeeniveau een significant effect hebben op circulatie en opwellingspatronen in het Noord Atlantisch bekken. Met een serie
experimenten, opgezet om zo goed mogelijk de situatie voor OAE2, tijdens OAE2 en na OAE2 na te
bootsen, kan worden aangetoond dat tijdens OAE2 de nutriënten die meekomen met de instroom uit de
Pacifische oceaan terecht komen in de opwellingsgebieden langs de Zuid-Amerikaanse en Afrikaanse
kusten. Dit gebeurt niet voor en na OAE2; hierdoor is de vorming van organisch materiaal door organismen in de fotische zone tijdens OAE2 versterkt. De sterke opwelling en beschikbare hoeveelheid
nutriënten scheppen de juiste condities in het Noord Atlantisch bekken voor een wijdverbreidde vorming
van zwarte schalies.
In de geologische geschiedenis zijn er tijdsintervallen geweest waarin grote hoeveelheden evaporieten zijn afgezet, d.w.z. gesteenten gevormd door indamping van zout water (in dit geval zeewater). De
meest recente van deze zogeheten zoutgiganten heeft zich gevormd in de Middellandse Zee in het Laat
Mioceen tijdens de ‘Messinien Zout Crisis’ (MSC, 5.97- 5.33 miljoen jaar geleden). Ondanks 40 jaar
onderzoek naar de MSC is het merendeel van de data kwalitatief van aard. Gebruik makend van een
reeks box en oceaan modellen brengt dit proefschrift daar verandering in. De modellen worden gebruikt
om nieuw inzicht te verwerven in de belangrijkste processen en mechanismen die speelden in de aanloop naar de MSC en tijdens de eerste twee fasen van de MSC. Daarnaast worden bestaande hypotheses
getest, worden de condities bestudeerd waarmee bestaande observationele data gereproduceerd kunnen
worden, en wordt er gewerkt naar een kwantitatief onderbouwd scenario voor de MSC.
De modelresultaten van meerdere box modellen wijzen allemaal in de richting van een vrij eenvoudig
scenario voor de MSC dat niettemin alle observaties uit diepe en randbekkens van de Middellandse Zee
kan verklaren. In dit scenario wordt het begin van de zoutcrisis veroorzaakt door het gestaag sluiten
van de verbindingen tussen de Atlantische Oceaan en de Middellandse Zee. Hierdoor loopt de saliniteit
in de Middellandse Zee op van normale zeewater saliniteit naar een saliniteit waarbij gipsen worden
gevormd. Na een eerste fase van gipsvorming in de randbekkens van de Middellandse Zee wordt tijdens
de korte tweede fase van de MSC het kilometers dikke zoutpakket, voornamelijk bestaande uit haliet
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(steenzout), afgezet in de diepere delen van de Middellandse Zee. Om de geobserveerde hoeveelheid
zout te kunnen verklaren moet er een constante bron van zout zijn geweest in de vorm van een verbinding
met de Atlantische Oceaan die tenminste tot in de tweede fase van de MSC bestond. Deze verbinding
moet groot genoeg zijn geweest, zowel in termen van instroom als van uitstroom, om de saliniteit rond het
punt van gipsverzadiging te houden tijdens de eerste fase van de MSC. Echter, de uitstroom kan korte tijd
zijn geblokkeerd tijdens de tweede fase vlak voordat de verbinding met de Atlantische Oceaan tijdelijk
geheel werd gesloten. Deze sluiting leidde tot een forse daling van het zeeniveau in de Middellandse Zee
aan het eind van de tweede en mogelijk ook tijdens de derde fase van de MSC.
In de eerste fase van de MSC, maar mogelijk ook in de andere fasen en voor de MSC, fluctueren
saliniteit en de strontium isotopen ratio (87 Sr/86 Sr ) in de Middellandse Zee door precessiegedreven
klimaatsveranderingen. In vergelijking met de huidige Middellandse Zee zijn de watereigenschappen
van de Middellandse Zee in het Mioceen een stuk gevoeliger voor deze klimaatsveranderingen doordat
het verschil tussen evaporatie min precipitatie en rivierinstroom een stuk kleiner is door een significant grotere rivierinstroom. Mede hierdoor zijn de precessiegedreven veranderingen van saliniteit en
strontium-isotopen ratio in het Messinien vrij groot. Alhoewel tot nu toe werd aangenomen dat saliniteit
en strontiumwaarden gelijktijdig en direct reageren op het precessiesignaal, tonen modelresultaten aan
dat dit niet het geval is. De pieken in saliniteit en strontiumwaarden, d.w.z. het minimum en maximum,
volgen een paar duizend jaar na de pieken in het precessiesignaal. Dit verschil dient meegenomen te
worden in de datering van de Messinien afzettingen; alle afzettingen zijn een paar duizend jaar jonger
dan tot nu toe was bepaald.
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